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ABSTRACT 
DELAYS IN ISSUING OF BUILDING PERMIT AND OCCUPANCY 
PERMIT: AN ANALYSIS OF CAUSES AND DURATIONS 
Obtaining building permit and occupancy permits are complex and time 
consuming processes involving many stakeholders. This mostly leads to unwarranted 
delays, increased costs, and needless frustration.  
This research analyzes delay causes and durations for building permit and 
occupancy permit issuances. Field study is carried out at the Konak Municipality in 
Ġzmir. 56 building and 107 occupancy permit applications made in 2008 are thoroughly 
examined in terms of their rejection reasons and delay durations. 
The findings of the research show that the most frequent application type -new 
construction of a standard apartment building- reviewed requires an average duration of 
107 days for building permit and 99 days for occupancy permit issuance. Analyzing the 
delay causes, missing documents in the application file required for obtaining a building 
permit and incomplete submission of documents required after the building inspection 
in situ required for obtaining an occupancy permit are found to be the main delay 
causes. 
Permit officials, inspectors and project owners are as well interviewed to reveal 
their concerns and suggestions for streamlining the permit processes. Finally, the permit 
issuance processes of various world cities are reviewed for comparison purposes.  
Research results show that common problems detected in the permit processes 
are that they are cumbersome and time consuming due to the complexity of the codes 
and regulations, and inadequate number of staff. For streamlining the permit processes, 
re-examining all bylaws and regulations for simplifying purposes, efficient use of 
information technologies, preparing guidebooks with simpler terms and increasing the 
number of staff by improving customer services are needed. 
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ÖZET 
YAPI RUHSATI VE YAPI KULLANMA ĠZĠN BELGESĠ ALIMINDAKĠ 
GECĠKMELER: SEBEPLERĠN VE SÜRELERĠN ANALĠZĠ 
Yapı Ruhsatı ve Yapı Kullanma Ġzin Belgesi alımı karmaĢık, zaman alan ve 
birçok ilgili tarafı bağlayan süreçlerdir. Bu durum çoğu zaman istenmeyen gecikmelere, 
artan proje maliyetlerine ve gereksiz engellenmelere sebep olmaktadır.  
Bu araĢtırma, Yapı Ruhsatı ve Yapı Kullanma Ġzin Belgesi alımındaki gecikme 
sebeplerini ve gecikme sürelerini analiz eder. ÇalıĢma alanı Ġzmir Konak Belediyesidir. 
2008 yılında yapılan 56 Yapı Ruhsatı ve 107 Yapı Kullanma Ġzin Belgesi baĢvurusu 
gecikme sebepleri ve gecikme süreleri bakımından detaylı bir biçimde incelenmiĢtir. 
AraĢtırmanın sonuçları, en sık rastlanan baĢvuru tipi olan standart bir apartman 
binası için yapılan Yapı Ruhsatı baĢvurusunun ortalama 107 günde, Yapı Kullanma Ġzin 
Belgesi baĢvurusunun ortalama 99 günde sonuçlandığını göstermektedir. Gecikme 
sebepleri incelendiğinde Yapı Ruhsatı baĢvuru dosyasındaki eksik evrakların Yapı 
Ruhsatı alımında; binanın yerinde kontrolü yapıldıktan sonra teslim edilmesi gereken 
evrakların eksikliğinin de Yapı Kullanma Ġzin Belgesi alımında gecikmeye yol açan en 
önemli sebepler olduğu belirlenmiĢtir. 
Ayrıca, belediyedeki resmi yetkililer, yapı denetim firması yetkilileri ve proje 
müellifleri ile ruhsat alım süreçlerindeki gecikme sebeplerinin ve sürecin 
hızlandırılmasına ait önerilerinin sorgulandığı görüĢmeler yapılmıĢtır. Son olarak, 
dünyadaki çeĢitli Ģehirlerdeki ruhsat alım süreçleri karĢılaĢtırma amaçlı olarak 
değerlendirilmiĢtir.  
AraĢtırma sonuçları ruhsat alım süreçlerindeki en önemli problemlerin, kanun ve 
yönetmeliklerin karmaĢıklığının yol açtığı hantallık ve yetersiz resmi görevli sayısı 
olduğunu göstermektedir. Bu süreçlerin hızlandırılması için, kanunların ve 
yönetmeliklerin sadeleĢtirilmek üzere yeniden incelenmesi ve bilgi teknolojilerinin 
verimli kullanımı, basit terimlerle tüm süreci ve istenen evrakları listeleyen el 
kitaplarının hazırlanması ve müĢteri hizmetlerinin geliĢtirilerek görevli sayısının 
arttırılması gerekliliği tanımlanmıĢtır.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In this „Introduction‟ chapter, first the problem area where this thesis work 
proposes to make a contribution is clarified. Related objectives are listed as primary and 
secondary. The process for conducting this research is presented under „Methodology‟. 
Finally the contents of the study are briefly reviewed under the subtitle „Outline.‟  
 
1.1. Problem Definition  
 
The process of administration and enforcement of building codes and 
regulations is a source of growing dissatisfaction in Turkey. Contractors complain of the 
delays and additional costs it entails, designers object to the restrictions imposed on 
their creative freedom, and the construction industry in general regards it as a restraint 
on development and detrimental to efficiency.  
The problem has been widely discussed in numerous publications (Turkish 
Industrialist‟ and Businessmen‟s Association, 2002). Building regulations are also up-to-
date for their alignment requirement to meet EU standards. Many public and 
professional committees have been set up in Turkey to explore ways for making the 
regulatory system more result-oriented (Ministry Of Public Works and Settlement, 
Lecture 2008). The main criticism is directed at the building permit and occupancy 
permit processes, where excessive maze of regulations and paperwork for obtaining 
permits in the complex municipal environment result in long waiting times for 
applicants and extended permit application review for officials. Delays in issuing 
building permit and occupancy permits hurt the economy. The time lapse between the 
conceptualization of a project and the possible starting date of construction often 
exceeds the construction period itself. Total number of signatures needed for a standard 
new construction to obtain a building and then an occupancy permit is unnecessarily 
excessive. For a random standard application file of the most frequent construction type 
as a 4-storey apartment building with its ground floor designed as shop usage purposes 
(and the building lacking an elevator, a parking lot or a garage and any bomb shelter 
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construction) is counted to have 756 signatures on all the documents in process 
beginning from the time of its building permit application until the issuance of its 
occupancy permit. Table 1.1 lists the signature distribution by type of the documents. 
The permitting process obviously needs a current situation analysis and 
recommendations for improvement. 
 
Table 1.1. Signature distributions by type of the documents 
Document Type # of signatures 
Progress payment file 302 
Architectural design project 58 
Heat Insulation Report (2
nd
 version) 6 
Heat Insulation Report 5 
Mechanical Installation Report 6 
Mechanical Installation Project 6 
Structural Project 13 
Electrical Project 6 
The Static Calculations 5 
Soil Survey Report 21 
Certificate of Occupancy Permit 6 
Application documents of Occupancy Permit 32 
Certificate of Building Permit 30 
Certificate of Amendment Permit 8 
Progress Payment Documents kept in the archive file 52 
Commission Decision about Parking Lot or Garage 8 
Numeration Sketch 2 
Additional Permit Certificate 10 
Certificate of zoning compliance 3 
Attachment documents 177 
Total number of signatures 756 
 
The intent of this thesis is to reveal the current chaos of rejection reasons 
resulting in permit delays. The thesis sets out arguments for minimizing the time and 
resources required for the permitting function and improve the process quality at the 
same time. The analysis may well be an initial guide for the Ministry of Public Works 
and the Housing Department of Municipalities for reviewing the employed system for 
improvement purposes. This study makes numerous analysis and recommendations for 
improving the timeliness, efficiency and effectiveness of permitting in Turkish 
Municipalities (Recommendations are discussed at greater length in Chapter 4 and 5).  
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In the early 1990‟s, advances in the use of information technology to increase 
operating efficiencies across the private sector increased the pressure upon all levels of 
government to reassess their operations. Even within the construction industry itself, 
demands for greater effectiveness and efficiency brought about change. Studies on 
streamlining the nation‟s regulatory permitting process by the Ministry of Public Works 
describe the importance of an effective and efficient computerized system deriving from 
the latest information technologies (Ministry Of Public Works and Settlement, Lecture 
2008). In this aspect, this analysis and findings of this thesis could also be an initial 
study in order to implement a computer program which may well be designed to 
streamline the permit process at the Housing Department of Municipalities by reducing 
the time and effort required for review and inspection by the permit personnel.  
 
1.1.1. Re-depicting the Current Permitting System 
 
Building permit and occupancy permit processes in Turkey from application to 
issuance requires a series of related activities to be carried out at the municipality. 
Obtaining a building and an occupancy permit is complex, time consuming and involves 
many stakeholders such as permit officials of the municipality, inspectors of the 
Construction Inspection Firms (CIF) and project owners; therefore leads to unwarranted 
delays, increased project costs, and needless frustration and aggravation.  
Building permit is the formal approval of building plans by the designated 
municipality branch as meeting the requirements of prescribed codes. It is an 
authorization to proceed with the construction or reconfiguration of a specific structure 
at a particular site, in accordance with the approved drawings and specifications.  
Occupancy permits signify that the permit officials and CIF inspectors have 
done all the required inspections and approved the suitability of your building work. 
Occupancy permit is issued when a building is considered suitable to occupy from a 
health and safety point of view.  
Re-depicting the current situation in Turkey, Figure 1 shows the flow diagram 
for the procedure of obtaining building permit and occupancy permits. It illustrates the 
municipality related process in detail. Below briefly summarizes this particular picture. 
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Upon the need of building, the property owner or the contractor applies to get a 
building permit for the construction to legally start. Once the construction is completed, 
the property owner or the contractor then applies for an occupancy permit. The permit 
officials of the Municipality need to check a construction project to be sure that it 
complies with the existing ordinances and is safe for occupants and others. The 
applicant gathers all required documents and projects and makes an application at the 
Building Permit Registry Office of the related Municipality. Appendix F includes a list 
of all documents required for submission in order to apply for a building permit. After 
registration, the project is forwarded to control desks for review purposes. The 
architectural, structural, mechanical projects and quantity take-off estimates are 
examined for code compliances. After the approval of all control desks, the project is 
directed to the Head of the Department of Building Permit. If approved, the project is 
sent to the Director of Local Planning and Settlement Authority. Once the Director of 
Local Planning and Settlement Authority approves, the permit is prepared and returned 
to the Head of the Building Department and the Director of Local Planning Authority to 
get signed. When all signatures are completed, the permit is issued. The applicant picks 
up the building permit at the Building Permit Registration desk.   
Only after the issuance of a building permit, the legal construction process may 
begin. Construction work needs approvals for the reinforcement of foundation, cadastral 
sketch, subbasement, main structure and heat insulation, respectively. Each construction 
progress step demands payment to the employed CIF (Detailed explanation is given in 
Chapter 2 and Figure 1.1 and 2.1). 
As soon as the construction ends, the property owner or the contractor has the right to 
apply for an occupancy permit. The applicant gathers all required documents and 
projects and makes an application at the Occupancy Permit Office of the related 
Municipality. Appendix G includes a list of all documents required for submission in 
order to apply for an occupancy permit. The permit officials conduct a review of 
submitted projects and documents. The next stage is the building supervision in-situ. 
Technical supervisors (an architect and a mechanical engineer) visit the construction site 
and check if the building construction conforms to the architectural design and 
mechanical installation project specifications (Detailed explanation is given in Chapter 
3 and Figure 1.1 and 3.1). 
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When reviews are completed and documents have been approved, the permit can 
be issued.  Occupancy permit is approved by the technical supervisors and the Head of 
the Department of Occupancy Permit and forwarded to the approval of the Directorate 
of Local Planning and Settlement Authority. On the completion of all signatures, the 
applicant picks up the occupancy permit from the Occupancy Permit Registration desk. 
The property owner or the contractor may apply for services of water and 
electricity after the issuance of an occupancy permit and the building finally gets ready 
for occupation. 
 
1.1.2. Data  
 
The above current process review is extended and re-analyzed with permit data. 
Konak Municipality in Ġzmir served as the field study. Data is gathered from the permit 
records of the Housing Department of Konak Municipality. For the period of January 1
st
 
until the December 1
st
 of 2008, 56 building permit application files and 107 occupancy 
permit application files are collected. All applications are thoroughly examined in terms 
of their rejection reasons and delay times in the course of the complete permit process. 
 
1.2. Objectives 
 
Objectives of this study are formulated under the purpose of analyzing the delay 
causes and delay durations in order to streamline the building permit and occupancy 
permit processes at the Municipalities. There are two groups of objectives defined; one 
being the primary objectives and the other being the secondary objectives.  
The six primary objectives are: 
1. to identify the delay causes for the building permit issuance process 
2. to identify the delay causes for the occupancy permit issuance process 
3. to determine the average duration needed to get a building permit 
4. to determine the average duration needed to get an occupancy permit 
5. to make suggestions for streamlining the building permit and occupancy 
permit processes 
6. to review other world cities‟ permit processes and compare with the permit 
process in Ġzmir. 
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The secondary objectives of the study are: 
1. to depict a flow chart for the building permit issuance process of 
construction applications at the municipalities 
2. to depict a flow chart for the occupancy permit issuance process of 
building applications at the municipalities 
3. to review the parties (people and institutions) involved in the building 
permit process 
4. to review the parties (people and institutions) involved in the occupancy 
permit process 
5. to review the documents needed for the building permit application at the 
municipalities 
6. to review the documents needed for the occupancy permit application at the 
municipalities 
 
1.3. Methodology 
 
Methodology and findings of a study conducted in the Housing Department of 
Konak Municipality in Ġzmir are presented. Permit process from application to issuance 
is analyzed. Based on a thorough survey of legal requirements and prevailing practice, 
permit process is comprehensively figured and explained concerning how the system is 
supposed to operate.  
Permit applications rejected in the period of January 1
st
 to December 1
st 
2008 at 
the Konak Municipality in Ġzmir are examined in terms of their rejection reasons and 
delay times. Rejection letters of 56 building permit applications and 107 occupancy 
permit applications are analyzed and their rejection reasons are grouped and classified. 
Application and issuance dates of permits are also analyzed about their delay types and 
delay times. The most time consuming task of the study was gathering of rejection and 
time data on the process, which is very scarce in literature. 
Project owners, permit officials and CIF inspectors are then interviewed with a 
view to a general picture of the problem in the process, and of their ideas on potential 
improvements. Permit reports of the various other world cities are reviewed for 
comparison purposes and recommendations for streamlining the process are included. 
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1.4. Outline 
 
In this „Introduction‟ chapter, first the problem area where this thesis work 
proposes to make a contribution is clarified. Related objectives are listed and the 
process for conducting this research is framed.  
 In second and third chapters, which are respectively the „Building Permit‟ and 
the „Occupancy Permit,‟ general aspects of processes are defined. The required 
documents labeled as most frequently missing for both permits are clarified by 
meanings and sample documents. The processes of both permits are depicted by flow 
diagrams. Then most common delay causes of rejected files are listed by tables. Finally 
delay durations for the same files are listed. 
In the fourth chapter, which is „Interviews and Discussions,‟ regarding the 
answers to the interview questions, common complaints about the delay causes and 
common suggestions for streamlining the occupancy permit issuance process are 
summarized. 
In the fifth chapter, permit process in some other world cities are reviewed. 
Related problems and recommendations are listed and comparison tables are drawn. 
In the last chapter, which is „Conclusion,‟ the concluding remarks of the study 
and also further research are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
BUILDING PERMIT 
 
2.1. Definition of ‘Building Permit’ 
 
A building permit serves as a legal permission to start any construction project. 
The issuance of a building permit indicates that plans for a new building structure, 
addition, renovation, foundation, plumbing, air conditioning or heating system have 
been approved by local government officials and that plans comply with mandated 
building codes and zoning laws.  
 
2.2. Building Permit Process  
 
A property owner may apply for a building permit as the owner–builder; or a 
licensed architect, engineer or  contractor may apply for the permit as the agent of the 
property owner; however they must provide a notarized agent authorization letter.  
The property owner or his agent should make the building permit application at 
the related Municipality for the construction to legally start.  
 
2.2.1. Application and Review Process 
 
The permit applicant gathers all required documents and projects; and makes an 
application at the Building Permit Registry Office of the related Municipality. 
Documents required for building permit application include endorsed parcel deed, 
cadastral sketch, construction sketch of the building site, elevation sketch and the 
certificate of zoning compliance.  
For structural, mechanical and electrical permit issuances; the project owner 
(generally the architect) collaborates with related field engineers. The engineers must be 
licensed with the in charge Chamber. It is the project owner‟s responsibility to provide 
verification to the Municipality. The engineering projects as well need to be sealed and 
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signed by the related Chamber of Engineers. Project owner gathers all approved 
engineering projects and makes a contract with a Construction Inspection Firm. Project 
owner at this point is required to deliver all architectural and engineering projects of the 
proposed construction to the employed CIF. Along with this agreement, property owner 
also makes contracts with a site manager and a contractor. Upon the completion of all 
these arrangements, property owner is now ready to make a building permit application 
at the related Municipality. List of documents required for building permit application is 
provided in Appendix F.  
Submission of required documents to the Building Permit Registry Desk starts 
the permit issuance process. Building permit application can only be made by the 
property owner or a person appointed by the property owner with a notarized written 
consent. After submitted documents are checked, the project is forwarded to control 
desks for review purposes. The architectural, structural, mechanical projects and 
quantity take-off estimates are examined for code compliances.  
After all control desks approve code compliance of submitted projects, the 
project is directed to the Head of the Department of Building Permit. On approval of the 
Department Head, the project is forwarded to the Director of Local Planning and 
Settlement Authority. By the approval of the Director of Local Planning and Settlement 
Authority, the permit is prepared and returned to the Head of the Building Permit 
Department and the Director of Local Planning Authority to get signed. When all 
approvals and signatures (signed by the architect and the engineers of the project and 
CIF Inspectors) are complete, the permit is issued. The applicant picks up the certificate 
of building permit at the Building Permit Registration desk. All this submission, 
application, review and approval processes of permit issuance is schematically shown in 
Figure 2.1.  
Once the applicant has obtained the building permit, he may begin construction (If the 
applicant has not commenced construction within 2 years of permit issuance, he will be 
required to apply for a building permit renewal). When the construction begins, in-situ 
inspection process by the municipality begins as well. 
In addition to the above specified inspections called after the issuance of building 
permit, other field inspections are required to obtain an occupancy permit. After 
plastering has finished and the building is completed and ready for occupancy, the 
property owner applies  
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Figure 2.1. Building Permit Process 
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for the occupancy permit. The Construction Inspector will issue the Certificate of 
Occupancy to the property owner after conducting electrical, plumbing and mechanical 
inspections and approving final general construction inspection. With the issuance of 
the occupancy permit certificate, the property owner may apply for services of water 
and electricity. Then the building finally gets ready for occupation. Occupancy permit 
process is further explained in Chapter 3. 
 
2.3. Permit Data  
 
Data of this research come from the permit records of the Housing Department 
of Konak Municipality of Ġzmir, Turkey. Collected building permit data include permit 
application dates, delay durations, issuance dates and rejection reasons and are confined 
to new construction applications made between January 1
st
 and December 30
th 
of 2008. 
Total number of new construction applications during this period is 210. 68 of 
210 applications were rejected. 68 rejection letters belong to 56 new constructions. 
There exists 6 more rejection letters belonging to these particular applications exceeding 
the determined data collection period. These 6 rejection letters are added to the existing 
68. Thus the total number of rejection letters analyzed has become 74. 
 
2.3.1. Delay Causes 
 
56 new construction projects with 74 rejection letters were thoroughly examined 
in terms of their delay times and rejection reasons. 74 rejection letters include 443 
rejection reasons in 52 rejection types. These 52 rejection types were checked according 
to their distribution of the type of desk they got rejected. Applications found to get 
mostly delayed in registry and architectural design project control desks. These two 
control desks‟ rejection reasons have 96% percent share in delay causes: 42 of building 
permit applications got rejected at the registration level and 29 got rejected in the 
review of architectural design project. However 3 out of 56 total applications got 
rejected in the structural or mechanical review. 
52 reasons for rejection and pending of building permit applications are grouped 
under 6 categories (Figure 2.2, Table 2.1):  
1. Missing Documents (83%) 
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2. Code Incompatibility of Project Drawings (5%) 
3. Missing Signatures and Approvals (4%) 
4. Expiration of Permit Application (3%) 
5. Error in Calculations and Non conformance to Engineering Standards (3%)  
6. Other Reasons (2%) 
 
83%
5%
4%
3%3%
2%
1- Missing Documents
2- Code Incompatibility of
Project Drawings
3- Missing Signatures and
Approvals
4- Expiration of Permit
Application
5- Error in Calculations
and  Non Conformance to
Eng. Standards
6- Other Reasons
 
Figure 2.2. Reasons for rejection and pending of building permit applications 
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Table 2.1. Reasons for rejection and pending of building permit applications 
 
 
1- Missing 
Documents 
Document of land value 2
5 
367 
Proof of property owner‟s ID number 2
5 Proof of contractor‟s ID number 2
5 Proof of project owner‟s ID number 2
5 Original copy of the receipt to CIF 2
4 Road datum 2
4 Copy of commercial registry gazette 2
0 Contractor‟s registration certificate 1
8 Original and extra copies of list of authorized signatures belonging to the 
contractor firm 
1
8 
Contract between the contractor and the site manager 1
8 Current certificate of registry for project owners 1
5 Digital copy of the architectural drawings 1
4 Registration certificate of the site manager 1
3 Contractor‟s written commitment to employ certified operatives 1
2 Proof of CIF inspectors‟ ID numbers 1
1 Approval Letter of the department of Ġzmir City Water Supply and Sewerage 
Administration 
9 
Contract between the property owner and the contractor 8 
Endorsed parcel deed 8 
List of authorized signatures belonging to CIF officials 8 
Original copy of the numeration sketch 5 
Certificates of residence for construction firm inspector and his adjunct 5 
Soil survey report 5 
Current certificate of registry for site manager 5 
Copy of the tax form of the contractor 5 
Certificate of zoning compliance 4 
Letter of attorney 3 
Project control form approved by CIF 3 
Elevation sketch 3 
Certificate of registration by CSCE 3 
Building information form 2 
Construction sketch of building site 2 
Cadastral sketch 1 
License for setback distance 
 
1 
2- Code 
Incompatibility of 
Project Drawings 
Deviations from sanctioned plan 1
0 
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Violation of the code of parking lot or garage construction regulations 7 
Violation of the code of bomb shelter construction regulations 4 
Violation of the fire protection  regulations 2 
3- Missing 
Signatures and 
Approvals 
Approval seal of telecommunications administration on the permit document 1
2 
18 
Seal and signature of  telecommunications administration  on the blueprints 
of  the electrical project  
2 
Signature of the geophysical engineer on the soil survey report 2 
Approval seal of Iz-su on the blueprints of mechanical installation projects 1 
Approval seal of the employed CIF on the contract  1 
4- Expiration of 
Permit Application 
Exceeding the time limitations of application and review desks  
 
9 
12 
Non submittal of amendment drawings in the expiration time 3 
5- Error in 
Calculations and  
Non Conformance 
to Eng. standards 
Non conformance to engineering standards in the structural project 4 
12 
Error in static calculations 4 
Non conformance to engineering standards in the mechanical project 2 
Inaccuracies in the soil survey report 2 
6- Other Reasons 
Lack of permit issuance for retaining wall construction 7 
11 
Not settling the issue of trespassing 2 
Non-submission of report on soil improvement 1 
Adjustment requirement of boundaries (merger and re-subdivision of parcels) 1 
Total number of rejection reasons 44
3 
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Below rejection reason items for building permit issuance are briefly explained:  
 
2.3.1.1. Missing Documents: 
 
The most frequent rejection reason is found to be the missing documents. Out of 
443 reasons of rejection, missing documents constitute 367 reasons. Table 2.1 lists all 
the reasons grouped according to their frequency and Figure 2.3 shows the percentage 
distribution of missing documents. Again in order of their frequency in rejection letters, 
below the names and brief explanations (Ġzmir Metropolitan Municipality, 2002) of 
missing documents in building permit applications are listed:  
1. Document of land value:  
Building Permit Certificate includes land value. Tax offices provide the documents 
proving the land values determined by the city council. 
2. Proof of property Owner‟s ID number:  
Identity number is the each unique number given to every citizen of the Republic of 
Turkey by the General Directorate of Population and Citizenship Affairs.  
3. Proof of contractor‟s ID number  
4. Proof of project owner‟s ID number 
5. Original copy of the receipt to CIF:  
Receipt confirming the cash payment of required (20%) service charge to Construction 
Inspection Firm. The rest of the payment plan is made according to the service contract 
and the completion percentage of the building work. 
6. Road datum:  
This sketch conforms the width of related roadways. Proof of road positioning in the 
zoning status derived from the existing roads in the development plan. 
7. Copy of Commercial Registry Gazette:  
This copy confirms that the CIF‟s site of establishment is in the specified boundaries in 
Ġzmir.  
8. Contractor‟s Registration Certificate:  
Certificate declaring contractor‟s registration to the Chamber of Commerce. This license 
proves the eligibility of the contractor as a certified contractor. 
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Document of land value
Proof of property owner‟s ID number
Proof of contractor‟s ID number
Proof of project owner‟s ID number
Original copy of the receipt to CIF
Road datum
Copy of commercial registry gazette
Contractor‟s registration certificate
Original and extra copies of list of authorized sig. belonging to the contractor firm
Contract btw. the contractor and the site manager
Current certificate of registry for project owners
Digital copy of the architectural drawings
Registration certificate of the site manager
Contractor‟s written commitment to employ certified operatives
Proof of CIF inspectors‟ ID numbers
Approval Letter of the department of ĠZSU
Contract btw. the property owner and the contractor
Endorsed parcel deed
List of authorized signatures belonging to CIF officials
Original copy of the numeration sketch
Certificates of residence for const. firm inspector and his adjunct
Soil survey report
Current certificate of registry for site manager
Copy of the tax form of the contractor
Certificate of zoning compliance
Letter of attorney
PCF approved by CIF
Elevation sketch
Certificate of registration by CSCE
Building information form
Const. sketch of building site
Cadastral sketch
License for setback distance
 
Figure 2.3. Missing documents
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9. Original and Extra Copies of List of Authorized Signatures belonging to the 
Contractor Firm:  
Notarized document listing the names and signatures of the authorized officials of the 
Contractor Firm. 
10. Contract between the Contractor and the Site Manager:  
Contract stating the share of responsibilities, time and payment plan of the building 
work.  
11. Current Certificate of Registry for Project Owners:  
Certificate provided by the related Trade Association affirming the current registry 
status of the professionalist.  
12. Digital Copy of the Architectural Drawings:  
Project owner is required to submit a digital copy of the architectural drawings during 
the building permit application.  
13. Registration Certificate of the Site Manager:  
Certificate is confirming that the site manager is registered to the related Trade 
Association.  
14. Contractor‟s Written Commitment to Employ Certified Operatives:  
Operatives (laborers) of the construction site should get certain training and thus 
certification. 
15. Proof of CIF Inspectors‟ ID numbers  
16. Approval Letter of the Department of Ġzmir City Water Supply and Sewerage 
Administration:  
Report confirms that the water supplies installation and the domestic and storm sewage 
disposal units‟ connection procedure are approved. 
17. Contract between the Property Owner and the Contractor:  
Contract stating the conditions, time of completion and know-how of the building work.  
18. Endorsed Parcel Deed:  
The parcel deed should get endorsed by the land office in the month of permit 
application. This insures that the deed is still valid and the ownership has not changed.   
19. List of Authorized Signatures belonging to CIF Officials:  
Notarized document listing the names and signatures of the authorized officials of the 
Construction Inspection Firm.  
20. Original Copy of the Numeration Sketch:  
Document including numbering of the buildings which have facades to the squares, 
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streets and boulevards placed in the municipal boundaries.  
21. Certificates of Residence for Construction Firm Inspector and his Adjunct:  
These copies confirm that the current addresses of the building inspector and his adjunct 
are in the specified boundaries in Ġzmir.  
22. Soil Survey Report:  
Report approved by the soil specialist Civil Engineer as a result of his survey of the 
specified site. Format of the report and the required contents come from the standards 
set by the Chamber of Civil Engineers.  
23. Current Certificate of Registry for Site Manager:  
Certificate provided by the related Trade Association affirming the current registry 
status of the professionalist. 
24. Copy of the Tax Form of the Contractor:  
Contractor‟s tax ID number is included in the building permit. 
25. Certificate of Zoning Compliance:  
Document is approving the current zoning status of the property in accordance with the 
relevant regulations. The document states whether the proposed use is permitted and 
compatible with the building codes, building bylaws and the development plan. 
26. Letter of attorney:  
Written confirmation of  the Property Owner‟s rank, authority, or ability to enter into a 
legally binding contract, take a specific action, spend a specified sum, or to delegate his 
or her duties and powers when he/she is not going to follow the process by her/his self. 
27. Project control form approved by CIF:  
The document listed what the inspection firm checked in situ. 
28. Elevation Sketch:  
Sketch showing the vertices and echelon points of the property in elevation appropriate 
to the parcel elevations in the zoning status or layout plan. 
29. Certificate of Registration by CSCE:  
Certificate of registration given for each permit by the Union of Chamber of Turkish 
Engineers and Architects - Chamber of Survey and Cadastre Engineers. 
30. Building Information Form:  
Informative document part of the contract between the property owner and the CIF 
including the details of the building, names of the authorized officials of the CIF and 
project owners. 
31. Construction Sketch of Building Site:  
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Sketch of coordinated layout plan prepared in accordance with parcel coordinates, built 
up area and property vertices, generally drawn to a scale of 1:50 or1:100. 
32. Cadastral Sketch:  
The documentation of the municipality-approved zoning status by coordinate drawing 
of the layout plan onto the cadastral parcel. 
33. License for Setback Distance:   
Permit officials‟ verification of compliance with appropriate zoning regulation 
following their inspection of setbacks from property lines. In complex cases demanding 
exceeding of minimum setback distance, written consent of the adjacent parcel holders 
is included. (Upon verification that measured setbacks comply with zoning regulations 
and with written consent of adjacent parcel holders in specific cases, construction only 
may continue.)  
 
2.3.1.2. Code Incompatibility of Project Drawings:  
 
The building permit is granted if the project drawings entirely compile with the 
planning and building regulations as well as with all other applicable laws (fire 
protection regulation, bomb shelter and parking lot/garage construction regulations, 
etc.). Due to code incompatibility, project modifications are frequently demanded 
during the review process; which puts the code incompatibility of project drawings as 
the second most frequent reason for rejection and pending of building permit 
applications. Out of 443 reasons of rejection, code incompatibility of project drawings 
constitutes 23 reasons. Figure 2.4 shows percentage distribution of all this type of 
reasons. 
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Figure 2.4. Code Incompatibility of Project Drawings 
 
2.3.1.3. Missing Signatures and Approvals:  
 
All permit documents and projects before their submittal to the municipality 
need to be properly signed and approved by the responsible professionals or officials. 
Any missing signature or approval delays the permitting process. The third most 
frequent rejection reason is found to be the missing signatures and approvals on the 
required documents and projects. Out of 443 reasons of rejection, this category includes 
18 reasons. Figure 2.5 shows the percentage distribution of these reasons. Below the 
type of signatures and approvals frequently missing are given in order: 
1. Approval seal of Telecommunications Administration on the permit 
document: 
The municipal ordinances require that the electrical layout plan and all electrical 
installations conform to the technical provisions required by the Telecommunications 
Administration. Building Permit requires an approved permit document for the 
electrical work to suit to the existing embedded electrical project described in the  
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Figure 2.5. Missing Signatures and Approvals 
 
regulations. Non approval of this permit document is the most frequent rejection reason 
found in the category of „Missing Signatures and Approvals.‟ 
2. Seal and signature of Telecommunications Administration on the blueprints of 
the electrical project: 
In order to obtain the permit document described in the previous item above, the 
blueprints of the electrical project are reviewed for compliance purposes prior to the 
preparation of this document. Wet sealed and signed electrical projects by the technical 
officials prove that the electrical work described on the electrical project follows the 
technical provisions set by Telecommunications Administration. Any electrical project 
missing such approval gets rejected.  
3. Signature of the geophysical engineer on the soil survey report 
Soil survey report affirms that the required geophysical testing has been done properly. 
This report asks for a geophysical field survey for the parcel including seismic location 
designation, seismic refraction work, boring log and drilling location determination and 
any additional geophysical investigation necessary.  The results of the survey are signed 
and approved by a licensed geophysical engineer. This certification is essential in 
obtaining a building permit.  
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4. Approval seal of Izsu on the blueprints of mechanical installation projects  
Application for a sewage disposal and water supply permit is also required in obtaining 
a building permit. Mechanical installation project showing the plumbing system of the 
building needs to feature the connection details to the utility and septic system of the 
existing sewage disposal and water supply system. The project should also be 
compatible with the requirements of the water supply, sewage handling and disposal 
regulations. Permit officials of IZSU (the Water Supply and Sewage Disposal 
Administration of Ġzmir) do the basic review of the application and attached mechanical 
projects and confirms the application package.  
5. Approval seal of the employed CIF on the contract: 
Contract between the property owner and the employed CIF stating the share of 
responsibilities, time and payment plan of the building work needs an approval seal of 
the CIF. This approval is found to be missing in some building permit applications.  For 
frequency rate, refer to Table 2.1. 
 
2.3.1.4. Expiration of Permit Application: 
 
Any permit application which has not been approved and issued expires within 
the time limitations specified by the regulations. Some delay causes of permit issuance 
are due to exceeding waiting times. Figure 2.6 shows the percentage distribution of 
these reasons. Below are the two most frequent binding concerns for time-related delay 
causes:  
1. Exceeding the time limitations of application and review desks 
If an application file is missing any required documents or is incomplete, the 
permit application expires 10 days after the application date. In the review process any 
code incompatibility or missing item yet again delays the permit issuance. The permit 
application expires unless required documents are compiled or required modifications 
are made within 30 days. In any case the permit application gets lapsed, the property 
owner needs to start over and make a new permit application. Re-submittal required due 
to permit expiration follows the same process as the original submission. The permit 
application is dated when it is submitted and is reviewed within 10 business days at the  
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Figure 2.6. Rejection Reasons for Expiration of Permit Application 
 
registry desk and 30 business days at the permit office branches. 
2. Non submittal of amendment drawings in the expiration time 
Upon completion of the construction drawings review including structural, 
mechanical, electrical and design project; the drawings may be returned with written 
results attached. The alterations and modifications in the construction drawings are 
specified. With revisions adopted the amendment drawings needs re-submission in the 
expiration time of 30 days. 
 
2.3.1.5. Error in Calculations and Non Conformance to Engineering 
Standards:  
 
Errors encountered in engineering calculations and non conforming structural 
members to engineering standards is listed in the 5
th 
place among all groups of reasons 
for rejection and pending of building permit applications. This type of delay causes 
overall percentage distribution can be seen in Figure 2.7. 
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1. Non conformance to engineering standards in the structural project 
Structural plans and construction drawings should include details concerning 
engineering specifications which support the sizes of the structural members on the 
drawings. Foundation type to allowable bearing pressure, details of superstructure, 
applicable construction standards and material specifications (masonry, concrete, wood, 
steel, etc.), conformance to local design load criteria including frost depth, live loads, 
wind loads, earthquake design data and other special loads, etc. are all listed for review 
requirements. If any non conformance exists for mandatory details in the structural 
project, as specifically listed in the rejection letters, these must be brought into 
conformance.  
2. Error in Static Calculations  
Structural plans, specifications and engineering details file should as well include signed 
and sealed structural design calculations to support submitted structural drawings. The 
static calculation is a part of the structural design. The building permit authority 
provides static expert double-check calculations for the approval of static calculations. 
Construction static calculations include the calculation of the deformations, forces and 
stresses of a construction, particularly the column and beam testing results with 
reinforcement ratio. The column application plans, specific calculations for stair 
reinforcement and roof loading are also required to be included. 
3. Non conformance to Engineering Standards in the Mechanical Project 
Mechanical plan reviews are based on the specified edition of the mechanical code. 
Mechanical project reviewers thoroughly examine complete signed and sealed drawings 
and specifications of all heating, ventilating and air conditioning work; complete 
information on all the mechanical equipment, fire and smoke damper locations, 
combustion air suppliers to fuel fired appliances, details on the vents, etc.  
Any non conformance to engineering standards as required by applicable laws is 
recorded to reject the building permit application. 
4. Inaccuracies in the soil survey report 
Any imprecision in the laboratory, field or in office work of the geophysical engineer 
affecting the evaluations in the soil survey report and results incompatible with the 
standards set by the regulations is a delay cause for the permit process. 
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Figure 2.7. Error in Calculations and Non Conformance to Engineering Standards 
 
2.3.1.6. Other Reasons: 
 
Besides above groups, there are also some other reasons listed in rejection letters 
and their percentage distribution can be seen in Figure 2.8: 
1. Lack of Permit Issuance for Retaining Wall Construction: 
In case of the need for construction of retaining walls within the parcel boundaries, 
retaining wall construction permit issuance is required. The technical responsibility of 
this construction work should also be undertaken by the CIF. Inspector is required to 
apply with a site plan of the concerned parcel, construction drawings of reinforced 
concrete retaining walls, road profile of inurbane roads and road elevations to the 
related permit office of the Municipality. Without the completion of the retaining wall 
construction, building permit is by no means issued to such types of constructions. 
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Figure 2.8. Other Reason 
 
2. Not Settling the Issue of Trespassing: 
Permit regulations impose restrictions on the use of the parcel and on the rights of the 
owner. Trespassing the parcel boundaries for construction is not permitted. Construction 
on the adjacent parcel requires parcel rearrangement. Either the boundaries of the parcel 
is expanded to include construction work or the two parcels are combined and all 
alterations redrawn in the zoning plan.  
3. Non-Submission of Report on Soil Improvement: 
Soil improvement is the process for increasing the load bearing capacity of soil. Jet 
grouting and cement injection are the most common methods. These methods aim to 
increase the allowable bearing value particularly in Z4 type of soil and multi-storey 
building construction. CIF decides on the improvement method to be used for that 
particular soil demanding permit. CIF then submits the related project and drawings to 
the Building Permit Department. Upon the approval of the Permit Department, 
improvement process starts. Once the work is completed, CIF submits a report to the 
Building Permit Department and calls for inspection. 
4. Adjustment Requirement of Boundaries (Merger and Re-subdivision of 
39 
Parcels): 
Cadastral block boundaries may require adjustments for correct facade width and 
working construction site. Merger and re-subdivision of parcels are then required for 
building permit issuance.  
 
2.3.2. Time Data 
 
56 building permit applications analyzed for delay causes are additionally 
analyzed for delay durations. Two types of delays are detected in the permit process. 
First type is the delay caused by the municipalities‟ internal business progression. 
Second type is the delay caused by the property owner‟s individual progression. First 
delay type holds 10 days of legal waiting period for the application process in the 
municipality. Applicant has a 10 days extra time before the permit application expiration 
for submission of the missing and incomplete documents. Any missing or incomplete 
document listed in the review process allows 30 days extra time for the application to be 
held at the building permit office branches (control/review desks). Yet again the failure 
of the applicant to compile the missing documents within the specified period requires a 
second permit application. 
Delay durations of 56 applications are recorded and listed in Tables 2.2. The 
total pending duration of an application file starting from the date of its first application 
until the issuance date of the building permit are calculated. Detailed delay records of 
56 projects are shown in Tables 2.2. The data record is confined to the time period of 
January 1
st
 of 2008 and February 3
rd
 of 2009. Permit applications still in process after 
February 3
rd
 are listed with the total delay durations with an „in process‟ remark 
indicating their application status (Table 2.2).  
The minimum delayed issuance among the total analyzed 56 applications 
required 49 days. The application was made with a total of 13 missing documents. See 
the names of missing documents in Table 2.3. This caused a delay type 1 and the 
application delayed 12 days at the municipality (Table 2.2). Re-submission for a second 
permit application was made on the rejection date and no delay type 2 was detected. 
Issuance of the building permit was done after 37 days of the applicant‟s second 
application (Table 2.3).  
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The maximum delayed issuance among the total analyzed 56 applications 
consumed 197 days. The application was made with four missing documents. See the 
names of missing documents in Table 2.3. This caused a delay type 1 and the 
application delayed 15 days at the municipality (Table 2.2). Re-submission for a second 
permit application was done in 12 days time causing a delay type 2. Issuance of the 
building permit was done after 170 days of the applicant‟s second application (Table 
2.3). The maximum duration of delay type 1 among issued permits is recorded as 170. 
Table 2.3 also shows the pending reasons of other two closest maximum and minimum 
delayed applications. 
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Table 2.2. Delay records for building permit applications 
FILE # 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
TOTAL DELAY 
Duration (days) 
between  
1
st
 Rejection  
and  
1
st
 Application 
Duration (days) 
between 
2
nd
Application and   
1
st
Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
2
nd
 Rejection  
and  
2
nd
 Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
3
rd
 Application and   
2
nd
 Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
3
rd
 Rejection  
and  
3
rd 
Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
4
th
 Application and   
3
rd
 Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
4
th
 Rejection  
and  
4
th
 Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
Final Application  
and  
Final Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
Issuance  
and  
Final Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
Issuance  
and  
1
st
 Application 
1 16 107 13         166 84 + in process
**
 386+ in process
**
 
2 14 14 74 173 20     31 32 + in process
**
  358+ in process
**
 
3 15 6 37         1 208 + in process
**
  267+ in process
**
 
4 14 0 14         59 155 + in process
**
  242+ in process
**
 
5 28 7 26 39 39     9 89 + in process
**
  237+ in process
**
 
6 20 -2
*
 24         95 85 + in process
**
 222+ in process
**
 
7 15             12 170 197 
8 59             7 110 176 
9 30             0 124 154 
10 15             7 131 153 
11 18             0 129 147 
12 19             28 92 139 
13 52             5 79 136 
14 17 0 47         0 63 127 
15 30             53 42 125 
16 35             8 75 118 
17 21             24 72 117 
18 15 0 14         14 71 114 
19 18             3  92 + in process
**
 113+ in process
**
 
20 13             41 59 113 
21 48             6 58 112 
22 16             7  88 + in process
**
 111+ in process
**
 
23 50             27 31 108 
24 14             21 72 107 
25 36             -1 63 98 
26 11 13 15         1 57 97 
27 27             2 68 97 
28 17           2 76 95 
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009. 
 (cont. on next page) 
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Table 2.2. (cont.) 
FILE # 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
DELAY TYPE  
2 
DELAY TYPE  
1 
TOTAL DELAY 
Duration (days) 
between  
1
st
 Rejection  
and  
1
st
 Application 
Duration (days) 
between 
2
nd
Application and   
1
st
Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
2
nd
 Rejection  
and  
2
nd
 Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
3
rd
 Application and   
2
nd
 Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
3
rd
 Rejection  
and  
3
rd 
Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
4
th
 Application and   
3
rd
 Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
4
th
 Rejection  
and  
4
th
 Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
Final Application  
and  
Final Rejection 
Duration (days) 
between  
Issuance  
and  
Final Application 
Duration (days) 
between  
Issuance  
and  
1
st
 Application 
29 42 2 42         0  5 + in process
**
 91+ in process
**
 
30 15           3 70 88 
31 28           60  0 + in process
**
 88+ in process
**
 
32 34           -3
*
 56 87 
33 14           0 63 77 
34 13           6 58 77 
35 17           -1
*
 57 73 
36 14           7 52 73 
37 14           4 53 71 
38 16           4 45 65 
39 16 0 20       0 27 63 
40 15           6 40 61 
41 12             0 37 49 
42 35             7 6 + in process
**
 48+ in process
**
 
43 17             1  21 + in process
**
 39+ in process
**
 
44 41                   
45 52 24 182               
46 25                   
47 15                   
48 14                   
49 35 7 36               
50 23                   
51 21                   
52 25                   
53 34                   
54 11 50 16 4 13 24 53       
55 24                   
56 17                   
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009. 
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Table 2.3. List of rejection reasons for maximum and minimum delayed applications 
Reasons for rejection and pending of building permit applications 
Max. Total Delay 
(days) 
Min. Total Delay 
(days) 
197 176 154 49 61 63 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
2nd 
rej. 
1- Expiration of 
Permit 
Application 
Exceeding time limitations of application and 
review desks  
  X           
Non submittal of amendment drawings in the 
expiration time  
    X         
2- Error in 
Calculations and 
Non 
Conformance to 
engineering 
standards  
Non conformance to engineering standards in the 
structural project  
     X       
Error in static calculations       X   X   
Inaccuracies in the soil survey report       X       
3- Missing 
Signatures and 
Approvals 
Approval seal of telecommunications administration 
on the permit document  
     X X     
Seal and signature of telecommunications admin. on 
the blueprints of the electrical project  
     X X     
4- Missing 
Documents 
Approval letter of the department of Ġzmir City 
Water Supply and Sewerage Administration  
     X       
Endorsed parcel deed           X   
Document of Land Value        X X X 
Digital copy of the architectural drawings           X X 
Current certificate of registry for project owners      X X X   
Proof of project owner‟s ID number             X 
Road datum       X X X X 
Soil survey report         X     
Original copy of the receipt to CIF  X     X   X X 
List of authorized signatures belonging to CIF 
officials  
     X   X X 
Copy of commercial registry gazette X   X  X X 
Certificates of residence for construction inspector 
and his adjunct  
     X   X X 
Proof of CIF inspectors‟ ID numbers       X   X   
Contract between the contractor and the site 
manager  
       X X   
Registration certificate of the site manager     X X  
Current certificate of registry for site manager             
Proof of property owner‟s ID number             X 
Proof of contractor‟s ID number             X 
Contract between the property owner and the 
contractor  
         X   
Contractor‟s registration certificate X       X X X 
Original and extra copies of list of authorized 
signatures belonging to the contractor firm  
X         X   
Contractor‟s written commitment to employ 
certified operatives  
          X   
Total number of rejection reasons 4 1 1 13 9 17 11 
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Figure 2.9. Percentage of Issued Building Permits versus Duration 
 
Percentage of issued permits versus duration in terms of weeks is shown in 
Figure 2.2. Calculations show that an average duration of 107 days (15.3 weeks) is 
required to obtain a building permit. Average duration is calculated over 31 issued 
building permits. (12 building permit applications still in process and 13 building permit 
applications rejected are subtracted from the total data of 56 on the date of last check 
out, February 3, 2009.) Above graph shows 55.36% issued permits corresponding to 31 
approved applications are completed within 28 weeks. Figure 2.2 points out that only 
3.5% of all applications can get their building permits within 8 weeks. This shows that 
there is a great improvement potential for building permit process. 
Number of weeks 
Percentage of issued Building Permits 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
OCCUPANCY PERMIT 
 
3.1. Definition of Occupancy Permit 
 
An occupancy permit signifies that the building is considered suitable to occupy 
from a health and safety point of view (Doğan, Günaydın, Demirciefe, 2009). 
Occupancy permit is only issued when items affecting health and safety (water supply, 
sewage disposal, drainage, heating and venting systems, bomb shelter and elevator 
construction, fire alarm and detection system) are in place and capable of 
being operational.  
Permit issuance requires the permit officials and inspectors of the municipality 
to do all the mandatory inspections and approve the code compliance of the building 
work. Occupancy permit issuance is for any living unit (a new home, apartments or 
commercial units). It is an offence to occupy any unit that does not have an occupancy 
permit.   
 
3.2. Occupancy Permit Process 
 
An occupancy permit attests to the general conformance of the new construction 
and/or renovation with the Building Codes and Regulations based on the field 
inspections undertaken at the completion of key stages of construction as required by 
the building bylaws. 
Upon notification of building permit approval, construction begins. Construction 
progress requires field inspections to be conducted by permit officials. As soon as the 
construction ends and the required field inspections of the construction work are 
completed; the property owner (or a notarized agent) has the right to apply for an 
occupancy permit. Occupancy permit application is made at the related Municipality. 
Figure 3.1 shows a simplified flow chart outlining the Occupancy Permit Process.  
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3.2.1. Field Inspections 
 
Field inspections are conducted to ensure compliance with building codes for the 
safety and health of the public. Inspectors warn off the code violations.   
The inspection levels contain layout inspection with pre-pour inspection of 
footings, under-floor inspection up to plinth level; and insulation and structural framing 
inspection. All work itemized by regulations for each level should be completed before 
that level is inspected and signed off. 
 
3.2.1.1. Layout Inspection with Pre-pour Inspection of Footings:  
 
It is the layout plan and foundations inspection. It is to be made after 
excavations are complete and any required reinforcing steel is in place. For concrete 
foundations, any required forms are also expected be in place prior to inspection. All 
materials for the foundation should be on the job site, except where concrete is ready 
mixed in accordance with approved nationally recognized standards; the concrete need 
not be on the job. (Where the foundation is to be constructed of approved treated wood 
or steel, additional inspections may be required by the building official.)  
At this level of inspection, permit official of the progress payment department 
also checks the compliance of the building boundaries with the cadastral sketch. In 
failure of the approval of foundation and layout inspection, construction could not 
continue. Only upon the approval of the Construction Inspector of the Progress Payment 
Department of the Municipality, employed CIF gets its earned 20% progress payment 
and the construction continues. 
 
3.2.2.2. Under Floor Inspection Up to Plinth Level:  
 
It is the inspection to ensure that the concrete construction work conforms to the 
sanctioned plans and Building Bye-Laws up to the plinth level. It is done by the permit 
official of the building permit department and a permit official from the Directorate of  
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Occupancy Permit Issuance Process 
 
    
 
 
 
 
1- Submission Process 
 Proof of tax payment to the department of 
social security  
 Approval letter of the department of telecom 
services and distribution inc. com.  
 Approval letter of the department of city water 
supply and sewage administration  
 Application file for elevator permit  
 
Construction Ends 
  
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
2- Application Process 
(at the Reg. desk of occupancy permit)  
 In-Situ Inspection Process   
 
 
  
 
  
 
 Layout Inspection  with  Pre-
Pour Inspection of Footings  
 Under-Floor Inspection (up 
to plinth level)   
 Insulation and Structural 
Framing Inspection 
   
  
3- Review Process 
Review of Required Documents and the archive 
file of the building   
    
  
 
  
    
  
4- In Situ Inspection Process 
Inspectors: Architect and Mechanical Engineer   
     
  
 
  
 
Construction Begins 
  
 
 
  
5- Approval Process  
   
    
 
 
  
Preparation of  Occupancy Permit and Progress 
Payment Documents   
 Building Permit Issuance 
Process 
  Approval 
Process 
 
  
 
  
 4- Approval Process  
 
    
  
Head of the Occupancy Permit Department 
  
 
     
    
     
            Occupancy Permit  Registry Desk 
1- Occupancy Permit (ready to be picked up by the 
applicant)  
2- 100% Progress Payment Documents (ready to be 
picked up by the CIF officials)  
  
   
 Director of Local Planning  
and Settlement Authority 
  
    
    
 
  
   Occupancy Permit Department 
    
 
 
 
      Occupancy Permit Issued  
ready to apply to 
 
Head of the Building Permit 
Department 
   
ĠZSU (Ġzmir Water and 
Sewage Admin.) 
TEDAġ (Electric Dist. 
Incorporated Company of 
Turkey) 
 3- Review Process  
Review of required 
documents and projects  
2- Application Process  
 
1- Submission Process  
 projects 
 documents 
 contracts 
    
  
  
    
   
 
 
Building ready for Occupancy 
Figure 3.1. Occupancy Permit Process
Progress 
Payment 
Documents 
Permit 
Permit Issued 
Non 
Approved 
Documents
S 
Approved 
Documents 
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Survey and Cadastrate. The building inspectors once again check the continuity of the 
steel reinforcement to be in place for this inspection. 
Upon the approval of this inspection, construction is allowed to further continue 
and after the main frame or in other words the load-bearing system of the structure is 
finished, the CIF is ready to have his earned 60% progress payment. And accordingly 
the CIF now calls an application for Insulation and Structural Framing Inspection. 
 
3.2.2.3. Insulation and Structural Framing Inspection: 
 
It is to be conducted after the roof when all framing and bracing are in place and 
the installation of the appropriate thermal insulation is covered. Building Inspector 
(Civil Engineer) of the progress payment department further checks the assigned 
documents proving that allowed concrete properties are valid. Simultaneously another 
building inspector (mechanical engineer) checks the insulation standards of the 
building. Upon the approval of this level of inspection, construction is allowed to 
further continue and after the roof and walls are finished, the CIF gets its earned 80% 
progress payment.  
 
3.2.2. Application and Review Process 
 
An occupancy permit application can only be made after the completion of the 
3rd field inspection, namely Insulation and Structural Framing Inspection. Structural 
approval, including thermal insulation standards sealed on the back page of the Building 
Permit Certificate and 80% progress payment receipt from CIF are the initial documents 
to be qualified for occupancy permit application. Other required documents are approval 
letters from the City Water Supply and Sewage Administration, Telecom Services and 
Distribution Inc., Social Security Administration for debtless notice from all related 
taxes and application file for elevator permit. Appendix G includes a list of all 
documents required for submission in order to apply for an occupancy permit. The 
applicant gathers all required documents and makes an application at the Occupancy 
Permit Office of the related Municipality.  
The permit officials conduct a review of submitted documents. The next stage is 
the building inspection in-situ. In addition to the above specified inspections called after 
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the issuance of building permit, other field inspections are required to obtain an 
occupancy permit. The Construction Inspectors will sign and approve the Certificate of 
Occupancy to the property owner after conducting electrical, plumbing and mechanical 
inspections and approving final general construction inspection. Technical inspectors 
(an architect and a mechanical engineer) visit the building and check if the construction 
work conforms to the architectural design and mechanical installation project 
specifications. 
After the in-situ inspection of the building, on condition that the building has a 
bomb shelter and its construction is proper to the approved project, Occupancy Permit 
Department calls an in-situ inspection of the Directorate of Civil Defense for 
compliance to the codes. Buildings having elevators as well need such further 
inspection. Submitted documents for the elevator are forwarded to the Chamber of 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers and code compliance inspection is called. On the 
completion of these inspection approvals, CIF calls for the final level inspection of the 
Occupancy Permit Department. Delivered reports of field inspections justify the full 
(100%) payment to the CIF for the approved construction work.  
All signed and approved projects are delivered to the registration desk of the 
Occupancy Permit Department. Building Inspectors of the Municipality here make their 
final approvals and sign the documents. Once all the signatures are complete, the permit 
certificate is forwarded to the Head of the Department of Occupancy Permit. Upon 
approval, permit certificate is forwarded to the Directorate of Local Planning and 
Settlement Authority for the absolute endorsement. Once the certificate gets back to the 
Registration desk, it is valid to be picked up.  One copy of inspection reports of the 
building is held in reserve by the Occupancy Permit Department of the Municipality. 
Two copies are passed to the Financial Services of the Municipality where CIF is to 
receive its full payment.  And another set of two copies are sent to the CIF.  
With the issuance of the occupancy permit certificate, the property owner may 
apply for services of water and electricity. Then the building finally gets ready for 
occupation.  
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3.3 . Permit Data 
 
Data of this research come from the permit records of the Housing Department 
of Konak Municipality of Ġzmir, Turkey. Collected occupancy permit data include 
permit application dates, delay durations, issuance dates and rejection reasons and are 
confined to new construction applications made between January 1
st
 and December 30
th 
of 2008. 
Total number of applications made during this period is 567. 271 of 567 
applications were rejected. 271 rejection letters include both new constructions and 
renovations. 124 of 271 rejection letters belong to new constructions. 124 rejection 
letters belong to 107 new constructions. There exists 4 more rejection letters belonging 
to these particular applications exceeding the determined data collection period. These 4 
rejection letters are added to the existing 124. Thus the total number of rejection letters 
analyzed has become 128. 
 
3.3.1 Delay Causes 
 
New constructions with 128 rejection letters were thoroughly examined in terms 
of their delay times and rejection reasons. 128 rejection letters include 774 rejection 
reasons in 16 rejection types.  
These 16 rejection types are grouped under 4 categories (Figure 3.2, Table 3.1):  
1. Missing proofs and approvals required for permit issuance (81%)  
2. Missing approval letters required for application (11%) 
3. Non conformance of the construction to the approved project (4%) 
4. Incomplete building file received from the archive (4%) 
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81%
11%
4%
4%
1- Missing Proofs and
Approvals Required for
Permit Issuance
2- Missing Approval Letters
Required for Application
3- Non Conformance of the
Construction to the
Approved Project
4- Incomplete Building File
received from the Archive
 
Figure 3.2. Reasons for rejection and pending of occupancy permit applications 
 
Table 3.1 lists all the reasons grouped according to their frequency. Below 
rejection reason items for occupancy permit issuance are briefly explained: 
 
Table 3.1. Reasons for rejection and pending of occupancy permit applications 
1- Missing Proofs 
and Approvals 
Required for Permit 
Issuance 
Approval of the CIF  97 
626 
Proof of the final service charge of CIF   90 
Approvals of the architect and engineers of the project 89 
Proof of real estate tax payment 87 
Proof of changed title deed 82 
Proof of conformance by original photographs of the building dated 82 
Approval letter of the department of fire authority 41 
Approval letter of the directorate of civil defense  33 
Proof of parking lot payment 25 
2- Missing Approval 
Letters Required for 
Application 
Proof of tax payment to the department of social security 32 
85 
Application file for elevator permit 30 
Approval letter of the department of telecom services and 
distribution inc. com.  
15 
Approval letter of the department of city water supply and sewage 
administration 
8 
3- Non Conformance of the Construction to the Approved Project 33 
4- Incomplete 
Building File 
received from the 
Archive 
Proof of progress payment to CIF 26 
30 
Document from TEDAġ  4 
Total number of rejection reasons 774 
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3.3.1.1. Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance 
 
In-situ building inspections assure that all construction meets all phases of code 
compliance. Inspectors approval conform code compatibility of the construction work. 
Upon submission of the required documents for application, occupancy permit issuance 
requires other proofs and approvals to be completed until the approval and issuance 
phases of the permit. Required documents also include approvals only to be obtained 
after the in-situ inspection of the building.  
The most frequent rejection reasons of occupancy permit applications are found 
to be the type of missing documents required for the issuance of the occupancy permit. 
Out of 774 reasons of rejection, missing proofs and approvals for permit issuance 
constitute 626 reasons. Figure 3.3 shows the percentage distribution of rejection 
reasons. Below listed the names and brief explanations of missing documents yet again 
in order of their frequency in rejection letters: 
 
16%
14%
14%
14%
13%
13%
7%
5%
4%
Approval of the CIF 
Proof of the final service charge of CIF 
Approvals of the architect and
engineers of the project
Proof of real estate tax payment
Proof of changed title deed
Proof of conformance by original
photographs of the building dated
Approval letter of the department of
fire authority
Approval letter of the directorate of
civil defense 
Proof of parking lot payment
 
Figure 3.3. Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance 
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1. Approval of the CIF  
The project owner hires a CIF and signs a service contract with the inspector. The 
building inspector is required to check and approve all project plans before submitted to 
the municipality. Approval of the building inspector confirms the compliance of the 
final building with current building codes and technical specifications.  
2. Proof of the final service charge of CIF  
Final service charge of CIF is 20% of the total service fee, which corresponds to the 3% 
of total building cost. Payment application is made by CIF after the final in-situ 
inspection of the building (insulation and structural framing inspection). Once the 
permit officials give final approval to the construction, payment is confirmed over the 
new web-based building audit commission system.  
3. Approvals of the architect and engineers of the project  
The architect and engineers of the building give approval to the final product to comply 
with the work-of-art code. By this approval; project owner/architect, civil, mechanical 
and electrical engineers verify that they have been the authorized professionals of the 
subject building and it is their product. The construction is done under their supervision 
and compatible with the projects they prepared and approved. 
4. Proof of real estate tax payment  
Property owner is required to pay all taxes owed, and obtain a tax clearance document 
from the appropriate tax departments. This document states all taxes owed have been 
paid. Proof of tax payment accompanies an affidavit confirming that the construction 
has finished and the applicant may apply for an occupancy permit.  
5. Proof of changed title deed  
Project owner is required to change the title deed from a land title deed to a building 
title deed. Proof of changed title is obtained after the submission of the title deed, the 
plot share distribution table, original photographs of the building and cadastral survey 
pages to the title deed department in order to register the building.  
6. Proof of conformance by original photographs of the building dated  
Permit officials are required to take photographs of the building. All facades, parking 
lot, views from the terrace, mechanical pressurization units are photographed. Then 
photographs are dated and put into the building file. The dated photographs prove the 
conformance of the building to code requirements.   
7. Approval letter of the department of fire authority  
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Permit official calls an inspection from the fire department. This inspection is for 
checking the compatibility of the fire detection, extinction and evacuation project with 
the fire codes and approved project. Approval letter of the fire authority is required for 
occupancy permit issuance.  
8. Approval letter of the directorate of civil defense 
Permit official calls an inspection from the civil defense experts. This inspection is for 
checking the compatibility of the bomb shelter construction with the current codes and 
approved project. 
9. Proof of parking lot payment   
A signed contract made during the building permit process marks the legal fee for not 
allotting a parking lot. Project owner is required to submit receipts of parking lot 
payment upon the completion of final building inspection. Once receipts submitted, 
permit official requests a debt clearance document for parking lot charge from the 
financial services of the municipality. Proof of parking lot payment is required for 
occupancy permit issuance.  
 
3.3.1.2. Missing Approval Letters Required for Application  
 
Missing permits required for application are the second most frequent rejection 
reason. Out of 774 reasons of rejection, this group constitutes 85 reasons. Figure 3.4 
shows percentage distribution of all the reasons. Below, again in order of their 
frequency in rejection letters, the names and brief explanations of approval letters in 
occupancy permit applications are listed:  
1. Proof of tax payment to the department of social security 
Property owner is required to obtain a debt clearance document from the department of 
social security. This document confirms the payment of all construction workers‟ social 
insurance rates and taxes have been made.  
2. Application file for elevator permit  
Employed firm makes an application to the occupancy permit department for the 
elevator permit. Application file is required to include mechanical and electrical project 
specifications. Permit officials calls in-situ inspections both from the Chamber of 
Mechanical Engineers and The Chamber of Electrical Engineers. Upon the approval of 
both inspectors (mechanical and electrical engineers), the application file is returned to  
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38%
35%
18%
9% Proof of tax payment to the
department of social security
Application file for elevator
permit
Approval letter of the
department of telecom
services and distribution inc.
com. 
Approval letter of the
department of city water
supply and sewage
administration
 
Figure 3.4. Missing Approval Letters 
 
the Occupancy Permit Department for approvals of the department head and the local 
planning and settlement authority. Elevator permit is issued with the occupancy permit. 
3. Approval letter of the department of telecom services and distribution inc. 
com. 
Project owner calls an inspection from the Telecom Services and Distribution Inc. Com. 
Technicians do the in-situ inspection of the conformance of the mechanical installation 
project to the requirements of the Telecom Services. Upon approval, project owner 
submits the approval letter to the permit department. 
4. Approval letter of the department of city water supply and sewage 
administration 
Project owner calls an inspection from the Water Supply and Sewerage Administration 
of Izmir Metropolitan Municipality (ĠZSU). ĠZSU technicians do the in-situ inspection 
of the conformance of the water supply installation and the domestic and storm sewage 
disposal units‟ installation to the requirements of IZSU. Upon approval, project owner 
submits the approval letter to the permit department. 
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3.3.1.3. Non Conformance of the Construction to the Approved Project 
 
In-situ building inspections assure that all construction meets approved 
architectural and mechanical projects. Inspectors approval conform project 
compatibility of the construction work (Doğan et al, 2009). Non-conformance of the 
construction to the approved project is the third most frequent reason in rejection letters. 
Out of 774 reasons of rejection, it constitutes 33 reasons. 
 
3.3.1.4. Incomplete Building File Received from the Archive 
 
Once the occupancy permit application is made, permit officials request the 
information filed during the building permit process from the archive. Incomplete 
building file received from the archive is the fourth most frequent reason in rejection 
letters. Out of 774 reasons of rejection, it constitutes 30 reasons. 2 types of documents 
(Figure 3.5) from this file are ranked missing. Below are the names and brief 
explanations of them: 
 
87%
13%
Proof of progress
payment to CIF
Document from TEDAġ 
 
Figure 3.5. Incomplete Building File Documents 
 
1- Proof of progress payment to CIF  
3
rd
 level in-situ inspection, namely insulation and structural framing inspection, is 
required to have been conducted to be applicable for occupancy permit issuance 
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Property owner is required to have made the 80% progress payment to the CIF and 
provide a payment clearance document. 
2- Document from TEDAġ  
Building file is required to include a document from the Turkish Electricity Distribution 
Corporation (TEDAġ). TEDAġ sends this document during the building permit process. 
TEDAġ either confirms the adequacy of the existing electrical power units or states the 
requirement of the construction of a new electrical power distribution unit for the 
specified building.  
 
3.3.2 Time Data 
 
The law specifies a statutory time limit of 30 days for the municipality to issue 
an occupancy permit. In practice this statutory time limit is not frequently valid and 
delays occur. Delays are grouped in two according to their types. First type is the delay 
caused by the municipalities‟ internal business progression. Second type is the delay 
caused by the property owner‟s individual progression.  
Incomplete document submission in the application phase is a second type delay 
cause. The permit officials commonly provide the applicant with 10 days extra time to 
complete the missing application documents. Failure to submit all application 
documents in 10 days after the application date causes expiration and a second permit 
application is required. In the project and document review phase of the permit process, 
both first and second delay types are observed. Permit officials commonly provide 30 
days extra time for the completion of the missing documents and alteration of required 
project modifications. Yet again the failure of the applicant to compile the missing 
documents or do the required project alterations within the specified period requires a 
second permit application.  
107 occupancy permit applications analyzed for delay causes are additionally 
analyzed for delay durations. Delay durations of 107 applications are recorded and 
listed in Tables 3.2. The total pending duration of an application file starting from the 
date of its first application until the issuance date of the occupancy permit are 
calculated. Detailed delay records of 107 projects are shown in Tables 3.2. The data 
record is confined to the time period of January 1st of 2008 and February 3rd of 2009. 
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Permit applications still in process after February 3rd are listed with the total delay 
durations with an „in process‟ remark indicating their application status (Table 2.2).  
The minimum delayed issuance among the total analyzed 107 applications 
required 36 days. The application was made with a total of 3 missing documents. See 
the names of missing documents in Table 3.3. This caused a delay type 1 and the 
application delayed 8 days at the municipality (Table 3.2). Re-submission for a second 
permit application was made 6 days after the rejection date. This caused a delay type 2. 
Issuance of the building permit was done after 22 days of the applicant‟s second 
application (Table 3.3).  
The maximum delayed issuance among the total analyzed 107 applications 
consumed 350 days. The application was made with 7 missing documents. See the 
names of missing documents in Table 3.3. This caused a delay type 1 and the 
application delayed 18 days at the municipality (Table 3.2). Re-submission for a second 
permit application was done in 268 days time causing a delay type 2. Issuance of the 
building permit was done after 64 days of the applicant‟s second application (Table 3.3). 
The maximum duration of delay type 2 among issued permits is recorded as 268. Table 
3.3 also shows the pending reasons of other two closest maximum delayed applications. 
Percentage of issued permits versus duration in terms of weeks is shown in 
Figure 3.2. Calculations show that an average duration of 99 days (14.1 weeks) is 
required to obtain an occupancy permit. Average duration is calculated over 80 issued 
building permits. (10 building permit applications still in process and 17 building permit 
applications rejected are subtracted from the total data of 107 on the date of last check 
out, February 3, 2009.) Figure 3.2 shows 75% issued permits corresponding to 80 
approved applications are completed within 50 weeks. Figure 3.2 points out that only 
11% of all applications can get their occupancy permits within 8 weeks. This figure 
shows again that there is a great improvement potential for occupancy permit process. 
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Table 3.2. Delay records for occupancy permit applications 
File 
# 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
TOTAL 
DELAY 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
1
st
 Rej. 
and  
1
st
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 App. 
and  
1
st
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 Rej. 
and  
2
nd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 App. 
and  
2
nd
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 Rej. 
and  
3
rd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Final App. 
and Final 
Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and Final 
App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and  
1
st
 App. 
1 18         268 64 350 
2 59 46 16 29 63 59 15 287 
3 30 98 29     17 
 56 + in 
process
**
 
230 + in 
process
**
 
4 29 33 7     0 145 214 
5 22 20 42     23 
 95 + in 
process
**
 
202 + in 
process
**
 
6 31 96 33     17 19 196 
7 22 49 35     -35
*
 
108 + in 
process
**
 
179+in 
process
**
 
8 27 37 35     -23
*
 
 96 + in 
process
**
 
172 + in 
process
**
 
9 29         118 23 170 
10 31 10 35     15 79 170 
11 38         -8
*
 137 167 
12 27         106 33 166 
13 47         65 30 142 
14 32 31 49     14 14 140 
15 28 7 32     26 
47 + in 
process
**
 
140+ in 
process
**
 
16 58         49 30 137 
17 60         3 73 + in 
process
**
 
136+ in 
process
**
 
18 36         47 50 133 
19 59         35 29 123 
20 3 27 29     24 36 119 
21 2         40  76 + in 
process
**
 
118+ in 
process
**
 
22 52 8 36     6 14 116 
23 34 30 29     4 17 114 
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009. 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 3.2. (cont.) 
File 
# 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
TOTAL 
DELAY 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
1
st
 Rej. 
and  
1
st
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 App. 
and  
1
st
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 Rej. 
and  
2
nd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 App. 
and  
2
nd
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 Rej. 
and  
3
rd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Final App. 
and Final 
Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and Final 
App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and  
1
st
 App. 
24 20 7 36     41 9 113 
25 36         19 57 112 
26 41 12 34     9 15 111 
27 41         46 23 110 
28 34         13 63 110 
29 32         9 68 109 
30 66         10 33 109 
31 30         62 15 107 
32 32 0 32     13 29 106 
33 18         72 16 106 
34 10         63 32 + in 
process
**
 
105+ in 
process
**
 
35 34 17 32     4 18 105 
36 10         80 15 105 
37 5         57 42 104 
38 28         33 42 103 
39 35         53 15 103 
40 36         35 32 103 
41 51         34 17 102 
42 24         25 52 101 
43 41         17 43 101 
44 29         26 44 99 
45 29         8 57 94 
46 31         14  49 + in 
process
**
 
94+ in 
process
**
 
 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009. 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 3.2. (cont.) 
File 
# 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
TOTAL 
DELAY 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
1
st
 Rej. 
and  
1
st
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 App. 
and  
1
st
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 Rej. 
and  
2
nd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 App. 
and  
2
nd
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 Rej. 
and  
3
rd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Final App. 
and Final 
Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and Final 
App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and  
1
st
 App. 
47 21         57 15 93 
48 45 8 26     6 7 92 
49 59         6 26 91 
50 65         6 20 91 
51 33         2 55 90 
52 56         33 0 89 
53 36     12  41 + in 
process
**
 
89+ in 
process
**
 
54 40         6 42 88 
55 28         49 10 87 
56 42         35 9 86 
57 40         4 41 85 
58 28         18 35 81 
59 24         52 4 80 
60 24         47 6 77 
61 33         17 25 75 
62 35         26 14 75 
63 26         27 21 74 
64 53         3 18 74 
65 29         5 39 73 
66 46         6 21 73 
67 35         9 28 72 
68 28         26 18 72 
69 23         19 29 71 
 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009. 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 3.2. (cont.) 
File 
# 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
TOTAL 
DELAY 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
1
st
 Rej. 
and  
1
st
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 App. 
and  
1
st
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 Rej. 
and  
2
nd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 App. 
and  
2
nd
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 Rej. 
and  
3
rd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Final App. 
and Final 
Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and Final 
App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and  
1
st
 App. 
70 35         23 12 70 
71 32     16 19 67 
72 49     10 7 66 
73 38     18 10 66 
74 31     24 9 64 
75 36     6 22 64 
76 22     26 16 64 
77 33     15 15 63 
78 18     3 42 63 
79 46     2 13 61 
80 37     2 21 60 
81 46     6 7 59 
82 35     2 21 58 
83 32     3 22 57 
84 37     0 18 55 
85 27     8 19 54 
86 39     2 13 54 
87 34     6 10 50 
88 27     8 10 45 
89 26     4 12 42 
90 8     6 22 36 
91 28 11 38 -4
*
 32       
92 38               
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 3.2. (cont.) 
File 
# 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
DELAY 
TYPE 2 
DELAY 
TYPE 1 
TOTAL 
DELAY 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
1
st
 Rej. 
and  
1
st
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 App. 
and  
1
st
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
2
nd
 Rej. 
and  
2
nd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 App. 
and  
2
nd
 Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
3
rd
 Rej. 
and  
3
rd
 App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Final App. 
and Final 
Rej. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and Final 
App. 
Duration 
(days) 
between 
Issuance 
and  
1
st
 App. 
93 28               
94 27               
95 14               
96 36               
97 21               
98 39               
99 10               
100 28               
101 4               
102 29               
103 23               
104 27               
105 34               
106 49               
107 42               
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Table 3.3. List of rejection reasons for maximum and minimum delayed applications 
Reasons for rejection and pending of occupancy permit 
applications 
Max. Total Delay (days) 
Min. Total 
Delay (days) 
350 287 214 45 42 36 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
2nd 
rej. 
3rd 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
2nd 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1st 
rej. 
1- Missing Proofs and 
Approvals Required 
for Permit Issuance 
Report from construction 
inspection firm 
  X X X X       X 
Approvals of the architect and 
engineers of the project 
 X X X X    X 
Proof of the final service charge of 
CIF 
    X X  X X 
Proof of real estate tax payment X X X X X   X X 
Proof of changed title deed  X X X X  X X X 
Proof of conformance by original 
photographs of the building dated 
X X X X X  X X  
Approval of the CIF   X X X X    X 
Proof of parking lot payment         X 
Approval letter of the department 
of fire authority  
X X X  X   X  
2- Missing Approval 
Letters Required for 
Application 
Proof of tax payment to the 
department of social security 
X      X   
Application file for elevator permit     X    X 
Approval letter of the department 
of telecom services and distribution 
inc. com. 
X X        
Approval letter of the department 
of city water supply and sewage 
administration 
X X        
3- Non Conformance 
of the Construction to 
the Approved Project 
Non Conformance of the 
Construction to the Approved 
Project 
    X    X 
4- Incomplete 
Building File 
received from the 
Archive 
Proof of progress payment to CIF  X      X  
Document from TEDAġ X         
Total number of rejections 7 9 6 5 9 1 3 6 8 
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Figure 3.6. Percentage of Issued Occupancy Permits versus Duration
Percentage of issued Occupancy Permits 
 
Number of weeks 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
INTERVIEWING STAKEHOLDERS OF PERMIT 
PROCESS 
 
In this qualitative research part of this study, stakeholders of the permit process 
are interviewed to understand their perspective of the process, to retrieve past 
experiences, to gain expert insight and to obtain descriptions of problems that are 
unavailable to observe from cause and time data collection. Interviews are essential for 
this study to get a better understanding of the various participants‟ perspectives. 
 
4.1. Interview Attendants 
 
Interviews are done with 10 permit officials from the municipality; 5 building 
inspectors from CIFs and 5 project owners (Table 4.1). Each participant is interviewed 
individually. The interview was a descriptive interview with previously prepared 
questions asked in the same order. Additional questions were asked when the answers 
were not explanatory. The point was to elicit rich descriptions of the respondents' 
experience of the permit process. In practice, the interviews took from half an hour to 
one hour. The interviews were subsequently transcribed.  
 
Table 4.1.Participants 
Participants  Number 
Permit Officials  
 
of  Building Permit Department 4 
of  Occupancy Permit Department 4 
as Building Inspectors 2 
Building Inspectors of CIFs 5 
Project Owners 5 
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4.2.Sample Interviews 
 
Interview questions were prepared to investigate the delay causes of building 
permit and occupancy permit issuance processes and to evaluate the suggestions of 
three different parties involved in the process. Each group of respondents was 
interviewed with similar but modified questions according to their positions in the 
process. Below are the samples of interviews for three different parties (Table 4.2).  
 
Table 4.2.Questions for the 3 types of interviews 
 Sample of Interview 1 
(done with the officials of the 
Municipality) 
Sample of Interview 2 
(done with the inspectors of 
the Construction Inspection 
Firms) 
Sample of Interview 3 
(done with the Project 
owners – architects-) 
1 
What is your profession and what is 
your job title? And how long have 
you been working at the 
Municipality? 
What is your profession? And 
how long have you been working 
at a Construction Inspection 
Firm? 
What is your job title?  
2 
What are the required documents 
you need to check in the application 
files? 
How many inspectors are 
working in the same firm with 
you? What are their professions? 
How long have you been doing 
your profession? 
3 
How long does it take averagely to 
examine a file with all required 
documents? 
What are the most common 
problems encountered during a 
building inspection job? 
Are you content to cooperate 
with Construction Inspection 
Firms? What kind of problems 
at what stages do you encounter 
in your cooperation? 
4 
What was the most problematic file 
you have ever examined? Do you 
remember how long it took for that 
file to get a permit and what were 
the causes of rejection(s)? Do you 
remember other files delayed for 
longer periods and rejected so many 
times? 
At which branch of offices do 
you and your application file 
have longer waiting periods? 
Approximately how much time 
do you averagely spend at these 
offices and what do you think the 
reasons are? 
How many times on average do 
you need to come to the 
Municipality for permit 
issuance of an application file? 
At which stages of the process 
do you need to be at the 
Municipality? What are the 
problematic delay points in 
your point of view? 
5 
What are the most common 
problems for the files to have longer 
holding periods? What are the most 
common causes for the files to get 
delayed in the municipality work? 
What are your suggestions to 
speed up the process? 
What are your suggestions to 
speed up the process? 
6 
What are your suggestions to speed 
up the process? 
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4.3. Interview Results 
 
Answers to the interview questions are summarized for each group of 
participants. Each summary has two main parts. First part focuses on the concerns 
expressing criticisms and complaints of participants derived from the areas they see as 
problematic in the permit issuance process. Second part includes the recommendations 
of the participants for streamlining the permit process. Original interview answers for 
all questions for each participant can be found in Appendix G. 
 
4.3.1. Permit Officials 
 
Permit officials of the municipality commonly criticized the non conformance of 
the building construction to the approved architectural project. Two of the building 
inspectors recalled a past experience. A building was built with a ground floor ceiling 
height of 5.60 meters. In-situ inspection revealed this construction mistake. Building 
codes and approved architectural project allowed a maximum height of 4.40. Non 
conformance of the construction to the approved project was costly and required 
demolishment. This common criticism of the permit officials is listed as the third most 
frequent rejection reason in occupancy permit applications. Out of 774 reasons of 
rejection, this constitutes 33 reasons.  
Another accepted criticism is also a part of the non conformance criticism. 
Permit officials review architectural projects for compliance with the codes. They 
mostly point out modification requirements. Project owners do the revisions in the 
architectural project; and fail to modify the mechanical installation project according to 
the revised architectural project. The building inspector focused on the unmatching 
architectural and mechanical projects produced during the review process of permit 
issuance. 
Building inspectors‟ main concern is to fix this non conformance issue. 
Municipality inspectors blame CIF inspectors for not conducting a thorough in-situ 
building inspection before the permit application.  Municipality inspectors strongly 
demand a prior final inspection to be conducted by CIF inspectors. They focus that any 
non conformance of construction to the approved project could be detected beforehand; 
which could shorten the permit issuance process. 
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Permit officials also complain about applications made with missing documents. 
Building inspectors of the progress payment department particularly focus on the 
missing certificate proving the validity of allowed concrete properties. Municipality 
inspectors once more blame CIF inspectors for not taking the required concrete sample 
during the concrete pouring process.   
For streamlining the permit process, first and foremost recommendation of the 
permit officials is the proximity requirement of the departments involved in the process. 
Document gathering for permit application particularly demands this proximity. 
Applicants need to initially obtain cover letters for collecting required documents. 
Cover letters are provided from the Konak Municipality located in Basmane. Then 
applicant may now apply to obtain proof of real estate payment from 9 Eylül Tax 
Administration located in Üçkuyular.  Next may apply to obtain proof of changed title 
deed from Konak Tax Administration located in Konak. Once proofs are obtained, 
applicant returns to submit them to Konak Municipality in Basmane. This back and 
forth process in between Konak, Üçkuyular and Basmane makes the application process 
time-consuming and tiring. Permit officials recommend related departments should be 
located closely for an easier and quicker permit issuance process.  
Second streamlining recommendation of the permit officials emerge from the 
concern that unattended application files result in extended permit issuance dates. 
Regular checking on file by the applicant gets the applicant informed in any bottleneck. 
Particularly occupancy permit department officials complain about the extended 
pending periods of application files with missing documents despite the application 
review completed the next day after submission. Unattended applications slow down the 
permit process because approved applications require the applicant to call an inspection 
and non approved applications require the applicant to complete the missing documents. 
Permit officials blame the applicants of being negligent and state that attentive ones 
could speed up the permit process. 
Thirdly for streamlining, permit officials recommend a preapproval process for 
the architectural design projects. Getting the municipality‟s preapproval for the 
architectural design project may prevent any nonconformance issue beforehand. 
Mechanical installation, static and electrical projects are then prepared according to 
preapproved architectural projects. Prior checking on code compatibility eliminates 
excessive work and triggers efficiency. Particularly officials of the building permit 
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department emphasize that some applicants use preapproval procedure and obtain 
permit certificates by far faster than others. 
Fourth common recommendation of permit officials aims refinement of Building 
Bylaws. Building codes require thorough review of experienced consultants of the 
construction industry for elimination of unrelated and out of date permit requirements. 
Likewise, the contradictory provisions of Earthquake Regulations, Fire Regulations and 
Building Bylaws need reexamining. Self-criticism of permit officials in regard of 
building bylaws points that permit inspectors do lack essential knowledge on 
interpreting regulations. Permit officials‟ similar criticism targets CIF inspectors for 
being inexperienced thus non competent. Frequent replacement of CIF inspectors due to 
economical concerns of firms leads to untrained, inexperienced and easily mistaken 
controllers. 
Final recommendation of permit officials is a fully-equipped information desk. 
Proper orientation in the permit application process would be quite a time-saver for the 
confused applicant. Information desk may work like a customer service contact point. 
 
4.3.2. Building Inspectors 
 
Building inspectors‟ first concern is the slow processing at the municipalities. 
CIF inspectors commonly criticized the number of permit officials to be inadequate, 
then focused on the bureaucratic bottlenecks caused by piled up documents in the 
permit departments.  
Building inspectors‟ second concern is the contractors‟ misconstruction of 
approved projects. Uneducated contractors fail to interpret technical drawings or follow 
the easy construction work they prefer. Building inspectors point this to be a common 
delay cause that initiates the project revision requirement for the occupancy permit 
process.  
Building inspectors‟ final concern is the frequently error-listing web page of 
construction inspection system. CIF‟s earned progress payments are approved via the 
internet based construction inspection system. All other changes and approvals 
concerning the CIF inspectors and CIF‟s inspection work also depend on the web-based 
system. Any malfunctioning of the computerized link directly affects the CIF‟s services. 
Building inspectors listed their recommendations for streamlining the process: 
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First recommendation is that municipalities should get equipped with latest 
technological improvements.  Technological add-ons may speed up the process.  
Second recommendation is the change in responsibility share of CIFs and the 
permit departments. Building inspectors agree that CIF may be in charge of the entire 
permit process and the municipality may act as the final authority that approves or not 
approves the permit issuance of the CIF inspectors. All bureaucratic, review and 
inspection work should be done by the CIFs. Final in-situ inspection and application file 
review should be left to municipality officials in order to issue the permit certificate. 
Building inspectors complain about the excessive documents and approvals they are 
required to submit to the municipality. New process finishes all visits and all submission 
done by building inspectors to the permit departments of the municipality.  
Final recommendation of building inspectors rely on self criticism:  
Application files under review at the municipality require regular checking by 
CIF inspectors, which would speed up the permit process. 
 
4.3.3. Project Owners 
 
Project owners‟ answers to the interview questions are evaluated as well.  
Project owners‟ have diverse opinions about the integration of CIFs into the 
permit process Project owners either approve, not approve or do not comment on CIFs‟ 
contribution. Project owners all demand more experienced building inspectors as CIFs 
prefer inexperienced inspectors who work for lower salary. Project owners criticize that 
CIFs are incapable of making essential decisions which could prevent various code 
incompatibility issues earlier.  
Project owners‟ other criticisms point out the cumbersome bureaucratic process 
at municipalities.  This bottleneck is both due to the inadequate number of municipality 
staff and the excessive paperwork of bureaucratic transactions. A project owner infers 
that averagely he would need to pay 20 visits to the municipality to obtain a permit 
certificate. Another project owner emphasizes that document transfer consumes as much 
time as document review.  Ready certificates could get delayed for weeks to be signed 
for submission.  
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Two key recommendations of project owners‟ focus on the need for increased 
number of municipality staff and more experienced building inspectors on construction 
sites.
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CHAPTER 5 
 
REVIEW OF REPORTS ON BUILDING PERMIT 
ISSUANCE PROCESS 
 
In this chapter, various documents and reports examining general permit 
processes in different countries of Europe and different states of U.S. are reviewed. 
Reviews include the required documents, issuance processes, the widely encountered 
problems and suggestions to abolish these obstacles. Permit process data come from 
divergent sources of internet. Web sources consist of Web Pages related to permitting 
system of various cities, on-line reports from different institutes and several guidebooks 
related to permit issuance process.  
 
5.1. Permit Process Review 
 
This chapter firstly reviews building permit process in U.S. and Europe cities, 
set out the similarities of the building permit process conducted in Ġzmir. Secondly, the 
chapter lists the common problems encountered in the building permit process in 
reviewed various cities. Finally, recommendations for streamlining building permit 
process are reviewed. Problems and recommendations are listed with Ġzmir case added. 
 
5.1.1. United States of America 
 
Building permit procedures in International Code Council‟s report (International 
Code Council‟s WWW user survey, 1997) and the permitting system in different USA 
cities in states of Washington D.C., California, Connecticut, Ohio and Utah are 
examined [Town of Greenwich in Connecticut (Town of Greenwich‟s WWW user 
survey, n.d.), Snohomish Country in Washington D.C (Snohomish Country‟s WWW user 
survey,2008) City of Fort Bragg in California (City of Fort Bragg‟s WWW user survey, 
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2006), Whatcom County in Washington D.C (The Latimore Company, LLC, 2005), 
Orange Country in California (Orange Country, Public Works, 2009), City of Tumwater in 
Washington D.C (City of Tumwater‟s WWW user survey, n.d.), City of Oberlin in Ohio 
(City of Oberlin‟s WWW user survey, n.d.), Obispo Country in California (Obispo Country 
of San Luis California‟s WWW user survey, n.d.)., City of Vernal in Utah (City of Vernal‟s 
WWW user survey, n.d.)]. Every municipality‟s required documents are different from 
each other but the main steps of the permit process are summarized for all cities and 
listed in 8 steps, which also basically frames the permit process in Ġzmir: 
1. Before applying 
2. Application 
3. Consideration (application is reviewed for completeness and against local 
zoning laws, Building code and other legislation. 
4. Decision (Application may be approved or refused) 
5. Appeals  (challenge of law for decisions resulting from the permit process) 
6. Construction begins (when the permit is issued) 
7. Inspections during construction (Building inspector checks major phases of 
construction to completion). 
8. Construction completed 
 
Building permit validity periods are also reviewed and compared. Permit 
issuance is changing from city to city. In all cities of Israel, average permit processing 
time from submission to permit issuance is 52,2 weeks (Peer, 1986).  The permit is valid 
for 18 months in Snohomish country (Washington D.C.), 24 months in Vernal City 
(Utah) –same in Ġzmir-, and 180 days in Orange Country (California). In New York City 
same period requires 18 months from application to issuance of a license
 
(NYC 
Buildings Strategic Plan). These official figures show the long duration of the processes 
and why the states have embarked on an effort to improve their processes. Model Permit 
Report of EDC Permit Streamlining Committee (EDC Permit Streamlining Committee, 
2002) says all local governments should adopt and maintain efficient policies and 
procedures for streamlining building permit process.  
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5.1.2. European Countries 
 
The organization of building permit procedures varies widely among European 
countries. Although building permit procedures are determined at the national level, 
developments indicate a trend towards convergence across the Europe member states, 
where some parallel developments are evident. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the 
wide variation in the organization of building permit procedures in Europe. 
 
Table 5.1. Main features of the building permit process in 8 European countries and    
Ġzmir (Source: Visscher and Meijer, 2007), Ġzmir added by the author 
 
Pre-
consultation 
Approval 
(review) 
process for  
technical 
regulations of 
design 
Start of 
Construction 
Inspection 
during 
Construction 
Completion 
Belgium voluntary voluntary 
after permit is 
granted 
by private 
inspection 
bodies 
nothing 
Denmark voluntary yes 
after permit is 
granted 
Sample checks 
approval for 
use 
England & 
Wales 
voluntary yes  
after permit is 
granted 
yes 
completion 
certificate 
France voluntary voluntary 
after permit is 
granted 
by private 
inspection 
bodies 
completion 
certificate 
Germany voluntary yes 
after permit is 
granted 
yes 
approval for 
use 
Netherlands voluntary yes 
after permit is 
granted 
regular 
inspection 
points 
nothing 
Norway obligatory 
inspection 
plans 
within 4 weeks 
of detailed 
plans 
supervision of 
inspection plan 
completion 
certificate 
Sweden obligatory 
inspection 
plans 
3 weeks after 
notice 
supervision of 
inspection plan 
completion 
certificate 
Ġzmir voluntary yes 
after permit is 
granted 
yes 
approval for 
use 
 
 
Norway and Sweden have introduced statutory consultation meetings as a 
regular part of their permit procedures. All parties involved (e.g., applicant, architect, 
contractor) must be represented at the meeting, in which the building control authority 
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is required to clarify which particular regulations apply to the location of the planned 
works. During the meeting, a decision is made on the method of inspection. (Visscher 
and Meijer, 2007) 
Belgium and France show an important role for private companies in the 
provision of adequate quality safeguards as the foundation for insurances because of 
strong liability regulations. Whether, and to what extent, checking takes place depends 
mainly on financial considerations. Consequently, the technical control on individual 
residential constructions is lacking. For tall buildings the French building regulations 
directly require building control by private inspection companies. In Germany private 
building control bureau‟s play an important role. The municipalities contract out the 
technical building control. This system can be characterized by high quality control for 
relatively high costs. (Visscher, Meijer and Sheridan, 2003) 
In most European countries (local or regional), authorities have traditionally 
been responsible for controlling and checking building plans and for granting permits. 
Table 5.2 classifies the systems of eight countries according to the allocation of 
responsibility for exercising building control. (Visscher and Meijer, 2007) 
The effectiveness of a regulatory system could be defined as the way the 
regulations contribute to the defined goals of the regulations. The goals can be found at 
the starting points of the technical requirements. The conditions of the regulatory 
framework and the characteristics of the building processes in the various countries 
create obstacles for qualitative comparisons. A system cannot easily be transferred from 
one country into another because they must be considered within their cultural and 
legislative history and present situation. Nevertheless, the examples of other countries 
can provide ideas and inspiration for alternative approaches. The introduction of the 
approved inspectors as an alternative for local authority building control has had a 
positive effect on the quality and efficiency of building control in England. Self-
certification however is seen nowadays as a possibility for more efficiency. The shift of 
the responsibility of control to the private sector in Norway and Sweden has caused a 
somewhat chaotic situation in the building sector, but the change has also given a big 
push to the development of quality assurance of the private sector. (Visscher et al, 2003) 
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Table 5.2. Variations of building inspection responsibility for 8 European countries and 
Ġzmir (Source: Visscher and Meijer, 2007), Ġzmir added by the author 
Public responsibility for 
inspection (control) 
Private responsibility for 
inspection (control) 
Private responsibility for 
granting permits 
A. Local authority carries out 
control (Netherlands, 
Denmark, England & Wales) 
C. Local authority contracts 
out, private organization is 
responsible (Germany) 
G. Private organizations are 
qualified to issue building 
permits (England & Wales) 
B. Local authority contracts out 
but remains responsible 
(Netherlands, Denmark) 
D. Legal liability for private 
control based on building 
regulations (France) 
 
H. Local authority carries out 
control on private inspection 
(Ġzmir) 
E. Private inspection because of 
liability and insurance 
requirements (Belgium, France) 
 
 
F. Full private responsibility 
(Norway, Sweden, Germany) 
 
 
Self-control offers the optimum chance for effective and efficient actual control 
and inspection. During the design phase, the architects and advisors should carry out the 
inspection on compliance, integrated in their working processes. Similarly, for site 
inspections that can be best carried out by construction firms. Designers, advisors and 
builders know all the ins and outs of their plans and construction works and can more 
effectively and efficiently carry out the necessary quality control. In some countries, a 
development towards the introduction of self-control has been made. Self-control is 
only possible if its quality is adequately assured. In Norway and Sweden, systems of 
self-control have operated for a few years. Germany also has some form of self-control. 
The Netherlands is developing a certification scheme for self-control and England is 
also considering the introduction of some kind of self-certification, as referred to. For 
the future it will be challenging to develop an international standard for the certification 
of self-control for plan checking and site-inspection. (Visscher et al, 2003) 
  
5.2. Permit Related Problems 
 
Permit issuance is a subject of intensive investigation by municipalities of cities 
in various countries. Especially in the United States of America (USA), ways to 
streamline the permit processes have been extensively examined and recommendations 
were made to make these processes as effective and efficient as possible. In states like 
Massachusetts, California, Colorado, Washington and Oregon municipalities published 
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reports on their individual permit issuance processes. Other studies were published in 
countries like Israel and Netherlands. 
WebPages of various cities presented documents in the form of formal or 
informal reports explaining problems and recommendations for streamlining the 
building permit process. Reports of various institutes available online depicted the 
building permit process, problems that emerge and several recommendations to make 
the permit process more effective. 
In Turkey, no permit related study has carried out by the municipalities. Only the 
Ministry Of Public Works and Settlement has examined the process and published 
Administrative Activity Reports (Ministry Of Public Works and Settlement, Lecture 
2008). 
In this part of the study, 11 reports from; Netherlands (Meijer and Visscher, 
2007), Israel (Peer, 1986), New York (National Conference of States on Building Codes 
and Standards Inc., 2003), San Carlos- California (City of San Carlos‟s WWW user 
survey, 1997), Whatcom Country, Washington DC. (The Latimore Company, 2005), City 
of Burien- Washington DC (Berryman and Henigar, 2003), Colorado, Massachusetts 
Municipalities (Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development‟s 
WWW user survey, n.d.), Needham -Massachusetts (Systems Consulting Group, 2003), 
Denver in Colorado, Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Massachusetts Association of 
Regional Planning Agencies, 2007) and Oregon (Office of the City Auditor Portland, 
Oregon, 2003) are analyzed. These 11 reports for streamlining building permit process 
are examined and 28 types of problems determined. These 28 problems are grouped 
under 4 different titles. Table 5.3 listed all stated problems and their frequency of 
occurance in the reviewed cities and Ġzmir. 
a) Administration related problems 
b) Process and Regulations related problems 
c) Technology related problems 
d) Staff related problems 
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Table 5.3 Building Permit Process Related Problems 
 
A) ADMINISTRATION RELATED 
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Inefficient customer (applicants as 
customers) service (Lack of information 
desk and guide books, undetailed official 
web pages of permit department, unclear 
definitions of application requirements and 
lack of an assistance center staffed with 
experienced generalists) 
X X  X X X X X  X X X 
Coordination problems between the permit 
bureaus and permit staff (inefficient and 
split building regulatory responsibilities, 
poor coordination of different regulatory 
agencies such as fire, health, energy, safety, 
etc.) 
  X    X    X  
Physical location problems of different 
bureaus and requirement of co-location of 
permit bureaus at the municipality building 
      X X    X 
Need for differentiation and separation of 
review formats with regard to the 
complexity of the application 
 X   X  X   X   
Need for pre-application and pre-approval 
for architectural plans before review 
    X     X  X 
Unavailability of required equipment and 
space to the permit processing staff;  
Uncomfortable meeting locations and 
inefficient layout of permit offices 
   X       X  
Need for developing a more complete set of 
performance measures that are reliable;  
Need for providing a better picture of 
performance and improve accountability to 
the public 
        X   X 
Lack of incentives and technical/procedural 
know-how at the local level 
         X   
 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 5.3. (cont.)  
B) PROCESS AND REGULATIONS 
RELATED PROBLEMS 
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Need for reduction in permit processing time X X X X X  X  X X  X 
Cumbersome and complex process;  
Excessive procedural requirements in the 
process 
 X   X  X  X X  X 
Weaknesses in the management and 
coordination of the (building project) review 
process 
        X    
Lack of appeals process for resolving 
conflicts between applicants and permit 
department; Lengthy and unpredictable 
appeals process 
        X X   
Unsatisfactory project (plan) review phase 
(Applications dissatisfaction for the 
timelines, fairness, helpfulness and problem 
resolution of review staff) 
        X    
Ineffectiveness and inefficiency of the permit 
process; Redundancies and bottlenecks in the 
process  
 X X       X   
Confusing and unjust code enforcement 
process; 
Inconsistent code interpretations from project 
to project 
  X       X X  
Contradictory provisions of regulations and 
by-laws; 
Confusing array of building regulations 
(incompatible fire, health, energy, safety, etc. 
regulations) 
       X     
High regulation costs from fees and charges;  
Elimination requirement of disproportionate 
fees and changes 
        X    
 
(cont. on next page)
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Table 5.3. (cont.) 
C) TECHNOLOGY RELATED 
PROBLEMS 
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Officials loss of control over 
permit department‟s own data 
  X          
Ineffective and inefficient use of 
information technology in the 
building regulatory process  
 X X X X  X X X    
Lack of a user friendly IT system 
and on-line permit status tracking 
system; 
Lack of interactive, digital 
services 
X   X X  X X  X   
Failure of computer firms to 
provide support to software 
inadequacies 
  X          
Need for an on-line 
interconnection between permit 
department and other departments 
in the local government 
(zoning/land use, tax assessments, 
etc.) 
  X         X 
Need for improvement of web-
site;  
Need for web-site to contain all 
application forms and handouts; 
Need for web-site to provide easy 
access to related policies and 
directives 
    X     X  X 
 
(cont. on next page)
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Table 5.3. (cont.) 
D) STAFF RELATED PROBLEMS 
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Inadequate number of staff for permit 
process and building inspections 
   X X   X   X  
Untrained and inexperienced permit officials 
and building inspectors;  
Need for expansion of skill-sets of staff and 
inspectors;  
Need for upgrading of professional 
qualifications of regulatory officials 
 X  X X    X    
Reluctant guiding for proper conduction of 
permit process; timely course of action not 
taken; Problematic attitudes of staff in 
helpfulness, fairness, timelines and problem 
resolution; Inconsideration of municipality 
officials about how construction industry 
does business (the relationship between time, 
cost and profits) 
  X      X  X  
An „anti-IT‟ culture in the jurisdictions of 
permit staff 
X  X          
Interstaff conflict;  
Unwillingness of staff to resolve conflicts 
rising in between 
        X    
 
5.2.1. Permit Applicants’ Comments 
 
A survey conducted in Oregon among nearly 700 permit applicants who applied 
for land use approvals, building permits, and trade permits during the nine month 
period, January through September, 2002. Most of the applications were for permits of 
simple residential and commercial alterations and additions [Alternations (36%), 
Additions (26%), Land use review (22%), New construction (16%)]. Permit applicants 
are composed of Contractor (39%), Owner (26%), Architect (20%), Permit processor 
(8%) and Other (7%).  
Questions and the applicants‟ comments are included in Table 5.4, on which also 
parallel and additional comments of project owners‟ from the Ġzmir case are added. 
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Table 5.4. Building Permit Process Applicants‟ Comments (Source: Office of the City 
Auditor Portland, Oregon, 2003), Ġzmir case added by the author 
QUESTIONS COMMENTS 
If you needed more information 
on regulations that applied to 
your project, what would you 
do? 
Oregon 
“ Had to do my own research.” 
“ Information I received was unclear. I was 
misinformed.” 
“ Process was confusing and too complicated.” 
“ Give rules all at once, don‟t keep adding them 
along the way.” 
“ Need more information on environmental 
requirements.” 
 
Ġzmir 
“ Had to do my own research.” 
 
If rated staff coordination bad or 
very bad, please describe the 
problem. 
Oregon 
“ Information was not passed on to other staff. Not 
enough communication between different staff and 
different City departments.” 
“ Different people and different staff interpret rules 
differently.” 
“ Too many people involved in the process. Hard to 
reach a single contact person.” 
“ Some staff less knowledgeable than others. More 
training.” 
 
Ġzmir 
“CIFs are money  focused and conduct their main 
inspection work with inadequate knowledge.” 
“Retired old architects unaware of new regulations 
do the inspections and interpret conformance 
differently.” 
 
What suggestions do you have 
for improving the City‟s 
(municipalities‟) building 
permit process? 
Oregon 
“Too slow issuing permits.” 
“ Staff need more training and knowledge. Hire 
more staff.” 
“ More flexibility needed in approving projects. 
They are all different.” 
“ Improve telephone response time.” 
“ Clarify codes. They are too confusing.” 
“ Fewer regulations and rules.” 
“ More communications among staff. Need one 
project manager to track projects from beginning to 
end.” 
“ Better customer service and friendlier staff.” 
“ Quicker notification of problems that will cause 
inspection failure.” 
 
Ġzmir 
“Dynamic, motivated and knowledgeable staff 
required.” 
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5.3. Recommendations for Streamlining the Permit Process 
 
In this part of the study, 11 reports from; Netherlands, Israel, New York, San 
Carlos in California, Whatcom Country in Washington DC., Denver in Colorado, City 
of Burien in Washington DC., Colorado, Massachusetts Municipalities, Needham in 
Massachusetts, Commonwealth of Massachusetts and Portland in Oregon (same reports 
with the problems part) have been analyzed. These 11 reports for streamlining building 
permit process have been examined and 20 types of recommendations are determined. 
These recommendations grouped under 4 different titles and listed in Table 5.5. The 
table further lists which cities‟ reports include that recommendation type. 
a) Administration related recommendations 
b) Process and Regulations related recommendations 
c) Technology related recommendations 
d) Staff related recommendations 
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Table 5.5 Building Permit Process Related Recommendations 
A) ADMINISTRATION 
RELATED 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Improvement of customer services 
(Publication of guide books, 
handouts and brochures in simpler 
terms, more detailed official web 
pages of permit department, annual 
survey to evaluate customer 
satisfaction of permitting function) 
X X  X X X X X X X X X 
Assistance center staffed with 
experienced generalists  
(Provide special assistance for 
inexperienced customers; Provide 
early review for special projects) 
   X X X X   X   
Better management of internal 
government operations (need a 
permit ombudsman, create a central 
coordinating agency, need a better 
coordination of different regulatory 
agencies, weekly need for meetings 
with the building officials) 
X     X   X X   
Group meetings/brainstorming 
sessions for streamlining the 
process with developers, builders, 
architects, surveyors and permit 
officials 
          X X 
Relocation of permit bureaus at the 
municipality building, locating all 
permitting agencies together (Better 
configuration of application units, 
comfortable meeting locations and 
efficient office layouts of permit 
offices) 
   X X  X X X X X X 
Separation of review formats and 
approval procedures with regard to 
the complexity of the construction 
(Introduction of pre-application 
conferences for major projects, 
with all relevant regulatory 
agencies represented) 
 X   X  X      
 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 5.5. (cont.) 
B) PROCESS AND 
REGULATIONS RELATED 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Refinement of lengthy and complex 
procedure 
 X  X   X X X X  X 
Development of a Project team 
structure 
   X X   X  X   
Defining an appeals process for 
resolving conflicts between 
applicants and City/Municipality 
staff 
        X    
Refinement of redundancies and 
bottlenecks in the process  
  X     X X X X X 
Publication of an updated and 
comprehensive guide of building 
regulations and deleting those that no 
longer make sense. 
 X      X    X 
Clarification of procedures in 
different permit-related bureaus 
involved in the permit process 
       X X    
 
(cont. on next page) 
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Table 5.5. (cont.) 
C) TECHNOLOGY 
RELATED 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Effective and efficient use of 
information technology in the 
building regulatory process 
(electronic building files, on-
line connection between permit 
department and other 
departments in the local 
government, archive files 
stored in electronic system)   
X  X    X X   X X X 
Electronic accessibility by the 
applicants (Interactive 
Information Technology, 
Online submission of 
applications, on-line permit 
status tracking system) 
X  X X X  X X  X X 
 
X 
Creation of an application 
follow-up information system 
for monitoring the performance 
and efficiency of the process  
 X   X  X  X   
 
 
 
(cont. on next page) 
 
Apart from England & Wales, nowhere else in Europe it is possible to actually 
submit a building permit application electronically on a large scale. That said, 
interesting work has been going on (e.g. in The Netherlands) to realize a system for the 
online submission of applications. There seems to be many advantages of an online 
submission and approval of a building permit (Meijer, 2005): 
 easily be adapted to reflect any changes to national policy 
 processing times could be speeded up 
 convenience and transparency would improve 
 significant savings in time and money 
 quality of the applications would improve 
 Potential users may be scared off by the lack of clarity about what happens to 
the data and service.  
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Table 5.5. (cont.) 
D) STAFF RELATED 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Increase in the number of staff 
responsible for permit process and 
building inspections 
   X X      X X 
Upgrading of professional 
qualifications of regulatory 
officials  
(Increase the experience level of 
officials) 
 X  X X   X  X X X 
Responsive customer service; 
Timely course of action for permit 
applicants, better communication 
with the applicants  
       X X X X  
Invite professional 
architects/contractors for 
explaining how construction 
business works to municipality 
officials (the relationship between 
time, cost and profits) 
            
Providing customer-service 
training for permitting staff 
       X     
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CHAPTER 6 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
6.1. Concluding Remarks on Permit Study 
 
Building Permit and Occupancy Permit issuance processes in Konak 
Municipality of Ġzmir-Turkey are reviewed. Permit data are collected and analyzed in 
terms of delay causes and delay durations. Interviews are conducted with the 
stakeholders of the permit process. Building permit process in other cities of the world 
are reviewed and problems and recommendations are grouped. Concluding remarks on 
parts of the study as 1) delay causes and delay durations, 2) interview results, 3) 
building permit problems and recommendations are listed respectively: 
 
6.1.1. Delay Causes and Delay Durations 
 
 The most frequent construction type as a 4-storey apartment building with its 
ground floor designed as shop usage purposes (and the building lacking an 
elevator, a parking lot or a garage and any bomb shelter construction) is 
counted to have 756 signatures on all the documents in process beginning 
from the time of its building permit application until the issuance of its 
occupancy permit. 
 The most frequent rejection reason is found to be the missing documents for 
building permit issuance; and found to be the missing proofs and approvals 
for occupancy permit issuance.   
 The findings of the research showed that an average duration of 107 days for 
a building permit issuance and 99 days for occupancy permit issuance are 
required. 
 The minimum delayed issuance among the total analyzed 56 building permit 
applications required 49 days and the maximum delayed issuance consumed 
197 days in building permit process. 
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 The minimum delayed issuance among the total analyzed 107 occupancy 
permit applications required 36 days and the maximum delayed issuance 
consumed 350 days in occupancy permit process. 
 55.36% of total building permit applications between the date of January 1st, 
2008 and December 31
st
, 2008 got permit issuance in 28 weeks. 
 74.77% of total occupancy permit applications between the date of January 
1
st
, 2008 and December 31
st
, 2008 got permit issuance in 50 weeks. 
 In occupancy permit applications, missing proofs and approvals required for 
permit issuance and particularly the approval of the CIF is found to be the 
most common cause of occupancy permit delays. 
 In building permit applications, missing documents and particularly the 
document of land value and, proof of property owner‟s, contractor‟s and 
project owner‟s ID number is found to be the most common cause of building 
permit delays.  
 
6.1.2. Interview Results 
 
According to the interviews conducted, common recommendations of all 
stakeholders (permit officials, building inspectors and project owners) of the permit 
process are listed as follows: 
 Architectural projects should be prepared in compliance with the codes, 
 Permit applications should be done with all required documents,  
 Number of permit officials should be increased 
 Building permit process should get refined off excessive procedures. 
Each three party involved in the permit process also stated particular 
recommendations:  
1) Permit Officials‟ recommendations referring to the building permit and 
occupancy permit process are listed as follows:  
 Projects should be prepared and checked to be in compliance with regulation 
provisions before permit application 
 Permit applications should be made with all documents completed 
 Building owners should keep track of the status of their application files 
regularly 
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 Building Bylaws should be simplified and made compatible with Fire and 
Earthquake Regulations.  
 Improved customer service should be integrated with the review process 
 CIF‟s should work with more experienced inspectors 
2) CIF inspectors‟ recommendations referring to the building permit and 
occupancy permit process are: 
 Number of permit officials at the municipality should be increased 
 Municipalities should be equipped with latest technological improvements 
 Private responsibility for inspection (overall inspection control be given to 
CIFs) should be accepted. 
3) Project owners‟ recommendations referring to the building permit and 
occupancy permit process are: 
 Number of permit officials at the municipality should be increased 
 CIF‟s should work with more experienced inspectors 
 
6.1.3. Building Permit Problems 
 
 Main steps of the permit process for all US cities are similar. Long duration of 
the process is the common problem. Thus all local governments are seeking to 
adopt and maintain efficient policies and procedures for streamlining the 
building permit process. 
 For streamlining the building permit process, Ġzmir case of Turkey appears to 
be seeking to adopt the European format such as the private responsibility for 
inspection and the pre-consultation in review process. 
 11 reports from Netherlands, Israel and US cities and states of New York, San 
Carlos- California, Whatcom Country-Washington DC, Denver-Colorado, 
City of Burien-Washington DC, Colorado, Massachusetts Municipalities, 
Needham- Massachusetts, Commonwealth- Massachusetts and Portland- 
Oregon are reviewed in terms of the particular problems mentioned for each 
building permit process and streamlining recommendations made. Building 
permit problems and the related recommendations are grouped under 4 
categories according to their frequency: 
1. Administration related problems and recommendations 
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2. Process and Regulations related problems and recommendations 
3. Technology related problems and recommendations 
4. Staff related problems and recommendations 
 Inefficient customer service is found the most common problem regarding 
administration related problems. Publication of guide books, handouts and 
brochures in simpler terms, more detailed official web pages of permit 
department and annual survey to evaluate customer satisfaction of permitting 
function are the common suggestions made to improve customer services.  
 Need for reduction in permit processing time is found the most common 
problem regarding the process and regulations related problems. Refinement 
of lengthy and complex procedure is the most common suggestion made to 
decrease permit processing time.  
 Ineffective and inefficient use of information technology in the building 
regulatory process is found the most common problem regarding the 
technology related problems. Electronic accessibility by the applicants is the 
most common suggestion made for effective and efficient use of IT. 
 Inadequate number of staff and, untrained and inexperienced permit officials 
and building inspectors are found to be the most common problem regarding 
the staff related problems. Upgrading of professional qualifications of 
regulatory officials is the most common suggestion made for decreasing 
complaints about staff.  
 
6.2. Final Remarks and Further Research 
 
This study aims to present the current status of the building permit and 
occupancy permit process in Konak Municipality of Ġzmir, Turkey.  The current status 
analysis is intended for a vision to streamline the building permit and occupancy permit 
issuance process, with not any intention of criticizing the permit officials‟ intelligence, 
skills, capacity or the sense of responsibility. Permit officials‟ of the Housing 
Department of Konak Municipality as direct contributors to the study are to be 
appreciated for their insight and guidance. 
Average time lags revealed in the study indicate significant potential research 
areas that may lead to more efficient and effective building permit and occupancy 
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permit issuance processes.  Shortening of permit issuance periods which take more than 
three months at average presently are sure to improve process efficiency and quality. 
For this aim, recommendations for streamlining the process are briefly explained: 
 Studies concerning analysis and refinement of the permit process flow 
should be done. 
 Recommendations for eliminating the inefficiencies in the permit process 
should be put in practice step by step by utilizing pilot studies. 
 All documents required in the permit process should be reexamined and 
questioned in terms of their necessity and validity.  
 Stakeholders of the permit process should be provided with required training 
and guidebooks.  
 Performance of the permit process should be monitored and checked by 
statistical methods. 
 Permit applications with missing documents should not be put in process. 
 After making the permit process refined and transparent, web-based 
technologies should be adopted and utilized.  
Shortening the duration of building permit and occupancy permit issuance has a 
vital role for efficiency and quality of the permit process. Thus, refinement of permit 
process is crucial. The findings of this study regarding analysis of delay causes 
constitute an important step for the simplification and refinement of the permit process.  
Further findings of the study focus permit process to be likely to become more 
successful by pre-consultation on the code issues such as earthquake, fire, security, 
health, regulations and zoning rules etc. Regarding the bureaucratic bottlenecks, 
integrating information technology with increased number of staff of technological 
capability is likely to promise quality and effectiveness in the permit process. Increasing 
communication between the public bodies and interested persons by an effective 
technology is also likely to trigger faster permit issuance.  
Overall picture of the permit process affirms that building permit and occupancy 
permit certificates are prepared twice by the legal corporations. The first one is prepared 
via the municipality‟s official web page and saved in the archive. The second one is 
prepared via the new-built web site of Ministry of Public Works and Settlement. Second 
one is the legally valid one and is delivered to the citizen in due time. All related 
applications of the building inspection firms (progress payments, auditor changes) are 
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also done via the official website of Ministry of Public Works and Settlement. 
Municipalities and building inspection firms communicate the missing and erroneous 
documents related to permit application directly to the Ministry of Public Works and 
Settlement. A thorough study of reported inadequacies of the permit application files 
may lead to a better understanding of the deficiencies in the current permit process 
system throughout the country.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
ĠNġAAT RUHSATI MÜRACAATINDA GEREKLĠ 
EVRAKLAR 
  
KONAK BELEDĠYESĠ 
ĠMAR  VE ġEHĠRCĠLĠK MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ  
YAPI RUHSAT BĠRĠMĠ 
 
 Ġzmir Ġli, Konak Ġlçesi ve tapunun ................. pafta, ................ada, 
................parseli için yapmıĢ olduğunuz, ....../....../2008 tarih, ................... sayılı 
müracaatınız; aĢağıda iĢaretli eksikler nedeniyle öntetkik masasında bekletilmektedir. 
Eksiklerin ( 10 ) gün içinde tamamlanması halinde talebiniz değerlendirilecektir.   
           
     Tamamlama Tarihi 
     
1- ĠnĢaat ruhsatı içerir dilekçe 
    -Vekil olması halinde noter onaylı vekaletname aslı 
2- Tapu kayıt örneği (1 aylık vizeli)   
3- Numarataj krokisi   
4-Ġmar Durumu   
5- Kadastro Aplikasyon Krokisi   
6-Yapı Yeri Uygulama Krokisi   
7- Yapı Kot Krokisi          
8- a) Yapının müteahhitliği mal sahibince üstlenildiği takdirde; 
           Ticaret odası kaydı 
           Vergi sicil numarası 
           Yapının müteahhitliğini üstlendiğine dair noter tasdikli taahhütname 
      b) Yapı müteahhit tarafından yapılacak ise; 
           Ticaret odası kaydı,  
           Vergi levhası fotokopisi 
           Müteahhit Ģirket ise imza sirküleri aslı ve fotokopisi   .  
9- Arsa kıymet bedeli ve vergi sicil no   
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10-Mal sahibi ve müteahhitten sertifikalı usta çalıĢtırılacağına dair taahhütname  
11-Mal sahibi ve müteahhit arasında yapılan sözleĢme    
12-Proje müelliflerinin ilgili meslek odasınca düzenlenen oda sicil durum belgesi;  
Mimar Oda Sicil Durum Belgesi  
ĠnĢaat Mühendisi Oda Sicil Durum Belgesi  
Makine Mühendisi Oda Sicil Durum Belgesi 
Elektrik Mühendisi Oda Sicil Durum Belgesi  
Jeoloji Mühendisi Oda Sicil Durum Belgesi 
Jeofizik Mühendisi Oda Sicil Durum Belgesi 
Zemin etüt sorumluluk belgesi  
 
13- Gerekli ise Trafo Belgesi    
14- Yol   belgesi   
15-Kanal belgesi  
16-Telekom belgesi ve onayı   
17- YDK gereken tüm yapılarda  
ġantiye ġefi-müteahhit sözleĢmesi 
ġantiye ġefi oda kayıt belgesi  
18- Muvakkat yapılar için Encümen kararı   
19- Ġmar Yönetmeliğinin 68. maddesine göre;  
      YDK  onaylı, Mimari proje ( 4 takım)  
      YDK  onaylı, Statik proje (hesapları ile birlikte 3 takım) 
      YDK  onaylı, Elektrik projesi (TedaĢ  onaylı 3 takım)   
      YDK  onaylı, Mekanik tesisat projeleri (iz-su onaylı),3 takım  
        ısı yalıtım raporu 
        kaloriferli ve asansörlü binalarda kalorifer 
                             ve asansör projesi 
        varsa klima tesisat projesi, vb( 3takım) 
      YDK  onaylı, Zemin etüt raporu (1 takım)   
20-Yüksek yapı ve 5000 m2 üzerindeki yapılar için itfaiye tahliye projeleri   
21-Mimari proje CD kaydı      
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YAPI DENETĠMĠ ĠÇĠN ĠSTENEN BELGELER: 
1-Yapı Denetim Firması izin belgesinin noter  tasdikli sureti   
2-Yapıya iliĢkin bilgi formu 
3-Yapı Denetim firması ile yapı sahibi arasında yapılan sözleĢme   
    (planlanan Ģekliyle inĢaata baĢlama ve bitirme tarihleri belirtilecek,  
    her sayfaya tüm mal sahiplerinin ve yapı denetim yetkilisinin 
     imzası olacak) 
4-Yapı Denetim firmasının yapı denetimini üstlendiğine dair taahhütname  
5-Ġdarenin açmıĢ olduğu Yapı Denetim Hesabına, yapı denetim   
  hizmet bedelinin ilk taksitinin yatırıldığına dair makbuz     
   (Aslını ibraz etmek kaydıyla sureti)  
   (1000 m2'den küçük ise tamamı yatacak)   
6-YDK' nun imza sirküleri   
7- YDK' nun inĢaatta görevlendirdiği Yapı Denetçisi ĠnĢaat Mühendisi ikametgah 
belgesi  
8- YDK' nun inĢaatta görevlendirdiği Yardımcı Kontrol      
    elemanının ikametgah belgesi 
9- Yapı Denetim Sicil Gazetesi fotokopisi 
10-YDK onaylı kontrol formu belgesi  
11-Mal sahibi, müteahhit, proje müellifleri ve Yapı Denetim denetçilerinin T.C. Kimlik 
Numaraları
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APPENDIX B 
 
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR BUILDING PERMIT 
APPLICATION 
     
1. Building Permit Application Form 
 Letter of attorney 
2. Endorsed Parcel Deed  
3. Original copy of the numeration sketch  
4. Certificate of zoning compliance   
5. Cadastral sketch   
6. Construction sketch of building site  
7. Elevation sketch 
8.  
a. If the construction will build by the owner-builder: 
 Certificate of registry to the Chamber of Commerce  
 Tax Number 
 Notarized written engagement of taking the responsibility of the 
construction as contractor 
b. If the construction will build by the contractor: 
 Contractor‟s registration certificate  
 Copy of the tax form of the contractor  
 Original and extra copies of list of authorized signatures belonging to the 
contractor firm  .  
9. Document of land value and tax number   
10. Property owner‟s and contractor‟s written commitment to employ certified 
operatives  
11. Contract between the contractor and the property owner 
12. Current certificate of registry for project owners  
 Architect 
 Structural Engineer 
 Mechanical Engineer 
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 Electrical Engineer  
 Geological Engineer 
 Geophysics Engineer 
 Signature of the geophysical engineer on the soil survey report 
13. Document from TEDAġ    
14. Road datum 
15. Approval Letter of the department of Ġzmir City Water Supply and Sewerage 
Administration  
16. Approval seal of telecommunications administration on the permit document 
and Seal and signature of  telecommunications administration  on the blueprints 
of  the electrical project  
17. For all structures which requires CIF; 
 Contract between the contractor and the site manager   
 Registration certificate of the site manager   
18. Council decision for provisional constructions  
19. According to the 68. Clause of Building Bylaws; 
 Architectural Design Project ( approved by CIF, 4 copies) 
 Structural Project (with static calculations, approved by CIF, 3 copies ) 
 Electrical Project ( approved by CIF and TEDAġ, 3 copies) 
 Mechanical Installation Project ( approved by CIF and ĠZSU, 3 copies) 
- Heat insulation report 
- Heating system and elevator projects 
- Air-conditioning system project, etc. (3 copies) 
 Soil survey report ( approved by CIF, 1 copy) 
20. Evacuation projects for high-rise buildings and the buildings which are larger 
than 5000 m
2
    
21. Digital copy of the architectural drawings     
 
Documents which required from CIF: 
1. Notarized copy of the license of CIF 
2. Building information form  
3. Contract between the property owner and the CIF  
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(Construction start and finish days has to be written and all pages will sign by 
the property owner and authorized person of CIF) 
4. Notarized written engagement of CIF of taking the responsibility of the 
construction 
5. Copy of the receipt to CIF    
(have to show the original copy of the receipt)  
(If the construction area less than 1000 m2, the property owner will pay 100% 
progress payment) 
6. List of authorized signatures belonging to CIF officials  
7. Certificates of Residence for structural engineer from CIF, who checks the levels 
of the building in the construction area 
8. Certificates of Residence for assistant controller from CIF, who checks the levels 
of the building in the construction area 
9. Copy of Commercial Registry Gazette 
10. Project control form approved by CIF  
11. Proof of property owner‟s, contractor‟s, project owner‟s and CIF inspectors‟ ID 
numbers
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APPENDIX C 
 
DATA OF THE REASONS FOR REJECTION AND PENDING OF BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATIONS 
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p
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re
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ro
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at
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b
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re
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b
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 r
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p
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p
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re
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1 34533/15 X                                                    
2 34533/15                                                    X 
3 34533/15                                                    X 
4 137/19                    X  X       X X X  X   X X X  X X X X X         
5 137/19    X X X                                               
6 641/43            X    X           X  X  X  X X      X X X X          
7 42403/13                  X          X             X X X          
8 42403/13                   X X                     X X X          
9 3271/189                             X        X X               
10 3271/189     X X                                               
11 3607/5                             X    X   X X X   X X X X X        
12 2858/1089 X                                                X    
13 30402/7            X    X  X  X         X  X        X X X X X          
14 10448/21                  X   X      X      X   X     X X X X X        
15 10448/21                     X      X      X  X                  
16 42095/17               X                X             X X        
17 6449/5 X                                                    
18 31125/3                           X  X  X  X                    
19 43639/33        X        X  X  X       X  X X X X X X  X X X  X    X X        
20 43639/33                  X  X       X  X X X X        X X X X          
21 43081/14            X X     X  X       X          X X       X  X      
22 7855/7    X  X                                               
23 1175/10       X X  X  X X       X         X X X X            X X   X     
24 2668/50       X           X  X     X  X  X  X   X   X    X X X X  X       
25 42007/21  X                                                   
26 691/17            X        X             X        X X X          
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p
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re
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27 691/17  X                                                   
28 43347/6      X                                               
29 42439/13                     X        X  X   X     X X X X X          
30 42439/13            X      X  X       X      X X X X     X X X  X        
31 42439/13 X                                                    
32 40054/1      X                                               
33 716/19                                                    X 
34 13992/2 X                                                    
35 43097/9                                                  X   
36 902/15                  X  X         X                        
37 13250/3 X                                                    
38 42014/14                                                    X 
39 160/105       X X X         X  X       X  X X X X X X X X X   X X X X X X   X     
40 6911/17 X                                                    
41 8583/16                                                   X  
42 41997/31            X        X         X  X      X X  X             
43 8098/4                  X  X         X        X X               
44 6745/1                    X                                 
45 31369/1                  X   X   X X  X      X X   X  X X X X X X   X      
46 120/73                 X  X   X                               
47 1107/98 X                                                    
48 1107/98                          X                           
49 7400/5                                                   X  
50 10487/12    X X X                                               
51 10487/12                  X  X         X        X          X      
52 10487/12                  X  X       X  X        X   X X X X  X  X X     
53 10487/12                  X  X       X  X X X      X    X X X  X  X X     
54 13457/4                             X  X  X X      X X X X          
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ty
 o
w
n
er
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 I
D
 n
o
 
P
ro
o
f 
o
f 
co
n
tr
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r'
s 
ID
 n
o
 
P
ro
o
f 
o
f 
p
ro
je
ct
 o
w
n
er
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 I
D
 n
o
 
P
ro
o
f 
o
f 
C
IF
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n
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‟ 
ID
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o
 
C
u
rr
en
t 
ce
rt
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ic
at
e 
o
f 
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g
is
tr
y
 f
o
r 
p
ro
je
ct
 o
w
n
er
s 
B
u
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d
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g
 i
n
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n
 f
o
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S
o
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u
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 r
ep
o
rt
 
A
p
p
ro
v
al
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et
te
r 
o
f 
th
e 
d
ep
. 
o
f 
ĠZ
S
U
 
N
o
n
-s
u
b
m
is
si
o
n
 o
f 
re
p
o
rt
 o
n
 s
o
il
 
im
p
ro
v
em
en
t 
A
d
ju
st
m
en
t 
re
q
u
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em
en
t 
o
f 
b
o
u
n
d
ar
ie
s 
 (
m
er
g
er
 a
n
d
 r
e
-
su
b
d
iv
is
io
n
 o
f 
p
ar
ce
ls
) 
N
o
t 
se
tt
li
n
g
 t
h
e 
is
su
e 
o
f 
tr
es
p
as
si
n
g
 
L
ac
k
 o
f 
p
er
m
it
 i
ss
u
an
ce
 f
o
r 
re
ta
in
in
g
 w
al
l 
co
n
st
. 
55 8240/3      X                                              X 
56 13960/2 X                                                    
57 6877/7    X                                                 
58 
34 Map 
Section 
3959 Plot 
             X  X    X                     X X X     X     
59 
12 Map 
Section 
5153 Plot 
  X X X X                                               
60 13452/19   X X  X                                               
61 34542/10  1                           X         X        X  X     
62 34542/10            X      X  X   X      X  X  X X   X X   X X X  X   X     
63 33658/1                  X         X  X    X     X               
64 6563/16            X    X  X      X   X  X  X        X X X X X X         
65 42095/18               X   X                           X        
66 71/8                  X     X      X    X    X X               
67 2493/37                  X            X X X  X      X X X X  X        
68 13126/2                  X  X  X X    X    X  X X X X X X   X X X X         
69 7656/2            X    X  X  X     X   X             X X X  X   X     
70 7656/2            X    X  X  X     X  X X  X X  X  X  X X   X X X  X   X     
71 13452/19    X  X     X                                          
72 1908/37       X X X X  X    X  X  X    X X  X    X  X X  X X  X X X X X          
73 2953/67                                                    X 
74 2953/67                                                    X 
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APPENDIX D 
 
DATA FOR TOTAL DELAY RECORDS FOR BUILDING PERMIT ISSUANCE 
 
F
il
e 
#
 
C
it
y
 B
lo
ck
 /
 P
lo
t 
 
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
–
  
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
1
st
 R
ej
. 
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
–
  
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
–
  
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
–
  
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
- 
F
in
al
 R
ej
. 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
Is
su
an
ce
 D
at
e 
O
f 
B
u
il
d
in
g
 P
er
m
it
 
Is
su
an
ce
 –
  
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
Is
su
an
ce
 –
  
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
1 42403/13 14/01/08 30/01/08 16 
Registration 
Desk 
107 16/05/08 29/05/08 13 
Registration 
Desk 
                    166 11/11/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
84  
386+ 
in 
process** 
2 42439/13 11/02/08 25/02/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
14 10/03/08 23/05/08 74 
TESĠSAT 
MASASI 
173 12/11/08 02/12/08 20 
Registration 
Desk 
          31 02/01/09 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
32  
358+ 
in 
process** 
3 137/19 12/05/08 27/05/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
6 02/06/08 09/07/08 37 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                    1 10/07/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
208  
267+ 
in 
process** 
4 7656/2 06/06/08 20/06/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
0 20/06/08 04/07/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                    59 01/09/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
 155 
242+ 
in 
process** 
5 34533/15 11/06/08 09/07/08 28 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
7 16/07/08 11/08/08 26 
Contr. D. For 
ADP. 
39 19/09/08 28/10/08 39 
Contr. D. For 
ADP. 
          9 06/11/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
 89 
237+ 
in 
process** 
6 3271/189 26/06/08 16/07/08 20 
Registration 
Desk 
-2* 14/07/08 07/08/08 24 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                    95 10/11/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
 85 
222+ 
in 
process** 
7 31125/3 19/02/08 05/03/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
                              12 17/03/08 03/09/08 170 197 
8 6449/5 22/01/08 21/03/08 59 
Control Desk 
For SP* 
                              7 28/03/08 16/07/08 110 176 
9 42007/21 16/01/08 15/02/08 30 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              0 15/02/08 18/06/08 124 154 
10 13992/2 12/08/08 27/08/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
                              7 03/09/08 12/01/09 131 153 
11 2668/50 30/06/08 18/07/08 18 
Registration 
Desk 
                              0 18/07/08 24/11/08 129 147 
12 40054/1 16/07/08 04/08/08 19 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              28 01/09/08 02/12/08 92 139 
13 43097/9 06/05/08 27/06/08 52 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              5 02/07/08 19/09/08 79 136 
14 691/17 08/04/08 25/04/08 17 
Registration 
Desk 
0 25/04/08 11/06/08 47 
Control Desk 
For ADP 
                    0 11/06/08 13/08/08 63 127 
15 43347/6 23/09/08 23/10/08 30 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              53 15/12/08 26/01/09 42 125 
16 13250/3 07/05/08 11/06/08 35 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              8 19/06/08 02/09/08 75 118 
17 42014/14 02/05/08 23/05/08 21 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              24 16/06/08 27/08/08 72 117 
18 10448/21 09/01/08 24/01/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
0 24/01/08 07/02/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                    14 21/02/08 02/05/08 71 114 
19 3607/5 13/10/08 31/10/08 18 
Registration 
Desk  
                              3 03/11/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
 92 
113+ 
in 
process** 
20 902/15 03/01/08 16/01/08 
13 
Registration 
Desk 
                              41 26/02/08 25/04/08 59 113 
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009.                  (cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX D (CONT.) 
F
il
e 
#
 
C
it
y
 B
lo
ck
 /
 P
lo
t 
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
–
  
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
1
st
 R
ej
. 
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
–
  
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
–
 
 3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
–
 
 4
th
 A
p
p
. 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
- 
F
in
al
 R
ej
. 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e
 
Is
su
an
ce
 D
at
e 
O
f 
B
u
il
d
in
g
 
P
er
m
it
 
Is
su
an
ce
 -
 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
Is
su
an
ce
 –
  
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
21 
12 Map 
Section 
5153 Plot 
04/01/08 21/02/08 48 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              6 27/02/08 25/04/08 58 112 
22 641/43 15/10/08 31/10/08 16 
Registration 
Desk 
                              7 07/11/08 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
88  
111+ 
in 
process** 
23 8240/3 10/06/08 30/07/08 50 
Contr. D. For 
ADP. 
                              27 26/08/08 26/09/08 31 108 
24 160/105 25/06/08 09/07/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                              21 30/07/08 10/10/08 72 107 
25 6877/7 17/09/08 23/10/08 36 
Contr. D. For 
ADP. 
                              -1* 22/10/08 24/12/08 63 98 
26 34542/10 18/04/08 29/04/08 11 
Registration 
Desk 
13 
12/05/08 
27/05/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
                    1 28/05/08 24/07/08 57 97 
27 13960/2 15/05/08 11/06/08 27 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              2 13/06/08 20/08/08 68 97 
28 2953/67 04/11/08 16/12/08 42 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
2 18/12/08 29/01/09 42 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                    0 29/01/09 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
5  
91+ 
in 
process** 
29 2493/37 16/10/08 31/10/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
                              3 03/11/08 12/01/09 70 88 
30 716/19 07/11/08 05/12/08 28 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              60 03/02/09 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
 0 
88+ 
in 
process** 
31 7855/7 08/04/08 12/05/08 34 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              -3* 09/05/08 04/07/08 56 87 
32 1908/37 31/10/08 17/11/08 17 
Registration 
Desk 
                              2 19/11/08 03/02/09 76 78 
33 71/8 05/09/08 19/09/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                              0 19/09/08 21/11/08 63 77 
34 
34 Map 
Section 
3959 Plot 
07/02/08 20/02/08 13 
Registration 
Desk 
                              6 26/02/08 24/04/08 58 77 
35 33658/1 02/09/08 19/09/08 17 
Registration 
Desk 
                              -1* 18/09/08 14/11/08 57 73 
36 6563/16 21/03/08 04/04/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                              7 11/04/08 02/06/08 52 73 
37 42095/17 14/02/08 28/02/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                              4 03/03/08 25/04/08 53 71 
38 42095/18 12/02/08 28/02/08 16 
Registration 
Desk 
                              4 03/03/08 17/04/08 45 65 
39 43639/33 28/04/08 14/05/08 16 
Registration 
Desk 
0 14/05/08 03/06/08 20 
Registration 
Desk 
                    0 03/06/08 30/06/08 27 63 
40 43081/14 17/07/08 01/08/08 15 
Registration 
Desk  
                              6 07/08/08 16/09/08 40 61 
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009.                    
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX D (CONT.) 
F
il
e 
#
 
C
it
y
 B
lo
ck
 /
 P
lo
t 
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
–
  
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
1
st
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
1
st
 R
ej
. 
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
–
  
2
n
d
 A
p
p
. 
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
2
n
d
 R
ej
. 
3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
–
 
 3
rd
 A
p
p
. 
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
–
  
3
rd
 R
ej
. 
4
th
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
D
at
e 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
–
 
 4
th
 A
p
p
. 
4
th
 R
ej
. 
T
ab
le
 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
- 
F
in
al
 R
ej
. 
F
in
al
 A
p
p
. 
D
at
e 
Is
su
an
ce
 D
at
e 
O
f 
B
u
il
d
in
g
 P
er
m
it
 
Is
su
an
ce
 -
 F
in
al
 
A
p
p
. 
Is
su
an
ce
 –
  
1
st
 A
p
p
. 
41 1175/10 21/02/08 04/03/08 12 
Registration 
Desk 
                              0 04/03/08 10/04/08 37 49 
42 2858/1089 17/12/08 21/01/09 35 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              7 28/01/09 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
6  
48+ 
in 
process** 
43 30402/7 26/12/08 12/01/09 17 
Registration 
Desk 
                              1 13/01/09 
03/02/09 
+ in 
process** 
 21 
39+ 
in 
process** 
44 7400/5 25/04/08 05/06/08 41 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                                        
45 1107/98 25/04/08 16/06/08 52 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
24 10/07/08 08/01/09 182 
Preparation 
Desk For B.P. 
                              
46 120/73 13/06/08 08/07/08 25 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                                        
47 6745/1 19/06/08 04/07/08 15 
Registration 
Desk 
                                        
48 8098/4 08/07/08 22/07/08 14 
Registration 
Desk 
                                        
49 13452/19 09/07/08 13/08/08 35 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
7 20/08/08 25/09/08 36 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                              
50 41997/31 17/09/08 10/10/08 23 
Registration 
Desk 
                                        
51 13126/2 26/09/08 17/10/08 21 
Registration 
Desk 
                                        
52 8583/16 30/10/08 24/11/08 25 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                                        
53 6911/17 25/01/08 28/02/08 34 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
                                        
54 10487/12 18/04/08 29/04/08 11 
Registration 
Desk 
50 18/06/08 04/07/08 16 
Registration 
Desk 
4 08/07/08 21/07/08 13 
Registration 
Desk 
24 14/08/08 06/10/08 53 
Contr. D. For 
ADP 
          
55 13457/4 15/12/08 08/01/09 24 
Registration 
Desk 
                                        
56 31369/1 26/12/08 12/01/09 17 
Registration 
Desk 
                                        
 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009.                    
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APPENDIX E 
 
YAPI KULLANMA ĠZĠN BELGESĠ MÜRACAATINDA 
GEREKLĠ EVRAKLAR 
 
Ġlk defa (yeni yapı) yapı kullanma izni alacaklar için  gerekli  evraklar ;   
1- Dilekçe.        
2- Tapu Fotokopisi.       
3- 9 Eylül Vergi Dairesinden ĠliĢik Kesme Belgesi  
4- DıĢ Kanal Belgesi (ĠZSU).      
5- Telekom Olur Yazısı.      
6- Sigorta Ġl Müd.'den Borcu Yoktur Yazısı.   
   ( 6.7.2004 Tarihinden Sonra Ruhsat Alan Binalar Ġçin)    
7- Emlak Vergi Dairesi' nden Borcu Yoktur Yazısı   
8- (4708'e Göre Ruhsat Alan Binalarda)Yapı Denetim Ve    
 Proje Müellifleri Raporları.    
(3194'e Göre Ruhsat Alan Binalarda Tüm Fenni Mesullerin Uygunluk Raporu) 
9- Cephe Fotoğrafları  (13 X 18)     
10- Bina Asansörlü ise;      
    Asansör Firmasından ,      
- TSE Belgeleri       
- AB Uygunluk Beyanı  
- CE Belgesi  
- Garanti Belgesi   
- Mühendislerin SMM (Serbest Mühendis MüĢavirlik) Belgeleri   
- Asansör iĢletme ruhsatı ( 3 Adet ) 
- Asansör Uygulama Projeleri ( Makine Mühendisleri Odası Tasdikli ) 
- Asansör Elektrik Projeleri ( Elektrik Mühendisleri Odası Tasdikli )  
11-  Ġtfaiye Raporu ( Binada Korunumlu Merdiven Var Ġse)    
12- Sığınak Uygunluk Belgesi ( Binada Sığınak Var Ġse)    
13-Otopark Taksitlerinin Tamamının Yatırıldığına Dair Yazı  
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APPENDIX F 
 
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR OCCUPANCY PERMIT 
APPLICATION 
 
1- Occupancy permit application form       
2- Parcel deed       
3- Proof of changed title deed  
4- Approval letter of the department of city water supply and sewage administration 
5- Approval letter of the department of telecom services and distribution inc. com.  
6- Proof of tax payment to the department of social security     
7- Proof of real estate tax payment  
8- Approvals of the CIF and the architect and engineers of the project    
9- Proof of conformance by original photographs of the building dated    
10- If building have an elevator;      
    Elevator conductor firm prepares,      
- Quality Management System Certificate 
- Manufacturer‟s EC-declaration of Conformity 
- Certificate for Full Quality Assurance System (Module H) 
- Warranty Certificate      
- Consultancy Certificate of Public Liability Insurance   
- Elevator Permit (3 Copies).        
- Elevator Application Projects (approved by the Chamber of Mechanical 
Engineers) 
- Electrical Projects of the Elevator (approved by the Chamber of Electrical 
Engineers) 
11- Approval letter of the Department of Fire Authority   
12- Approval letter of the Directorate of Civil Defense 
13- Proof of parking lot payment  
 
(Source: Ġzmir Konak Municipality Official Web Site, 2008)
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APPENDIX G 
DATA OF THE REASONS FOR REJECTION AND PENDING OF OCCUPANCY PERMIT APPLICATIONS 
 
  
Incomplete Building File 
received from the 
Archive  
Missing Approval Letters Required for Application  Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
File # 
City Block 
/ Plot 
Proof of 
progress 
payment to 
CIF  
Document 
from 
TEDAġ 
Approval letter of 
the department of 
city water supply 
and sewage 
administration  
Approval letter 
of the 
department of 
telecom 
services and 
distribution inc. 
com.  
Application 
file for 
elevator 
permit  
Proof of tax 
payment to the 
department of 
social security  
 
Proof of 
changed 
title deed  
Approval letter 
of the 
department of 
fire authority  
Proof of 
real estate 
tax 
payment  
Approval 
of the CIF  
 
Approvals of 
the architect 
and engineers 
of the project  
 
Approval letter 
of the 
directorate of 
civil defense  
Proof of 
the final 
service 
charge of 
CIF  
Proof of 
conformance by 
original 
photographs of 
the building 
dated  
Proof of 
parking lot 
payment  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
1 2870/640  X X X  X  X X     X   
2 892/44    X X  X X X X X X X  X  
3 42428/8     X       X     
4 30348/9       X  X    X    
5 8542/12   X    X  X     X   
6 1279/3       X X X X X  X X   
7 3624/715 X    X  X X  X   X  X  
8 585/8             X   X 
9 3180/77          X X  X    
10 3555/112          X  X X    
11 13907/3     X  X X X X X  X X   
12 42299/26    X  X     X X  X   
13 42299/26           X  X X  X 
14 2831/24                X 
15 43349/3        X  X X  X X   
16 566/36       X  X  X   X X X 
17 101/164 X  X    X  X X X  X X  X 
18 31437/3 X   X   X X X X X  X X X  
19 7828/1       X  X X X  X  X  
20 31387/6 X      X   X X  X X   
21 2598/45                X 
22 1247/2        X X X X   X  X 
23 30292/3       X  X X X  X X  X 
24 31461/4       X  X X X  X    
25 3049/88       X  X X X X X   X 
 
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX G (CONT.) 
  
Incomplete Building File 
received from the Archive  
Missing Approval Letters Required for Application  Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
File # 
City 
Block / 
Plot 
Proof of 
progress 
payment to 
CIF  
Document 
from 
TEDAġ 
Approval letter of 
the department of 
city water supply 
and sewage 
administration  
Approval letter 
of the department 
of telecom 
services and 
distribution inc. 
com.  
Application 
file for 
elevator 
permit  
Proof of tax 
payment to the 
department of 
social security  
 
Proof of 
changed 
title deed  
Approval letter 
of the 
department of 
fire authority  
Proof of 
real estate 
tax 
payment  
Approval 
of the CIF  
 
Approvals of 
the architect 
and engineers 
of the project  
 
Approval letter 
of the 
directorate of 
civil defense  
Proof of the 
final 
service 
charge of 
CIF  
Proof of 
conformance by 
original 
photographs of 
the building 
dated  
Proof of 
parking lot 
payment  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
26 43349/3          X    X  X 
27 31461/5    X   X  X X X  X X  X 
28 31443/7 X      X  X X X  X X X  
29 3555/112             X    
30 165/11      X X  X    X X   
31 31457/31                X 
32 31120/20       X  X X X  X X   
33 13455/2       X  X X X X  X  X 
34 2481/17     X X X  X X X  X X   
35 10450/42       X X X   X    X 
36 1026/13         X X X   X X  
37 30315/5        X  X   X    
38 2750/19          X  X X    
39 6887/19     X  X  X X X  X X   
40 42104/13     X  X X X X X  X X  X 
41 42104/13             X    
42 6789/1     X  X     X     
43 8525/1     X X X  X X X X X X  X 
44 6484/1         X X  X X  X  
45 6878/22      X   X X X X X    
46 863/10         X X X  X X  X 
47 2573/34 X        X X X  X  X  
48 3181/82       X X X X X  X X   
49 3045/30 X      X X X X X  X X   
50 1682/11      X X X X X X X X X X  
 
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX G (CONT.) 
  
Incomplete Building File 
received from the 
Archive  
Missing Approval Letters Required for Application  Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
File # 
City 
Block / 
Plot 
Proof of 
progress 
payment to 
CIF  
Document 
from 
TEDAġ 
Approval letter of 
the department of 
city water supply 
and sewage 
administration  
Approval letter 
of the department 
of telecom 
services and 
distribution inc. 
com.  
Application 
file for elevator 
permit  
Proof of tax 
payment to 
the 
department of 
social 
security  
Proof of 
changed 
title deed  
Approval letter 
of the 
department of 
fire authority  
Proof of 
real estate 
tax 
payment  
Approval 
of the CIF  
 
Approvals of 
the architect 
and engineers 
of the project  
Approval letter 
of the 
directorate of 
civil defense  
Proof of 
the final 
service 
charge of 
CIF  
Proof of 
conformance by 
original 
photographs of 
the building 
dated  
Proof of 
parking lot 
payment  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
51 7820/22  X     X X X   X X X   
52 42372/1 X     X X X X X X  X X   
53 42372/1          X   X    
54 549/19      X           
55 6887/19     X  X  X X X   X   
56 13455/2       X  X  X   X  X 
57 1096/18      X    X   X  X  
58 31360/4     X     X X   X  X 
59 13548/1   X   X X X X X X X  X   
60 13548/1             X    
61 13803/3       X  X X X  X    
62 31133/13 X      X  X X X  X    
63 6912/23        X  X X  X X   
64 727/3 X      X  X X X   X X  
65 33659/16 X      X  X X X   X   
66 3607/26     X X X X X X X  X X   
67 6911/15 X  X X  X X X X X X  X X   
68 561/7     X         X X  
69 13715/7      X X X X X X X X X  X 
70 13715/7    X   X  X  X  X    
71 11233/3 X    X  X  X X  X  X   
72 11233/3          X  X X    
73 2619/129 X       X  X X  X X X  
74 2942/66      X   X X X X X X X  
75 2730/99  X   X X X X X X X  X X   
 
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX G (CONT). 
  
Incomplete Building File 
received from the 
Archive  
Missing Approval Letters Required for Application  Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance  
Non 
Conformance of 
the Construction 
to the Approved 
Project  
File # 
City Block 
/ Plot 
Proof of 
progress 
payment to 
CIF  
Document 
from 
TEDAġ 
Approval letter of 
the department of 
city water supply 
and sewage 
administration  
Approval letter of 
the department of 
telecom services 
and distribution 
inc. com.  
Application 
file for elevator 
permit  
Proof of tax 
payment to 
the 
department 
of social 
security  
Proof of 
changed 
title deed  
Approval 
letter of the 
department 
of fire 
authority  
Proof of real 
estate tax 
payment  
Approval 
of the CIF  
 
Approvals of 
the architect 
and engineers 
of the project  
Approval letter 
of the 
directorate of 
civil defense  
Proof of 
the final 
service 
charge of 
CIF  
Proof of 
conformance by 
original 
photographs of 
the building 
dated  
Proof of 
parking lot 
payment  
Non 
Conformance of 
the Construction 
to the Approved 
Project  
76 6658/6          X X  X X   
77 2480/13     X X X  X X X  X  X  
78 1913/17          X   X    
79 6943/10 X         X       
80 6998/17     X X X  X X X X X X   
81 6785/1     X  X  X X X  X X   
82 6785/1     X      X   X  X 
83 685/1      X X  X X   X X X  
84 6552/1 X     X X  X X X   X   
85 31360/9 X      X   X X X X X   
86 43669/19 X     X X  X X X X X X   
87 31114/5      X    X X  X X  X 
88 31114/5          X   X    
89 7855/8 X  X X   X X X X X   X   
90 7855/8       X X X X X   X   
91 7855/8      X X  X X X   X   
92 43639/32 X      X X X    X X   
93 1901/12       X X X  X   X  X 
94 6322/15      X X       X   
95 42014/15     X  X X X X X X X X   
96 42014/15     X  X X X X X X X X  X 
97 34545/18       X  X X X   X X  
98 31389/6       X  X X X  X X   
99 3544/84 X      X X X X X  X X  X 
100 8048/5  X     X X X X X X X    
 
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX G (CONT.) 
  
Incomplete Building File 
received from the Archive  
Missing Approval Letters Required for Application  Missing Proofs and Approvals Required for Permit Issuance  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
File # 
City 
Block / 
Plot 
Proof of 
progress 
payment to 
CIF  
Document 
from 
TEDAġ 
Approval letter of 
the department of 
city water supply 
and sewage 
administration  
Approval letter 
of the department 
of telecom 
services and 
distribution inc. 
com.  
Application 
file for elevator 
permit  
Proof of tax 
payment to the 
department of 
social security  
Proof of 
changed 
title deed  
Approval 
letter of the 
department 
of fire 
authority  
Proof of real 
estate tax 
payment  
Approval 
of the CIF  
 
Approvals of 
the architect 
and engineers 
of the project  
Approval letter 
of the 
directorate of 
civil defense  
Proof of 
the final 
service 
charge of 
CIF  
Proof of 
conformance by 
original 
photographs of 
the building 
dated  
Proof of 
parking lot 
payment  
Non Conformance 
of the 
Construction to 
the Approved 
Project  
101 8048/5     X  X  X X       
102 3593/242 X      X X X  X  X X X  
103 2834/49    X   X X X  X X  X X X 
104 36422/4 X        X X X  X X   
105 7819/8   X X  X X X X  X X X X   
106 42435/7         X        
107 30116/10 X   X      X X  X    
108 42097/37    X  X X  X X X  X X   
109 42097/37      X    X X      
110 6571/5     X  X  X X X X X X  X 
111 6571/5     X  X  X X X  X X   
112 6571/5       X  X X X  X X   
113 3545/67 X     X X  X X X  X  X  
114 13892/1   X X  X X X X X X X X X   
115 3402/522     X  X  X X  X X X X  
116 173/27    X   X X X X X  X X X  
117 31456/20          X X  X    
118 42450/6          X X  X    
119 42288/11 X     X X X X X X  X X   
120 3177/36          X    X   
121 7819/8      X X  X    X X   
122 13052/1       X  X X X  X   X 
123 13052/1     X X X X X X X  X   X 
124 30344/30        X  X X X X X X X 
125 3628/657     X  X  X X X X X   X 
126 10441/11     X  X  X X X  X  X X 
127 31360/1    X X  X X X X X   X   
128 1059/12     X  X X X X  X X X  X 
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APPENDIX H 
 
DATA FOR TOTAL DELAY RECORDS FOR OCCUPANCY PERMIT ISSUANCE 
 
File #  
City 
Block / 
Plot 
1st App. Date 
1st Rej. 
Date 
1st Rej. –  
1st App. 
2nd App. –  
1st Rej. 
2nd App. Date 
2nd Rej. 
Date 
2nd Rej. –  
2nd App. 
3rd App. –  
2nd Rej. 
3rd App. Date 
3rd Rej. 
Date 
3rd Rej. –  
3rd App. 
Final App. - 
Final Rej. 
Final App. 
Date 
Issuance Date 
Of 
Occupancy 
Permit 
Issuance - 
Final App. 
Issuance –  
1st App. 
1 2870/640 18/01/08 05/02/08 18                 268 30/10/08 02/01/09 64 350 
2 7855/8 15/04/08 13/06/08 59 46 29/07/08 14/08/08 16 29 12.09.08 14.11.08 63 59 12/01/09 27/01/09 15 287 
3 6785/1 15/07/08 14/08/08 30 98 20/11/08 19/12/08 29         17 05/01/09 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
 56+ in 
process** 
230+ in 
process** 
4 42104/13 27/03/08 25/04/08 29 33 28/05/08 04/06/08 7         0 04/06/08 27/10/08 145 214 
5 42014/15 12/08/08 03/09/08 22 20 23/09/08 04/11/08 42         23 27/11/08 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  95+ in 
process** 
202+ in 
process** 
6 42299/26 05/02/08 07/03/08 31 96 11/06/08 14/07/08 33         17 31/07/08 19/08/08 19 196 
7 7819/8 04/09/08 26/09/08 22 49 14/11/08 19/12/08 35         -35* 14/11/08 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  108+ in 
process** 
179+ in 
process** 
8 13052/1 11/09/08 08/10/08 27 37 14/11/08 19/12/08 35         -23* 26/11/08 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  96+ in 
process** 
172+ in 
process** 
9 30292/3 04/03/08 02/04/08 29                 118 29/07/08 21/08/08 23 170 
10 6887/19 25/03/08 25/04/08 31 10 05/05/08 09/06/08 35         15 24/06/08 11/09/08 79 170 
11 13803/3 20/05/08 27/06/08 38                 -8* 19/06/08 03/11/08 137 167 
12 31437/3 13/02/08 11/03/08 27                 106 25/06/08 28/07/08 33 166 
13 2480/13 02/07/08 18/08/08 47                 65 22/10/08 21/11/08 30 142 
14 42372/1 24/04/08 26/05/08 32 31 26/06/08 14/08/08 49         14 28/08/08 11/09/08 14 140 
15 42097/37 13/10/08 10/11/08 28 7 17/11/08 19/12/08 32         26 14/01/09 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  47+ in 
process** 
140+ in 
process** 
16 3045/30 21/04/08 18/06/08 58                 49 06/08/08 05/09/08 30 137 
17 3402/522 17/10/08 16/12/08 60                 3 19/12/08 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  73+ in 
process** 
136+ in 
process** 
18 3049/88 04/03/08 09/04/08 36                 47 26/05/08 15/07/08 50 133 
19 892/44 21/01/08 20/03/08 59                 35 24/04/08 23/05/08 29 123 
20 11233/3 17/06/08 20/06/08 3 27 17/07/08 15/08/08 29         24 08/09/08 14/10/08 36 119 
21 42288/11 04/11/08 06/11/08 2                 40 16/12/08 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  76+ in 
process** 
118+ in 
process** 
22 43349/3 04/01/08 25/02/08 52 8 04/03/08 09/04/08 36         6 15/04/08 29/04/08 14 116 
23 13548/1 13/05/08 16/06/08 34 30 16/07/08 14/08/08 29         4 18/08/08 04/09/08 17 114 
24 31114/5 01/07/08 21/07/08 20 7 28/07/08 02/09/08 36         41 13/10/08 22/10/08 9 113 
25 34545/18 14/08/08 19/09/08 36                 19 08/10/08 04/12/08 57 112 
26 13455/2 14/03/08 24/04/08 41 12 06/05/08 09/06/08 34         9 18/06/08 03/07/08 15 111 
27 101/164 08/02/08 20/03/08 41                 46 05/05/08 28/05/08 23 110 
28 8542/12 24/01/08 27/02/08 34                 13 11/03/08 13/05/08 63 110 
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009.                    
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX H (CONT.) 
File #  
City 
Block / 
Plot 
1st App. Date 
1st Rej. 
Date 
1st Rej. –  
1st App. 
2nd App. –  
1st Rej. 
2nd App. Date 
2nd Rej. 
Date 
2nd Rej. –  
2nd App. 
3rd App. –  
2nd Rej. 
3rd App. Date 
3rd Rej. 
Date 
3rd Rej. –  
3rd App. 
Final App. - 
Final Rej. 
Final App. 
Date 
Issuance Date 
Of 
Occupancy 
Permit 
Issuance - 
Final App. 
Issuance –  
1st App. 
29 42435/7 09/10/08 10/11/08 32                9 19/11/08 26/01/09 68 109 
30 30116/10 10/10/08 15/12/08 66                 10 25/12/08 27/01/09 33 109 
31 2831/24 06/02/08 07/03/08 30                 62 08/05/08 23/05/08 15 107 
32 3555/112 04/02/08 07/03/08 32 0 07/03/08 08/04/08 32         13 21/04/08 20/05/08 29 106 
33 6552/1 17/07/08 04/08/08 18                 72 15/10/08 31/10/08 16 106 
34 13715/7 22/04/08 26/05/08 34 17 12/06/08 14/07/08 32         4 18/07/08 05/08/08 18 105 
35 3544/84 19/08/08 29/08/08 10                 80 17/11/08 02/12/08 15 105 
36 30344/30 17/11/08 27/11/08 10                 63 29/01/09 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
 32+ in 
process** 
105+ in 
process** 
37 8525/1 03/04/08 08/04/08 5                 57 04/06/08 16/07/08 42 104 
38 31389/6 15/08/08 12/09/08 28                 33 15/10/08 26/11/08 42 103 
39 31360/4 09/05/08 13/06/08 35                 53 05/08/08 20/08/08 15 103 
40 2730/99 25/06/08 31/07/08 36                 35 04/09/08 06/10/08 32 103 
41 3181/82 21/04/08 11/06/08 51                 34 15/07/08 01/08/08 17 102 
42 7820/22 29/04/08 23/05/08 24                 25 17/06/08 08/08/08 52 101 
43 10450/42 08/01/08 18/02/08 41                 17 06/03/08 18/04/08 43 101 
44 2834/49 28/08/08 26/09/08 29                 26 22/10/08 05/12/08 44 99 
45 31120/20 11/03/08 09/04/08 29                 8 17/04/08 13/06/08 57 94 
46 2481/17 28/11/08 29/12/08 31                 14 12/01/09 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  49+ in 
process** 
94+ in 
process** 
47 31387/6 19/02/08 11/03/08 21                 57 07/05/08 22/05/08 15 93 
48 8048/5 25/08/08 09/10/08 45 8 17/10/08 12/11/08 26         6 18/11/08 25/11/08 7 92 
49 31456/20 20/10/08 18/12/08 59                 6 24/12/08 19/01/09 26 91 
50 2750/19 24/03/08 28/05/08 65                 6 03/06/08 23/06/08 20 91 
51 685/1 16/07/08 18/08/08 33                 2 20/08/08 14/10/08 55 90 
52 6943/10 11/07/08 05/09/08 56                 33 08/10/08 08/10/08 0 89 
53 3624/715 03/12/08 08/01/09 36                 12 20/01/09 
03/02/09+ in 
process** 
  41+ in 
process** 
89+ in 
process** 
54 1096/18 08/05/08 17/06/08 40                 6 23/06/08 04/08/08 42 88 
55 566/36 08/02/08 07/03/08 28                 49 25/04/08 05/05/08 10 87 
56 585/8 29/01/08 11/03/08 42                 35 15/04/08 24/04/08 9 86 
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
** “In process” marked data were last checked out on the date of February 3rd, 2009.                    
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX H (CONT.) 
File #  
City 
Block / 
Plot 
1st App. Date 
1st Rej. 
Date 
1st Rej. –  
1st App. 
2nd App. –  
1st Rej. 
2nd App. Date 
2nd Rej. 
Date 
2nd Rej. –  
2nd App. 
3rd App. –  
2nd Rej. 
3rd App. Date 
3rd Rej. 
Date 
3rd Rej. –  
3rd App. 
Final App. - 
Final Rej. 
Final App. 
Date 
Issuance Date 
Of 
Occupancy 
Permit 
Issuance - 
Final App. 
Issuance –  
1st App. 
57 2573/34 16/04/08 26/05/08 40                 4 30/05/08 10/07/08 41 85 
58 43669/19 28/07/08 25/08/08 28                 18 12/09/08 17/10/08 35 81 
59 33659/16 03/06/08 27/06/08 24                 52 18/08/08 22/08/08 4 80 
60 3545/67 13/10/08 06/11/08 24                 47 23/12/08 29/12/08 6 77 
61 3180/77 12/12/07 14/01/08 33                 17 31/01/08 25/02/08 25 75 
62 165/11 07/03/08 11/04/08 35                 26 07/05/08 21/05/08 14 75 
63 7828/1 14/02/08 11/03/08 26                 27 07/04/08 28/04/08 21 74 
64 42428/8 03/01/08 25/02/08 53                 3 28/02/08 17/03/08 18 74 
65 31461/4 04/03/08 02/04/08 29                 5 07/04/08 16/05/08 39 73 
66 6998/17 14/07/08 29/08/08 46                 6 04/09/08 25/09/08 21 73 
67 3177/36 10/11/08 15/12/08 35                 9 24/12/08 21/01/09 28 72 
68 31461/5 05/03/08 02/04/08 28                 26 28/04/08 16/05/08 18 72 
69 3593/242 27/08/08 19/09/08 23                 19 08/10/08 06/11/08 29 71 
70 13907/3 05/02/08 11/03/08 35                 23 03/04/08 15/04/08 12 70 
71 36422/4 04/09/08 06/10/08 32                 16 22/10/08 10/11/08 19 67 
72 31457/31 07/03/08 25/04/08 49                 10 05/05/08 12/05/08 7 66 
73 30315/5 18/03/08 25/04/08 38                 18 13/05/08 23/05/08 10 66 
74 6878/22 15/04/08 16/05/08 31                 24 09/06/08 18/06/08 9 64 
75 1682/11 22/04/08 28/05/08 36                 6 03/06/08 25/06/08 22 64 
76 561/7 05/06/08 27/06/08 22                 26 23/07/08 08/08/08 16 64 
77 6912/23 21/05/08 23/06/08 33                 15 08/07/08 23/07/08 15 63 
78 727/3 02/06/08 20/06/08 18                 3 23/06/08 04/08/08 42 63 
79 6658/6 10/07/08 25/08/08 46                 2 27/08/08 09/09/08 13 61 
80 31443/7 06/03/08 12/04/08 37                 2 14/04/08 05/05/08 21 60 
81 6484/1 14/04/08 30/05/08 46                 6 05/06/08 12/06/08 7 59 
82 31360/1 24/11/08 29/12/08 35                 2 31/12/08 21/01/09 21 58 
83 30348/9 03/01/08 04/02/08 32                 3 07/02/08 29/02/08 22 57 
84 2942/66 24/06/08 31/07/08 37                 0 31/07/08 18/08/08 18 55 
85 2619/129 19/06/08 16/07/08 27                 8 24/07/08 12/08/08 19 54 
86 1913/17 10/07/08 18/08/08 39                 2 20/08/08 02/09/08 13 54 
87 1279/3 24/01/08 27/02/08 34                 6 04/03/08 14/03/08 10 50 
 
(cont. on next page) 
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APPENDIX H (CONT.) 
File #  
City 
Block / 
Plot 
1st App. Date 
1st Rej. 
Date 
1st Rej. –  
1st App. 
2nd App. –  
1st Rej. 
2nd App. Date 
2nd Rej. 
Date 
2nd Rej. –  
2nd App. 
3rd App. –  
2nd Rej. 
3rd App. Date 
3rd Rej. 
Date 
3rd Rej. –  
3rd App. 
Final App. - 
Final Rej. 
Final App. 
Date 
Issuance Date 
Of 
Occupancy 
Permit 
Issuance - 
Final App. 
Issuance –  
1st App. 
88 6322/15 07/12/07 03/01/08 27                 8 11/01/08 21/01/08 10 45 
89 43639/32 30/07/08 25/08/08 26                 4 29/08/08 10/09/08 12 42 
90 10441/11 21/08/08 29/08/08 8                 6 04/09/08 26/09/08 22 36 
91 6571/5 13/10/08 10/11/08 28 11 21/11/08 29/12/08 38 -4* 25/12/08 26/01/09 32           
92 13892/1 10/11/08 18/12/08 38                           
93 173/27 17/10/08 14/11/08 28                           
94 42450/6 24/10/08 20/11/08 27                           
95 549/19 02/05/08 16/05/08 14                           
96 1901/12 07/08/08 12/09/08 36                           
97 1026/13 17/03/08 07/04/08 21                           
98 6789/1 31/03/08 09/05/08 39                           
99 863/10 15/04/08 25/04/08 10                           
100 2598/45 21/02/08 20/03/08 28                           
101 1247/2 03/03/08 07/03/08 4                           
102 31133/13 20/05/08 18/06/08 29                           
103 3607/26 04/06/08 27/06/08 23                           
104 31360/9 18/07/08 14/08/08 27                           
105 1059/12 05/12/08 08/01/09 34                           
106 3628/657 17/11/08 05/01/09 49                           
107 6911/15 04/06/08 16/07/08 42                           
 
* Second application has been made before the rejection of the first application. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
GÖRÜġME KAYITLARI 
 
GÖRÜġME 1 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet 
veriyorsunuz? 
 Yapı Ruhsat ġubesi / Mimar / 11 ay 
2- Dosya içerisinde neleri kontrol ediyorsunuz? Ġstenilen evraklar nelerdir? 
 Tapunun son 1 ay içerisinde binaya ait olduğunu, dilekçede mal sahiplerinin 
onaylarına, vekil ise vekaletname ile vekaletnamede gerekli yetkilere, yeni inĢaat 
baĢvurusu ise projenin incelenebilmesi için imar ve Ģehircilik müdürlüğü ile plan ve 
proje müdürlüğünden imar durumu ile krokiler ve projenin bunlara uygunluğu, mal 
sahibi müteahhit sözleĢmeleri ve müteahhit evrakları, gerekli ise ĠZSU ve fen iĢleri 
müdürlüğünden kanal ve yol bedeli makbuzları, Yapı denetim evrakları, projelerde 
müellif yapı denetim ve meslek odaları onayları ile sicil durum belgeleri kontrol edilir. 
Tadilat ve ruhsat yenileme baĢvurularında yapı ruhsatı, yılı, sorumluluğu kimin 
üstlendiği ve yapı kullanma izni olup olmadığı kontrol edilir. 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 Yeni inĢaat ve proje Ġzmir BüyükĢehir Belediyesi Ġmar yönetmeliğine uygun ise 
hesapları ile birlikte ortalama 2-3 saat, tadilatlarda ise 1-2 saat.  
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Evet var. Bir dosya yapı kullanma izni alabilmek için ruhsat yenileme talebi ile 
gelmiĢ ve ruhsat süresi 5 yılı geçmiĢti. Temel üstü vizesi olan bu yapının izleyeceği 2 
yol vardır. 1. yol binanın 5 yıl içerisinde bitirildiğini kanıtlayacak bir evrak ya da 2. yol 
binanın sorumluluğunu üstlenecek bir yapı denetim firması ile anlaĢması. Gerekli 
evraklar uzun süreler içerisinde temin edilemediğinden sürekli iade olan bir dosyaydı. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 Eğer kat irtifakı kurulmuĢ ve çok malikli bir binada ortak alanlarla ilgili bir onay 
isteniyor ise maliklerin onayları, vekaletnameler, vekaletnamelerdeki yetkilerin 
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oluĢturulması, veraset ilamları ile bu kiĢilerin muvafakatlarının beklenmesi oldukça 
uzun vakit almaktadır. Bunun yanında imar ve otopark yönetmeliğine aykırı durumların 
düzeltilmesi de dosyanın bekleme sebeplerindendir. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Dosyaların onaylanabilmesi için gerekli evrakların tam olması ile projelerin 
yönetmelik hükümlerine göre oluĢturularak getirilmesi süreci olumlu yönde 
etkileyecektir. 
 
GÖRÜġME 2 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet 
veriyorsunuz? 
 Yapı Ruhsat ġubesi / Y. Mimar-Kentsel Tasarım Uzmanı/ 8 yıl. 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın niteliğine göre değiĢkenlik gösterir: 
Yeni ĠnĢaat BaĢvuruları: Konut, ĠĢ yeri, KarıĢık Kullanımlı (Konut/ĠĢyeri) , Yüksek 
Yapı, Eğitim Amaçlı  Yapı, Sağlık Yapısı, Akaryakıt Ġstasyonu, Kamu KuruluĢu, .. gibi  
çeĢitli kullanım amaçlarına yönelik hazırlanmıĢ  projelerin inceleme süreleri de bu 
çeĢitliliğe göre değiĢir. 
 ĠBġB. Ġmar Yönetmeliği, Ġmar Kanunu, Yapı Denetim Kanunu, Plan Notları, 
Yangın Yönetmeliği, Sığınak Yönetmeliği, Otopark yönetmeliği esaslarına göre, binanın 
kullanım amacına ve ihtiyacına yönelik oluĢturulmuĢ projeler incelenir. Binanın 
ayırması zorunlu veya ödeyebileceği otopark hesabı, gerekli ise sığınak hesabı, planda 
belirtilmiĢse taks-kaks, emsal, kazanılmıĢ toplam inĢaat alanı, ağaç hesabı gibi hesaplar 
yapılarak ilgili belgeler (otoparka  iliĢkin Komisyon Kararları, sığınak varsa Sığınak 
Komisyonuna gidecek üst yazılar ve Sığınak Bilgi Formu,..) hazırlanır. 
 Buna göre; sığınak ve yangın yönetmeliğinden muaf olan konut kullanımlı bir 
bina projesinin incelenmesi 0.30 ~ 1   saat sürebilirken, yukarıda belirtilen tüm 
hesapların gerektirdiği örneğin karıĢık kullanımlı bir yüksek yapı  projesinin 
incelenmesi, 1~2 gün sürebilmektedir. 
Tadilat BaĢvuruları: Tadilat konusu, Ġmar Yönetmeliğinin 70. maddesinde belirtilen 
binanın niteliğini, bağımsız bölüm adedini değiĢtirmeyen, betonarme ve statik açıdan 
sakınca teĢkil etmeyen tadilatlar, ruhsata tabi olmayıp, proje üzerinde proje müellifinin 
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imzası onaylanır ve bu tür tadilatlar için ruhsat kesilmez. Ġnceleme süresi yaklaĢık, 0.30 
~ 1   saat sürebilmektedir. Ancak esaslı tadilatlarda (ilave inĢaat yapılması, otopark, 
sığınak ihtiyacının artıĢı,..) gibi kapsamlı bir yapının  projesinin incelenmesi, 1~2 gün 
sürebilmektedir. 
Rölöve-Restorasyon BaĢvuruları: Öncelikle rölöve projesinin yerinde uygunluğu 
incelendikten sonra gerekli belgelere göre karĢılaĢtırması yapılıp, restorasyon projesi 
plan notlarına da uyularak tadilat esaslarına göre incelenir. Ġnceleme süreleri tadilat 
baĢvuruların da olduğu gibidir. 
Ruhsat Yenileme BaĢvuruları: Binanın beĢ yıllık süresi içerisinde bitirilip 
bitirilmediğine, veya bağımsız bölüm baĢvuru yapıyor ise diğer bağımsız bölümlerin 
oturma raporu alıp almadığına, hangi ktlarda oturma raporu aldığına göre yenileme 
incelemesi değiĢkenlik gösterebilir. Yerinde inceleme gerektirmeyen, üst kat oturma 
raporu almıĢ bir bağımsız bir bölümün ruhsat yenilemesi arĢiv dosyasının incelenme 
süresi ile birlikte yaklaĢık 0.30 ~ 1 saat sürebilmektedir. 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Böyle bir dosya olmadı. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 Dosyalar sıklıkla, bekleme süreleri içerisinde gerekli evraklar 
tamamlanmadığından ve proje düzeltmeleri yapılmadığından iadesi yapılmaktadır. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
ÇalıĢan personelin yeterli sayıda olması ve kaliteli, yapacağı iĢle ilgili yeterli bilgi 
donanımın olması.  
 
GÖRÜġME 3 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet veriyor 
sunuz? 
 Yapı Ruhsat ġubesi / ĠnĢaat Mühendisi / 4,5 yıl. 
2-Dosya içerisinde neleri kontrol ediyor sunuz? Ġstenilen evraklar nelerdir? 
Betonarme ve statik projeler,hesaplar 
Yapı denetim firması evrakları (sözleĢme,yibf) 
Zemin etüdü 
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Kot krokisi, aplikasyon krokisi, uygulama krokisi, imar durumu belgeleri 
ĠnĢaat mühendisi sicil durum belgesi 
Proje ve hesaplarda YDK onayı ve proje müellifi imzaları 
Tadilat ya da güçlendirme projelerinde karotları, donatı tespit raporları, performans 
hesapları, keĢif özeti, B1 düzesizlik kontrolü hesabı 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
Sadece betonarme masasında, max. 4-5 katlı bir yapının proje tetkiki yaklaĢık 1 saat 
sürüyor. 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Genellikle güçlendirilecek yapıların projeleri uzun sure bu masada bekliyor. 
Çünkü performans hesaplarında ve karotlarda 2007 Deprem Yönetmeliğinin 7. 
bölümündeki kriterlere uygun çözüm yapılamıyor ya da istenildiği kadar numune 
alınmıyor. 
Yine aynı Ģekilde, Donatı Tespit Raporları da 2007 Deprem Yönetmeliğine uygun Ģekil 
ve sayıda yapılmadığı için uzun sure bekleme sebebi olabiliyor. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 Hatalı hesaplar ve YDK evraklarının getirilmemesi 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Öncelikle mimari proje hazırlanıp belediyeden ön onay alındıktan sonra, diğer projeler 
hazırlanmalıdır. Ve bu Ģekilde ruhsat müracaatı yapılmalıdır. 
Mimarlar yapı güvenliğini tehdit edecek projeler sunarak, mühendislerin 2007 Deprem 
Yönetmeliğini ihlal etmesine sebep teĢkil etmektedirler. 
Ġmar Yönetmeliği piyasada çalıĢan, konusunda uzmanlaĢmıĢ mimarlarla birlikte 
kurulacak bir komisyonla tekrar sorgulanıp, gereksiz hükümleri kaldırılmak suretiyle 
daha sağlıklı bir hale getirilebilir. 
Ayrıca yine Yangın, Deprem ve Ġmar Yönetmeliklerinin birbiriyle çakıĢan bölümleri 
yeniden incelenmelidir. 
Belediyelerde çalıĢan kiĢilerin kendilerini geliĢtirmeleri için daha geniĢ imkanlar 
sunulmalıdır. 
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GÖRÜġME 4 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet 
veriyorsunuz? 
 Yapı Ruhsat ġubesi / Mimar / 12 yıl 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 Ayrıntılı inceleme gerektiren dosyalarda inceleme süresi uzayabilir. Tapu 
kayıtları kontrolünün uzaması, dosya arĢivindeki evrakların tek tek irdelenmesi, 
projenin konusuna ve yönetmeliklere göre değerlendirilmesi süreci uzatabilir. Bununla 
ilgili her dosya için farklı inceleme süreleri vardır denilebilir.  
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Fuarda yapılan otopark projesi danıĢtayca alınan yürütmeyi durdurma kararı 
sebebiyle durdurulmuĢtu. Projeyle ilgili evraklar ve projelerin düzeltilmesiyle ilgili 
bekleme süresi uzadı. Yeni bir mahkeme kararı alınınca proje onaylama süreci tekrar 
baĢladı ve neticelendirildi. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 Proje düzeltmelerinin zamanında yapılmaması, yapı denetim Ģirketi ve 
müteahhit evraklarının getirilmemesi, mal sahibi muvafakatlarının vekaletnamelerinin 
veya imzalarının tamamlanmaması, ilgili yönetmeliklere uygun olmayan projelerle 
yapılan baĢvurular gibi nedenlerle dosyalar beklemektedir. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için personel sayısı arttırılabilir, projeler 
yönetmeliklere uygun olarak hazırlanarak sunulabilir, baĢvurularda tapu kaydı ve ilgili 
evraklar eksiksiz baĢvurulursa tüm bekleme süreçleri asgari düzeye iner. 
 
GÖRÜġME 5 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet veriyor 
sunuz? 
 Yapı Kullanma Birimi / Mimar / 8 yıl 
2- Dosya içerisinde neleri kontrol ediyorsunuz? Ġstenilen evraklar nelerdir? 
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Kontrol edilenler: Yeni inĢaat ruhsatının 5 yıllık süresinin geçmemiĢ olması, zemin 
aplikasyon – temel vizesi ve subasman vizelerinin yapılmıĢ olması, isi yalıtım ve kaba 
inĢaat vizesinin yapılmıĢ olması, fen iĢleri müd.'nün yol borcunun %100 yatmıĢ 
olduğuna dair yazısı, otopark yeri ayrılmamıĢ ise otopark 2.taksitinin yattığına dair mali 
hizmetler(hesap iĢleri) müdürlüğünden yazı, TedaĢ 'tan trafo ile ilgili yazı var ise 
süresinin geçip geçmediğinin kontrolü yapılır. Trafo yeri ayrılmıĢ ise TedaĢ' tan 
uygunluk yazısı istenilir. 
Ġstenen evraklar: Dilekçe, tapu fotokopisi, 9 eylül ver.dairesinden iliĢ.kesme belgesi, 
emlak vergi dairesinden  borcu yoktur yazısı, diĢ kanal belgesi (ĠZSU), Telekom olur 
yazısı, sigorta il müd.'den borcu yoktur yazısı, yapi denetim ve proje müellifleri 
raporları, cephe fotoğrafları, 4708 sayılı yasa gereği %100 hakediĢ ödemesinin 
yapılması, 
Projeye göre ilave istenebilecek evraklar: Ġzmir büyükĢehir bel.'den otopark taksitlerinin 
yatırıldığına dair yazı, asansör uygunluk dosyası, itfaiye raporu, sığınak uygunluk 
belgesi. 
Bunların dıĢında, daha önce yapı kullanma izni verilmiĢ bir binaysa hangi evrakların 
dosyada yer aldığı ve talep edilen yerin yapı kullanma izni olup olmadığına bakıyorum. 
Varsa tabiki istenilen evraklar azalıyor. Yerinde kontrol yapıldıktan sonra evraklarını 
belirliyorum. 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 Ġncelenmesi 1 saat sürüyor. Ancak ayrıca yerinde tetkiki gerekiyorsa 1 saatte o 
sürüyor (tabiki baĢka bir gün). 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Sürüncemede kalmıĢ ya da sorunlu dosyalar tabiki her zaman oluyor. 
Problemleri ya inĢaatın projesine uygun olarak tamamlanmaması ya da yapı denetim 
Ģirketinin evrakları (ya da prosedür) konusunda yetersiz kalması. Bu nedenle uygun 
olduğu halde binanın yapı kullanma izini alma süresi uzayan dosyalar var. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 Evrakların tamamlanmamıĢ olarak müracaat edilmesi. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Yapı Denetim ġirketlerinin mal sahibinin yapı kullanma izni müracaatından önce 
binayı tam olarak kontrol etmesinin sağlanması ve o Ģartla yapı kullanma izni 
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müracaatında bulunulması. Böylece binada bir eksiklik varsa daha önceden Yapı 
Denetim Ģirketi müdahale edip süreci kısaltabilir. 
 
GÖRÜġME 6 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet veriyor 
sunuz? 
 Yapı Kullanma Birimi / ĠnĢaat Müh. – ġube Ģefi / 24 yıl 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama nekadar zaman alıyor? 
 Yeni inĢaat dosyalarını baz alacak olursak, benim önüme tüm dosyalar evrakları 
tamamlanmıĢ, yerinde görülmüĢ, (eğer varsa) binanın tüm eksiklikleri tamamlatılmıĢ ve 
oturma raporu kesilmiĢ olarak, ilgili memurlar imzaladıktan sonra onay aĢamasında 
geliyor. Bu sebeple dosyayı incelemem yaklaĢık 10 dakikamı alıyor.  
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Tam olarak Ģu dosya Ģeklinde bir Ģey söyleyemem ama sürüncemede kalan 
dosyalar tabiki her zaman oluyor. Bunlarında temel sebebi binanın projesine uygun 
olmamasıdır. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 En uzun sure bekleme sebebi binanın projesine uygun olmaması. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Evraklar eksiksiz olarak müracaat edilmesi. 
 
GÖRÜġME 7 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet veriyor 
sunuz? 
 Yapı Kullanma Birimi / Mimar / 1 yıl 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 Bir dosyanın evrak tetkikini yapmak yaklaĢık bir saat alıyor. Haftanın üç günü 
sabahtan göreve çıkıyoruz. Öğleden sonrada gelen dosyaları inceliyoruz. VatandaĢ 
müracaat ettiğinin ertesi günü dosyasının eksiklerini öğrenebiliyor yani. 
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Eksikleri sormaya geldiklerinde binanın yerinde kontrolü için gün alıyorlar, bu genelde 
bir sonraki hafta içi bir gün oluyor çünkü her haftanın görev günleri bir önceki haftadan 
dolmuĢ oluyor. Yani evrak tetkiki, yerinde kontrolü ve oturma raporunun kesilmesiyle 
beraber herĢeyi tamam ve düzgün olan bir bina için iĢlemler en fazla 2 hafta içerisinde 
tamamlanabilir. Ama vatandaĢ gelip eksiklerini öğrenmez, ,yerinde kontrol için gün 
almazsa haftalarca da uzayabilir. Farz edin ki müracaatından 2 hafta sonra gelip bir 
sonraki haftaya gün aldı, dosyanın incelenmiĢ bir Ģekilde ama hiçbir iĢlem yapılmadan 3 
hafta bir kenarda beklemesi demektir bu. 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Projesine göre çok büyük hataları olan dosyaları uzun sure elimizde tutmak 
yerine direk iade ediyoruz ve vatandaĢ gelip de tamamladığını söylediğinde tekrar 
müracaat etmesini istiyoruz, çünkü bunlar 1 ayda tamamlayabilecekleri iĢler olmuyor. 
Hatta bazıları bir daha hiç gelmiyor belediyeye, aftan elektrik su bağlatıp oturuyorlar 
muhtemelen. Örneğin bir binada hava bacalarından biri yapılmamıĢtı, bütün katlarda 
betonarmeyi kırarak yaptılar, tekrar baĢvurdular. Ama bir tanesinde zemin kat iĢyeri 
tavan yüksekliği 4.40 olması gereken yerde 5.60 yapılmıĢtı, telafi edemeyecekleri bir 
hatadır bu, bir daha da gelmediler zaten. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 En uzun sure bekleme sebebi değilde, en uzun sürede oturma raporu alma sebebi 
dersek  binanın projesine uygun olmaması. En uzun sure bekleme sebebi dediğimizde 
eksik evraklar; örneğin büyük çaplı projelerde sigorta iliĢiksiz belgesi en son gelen 
evraklar arasında. Birde otopark taksitlerini çoğu kiĢi yatırmamıĢ oluyor, bu nedenle 
dekontları getirmeleri doğal olarak da yazıĢmalar gecikiyor. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Yapı denetim firmalarının bina tamamlandıktan sonra yerinde kontrol yapması 
ve eksikleri tamamlanmıĢ halde müracaat yapılması 
 Birimlerin bibirlerine yakın yerlerde, hatta mümkünse aynı çatı altında olması. 
Ġmar müdürlüğü Basmane meydanında, buradan çevre temizlik vergisi ve 9 eylül vergi 
dairesi evraklarını alan bir vatandaĢ, önce Konak‟a oradan Üçkuyulara gidip evrakları 
yaptırıp, Basmane‟ye geri dönüyor. Bu hem zaman, hem masraf, hem de yorgunluk. 
  Son olarak, vatandaĢların bilinçlendirilmesi diyebiliriz. Yapı denetim 
firmalarından ya da internet sistemi üzerinden ne yapmaları gerektiğini, getirmeleri 
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gereken evrakları öğrenseler, yapılan iĢlem hakkında bir fikirleri olsa herĢeyin onlar 
içinde daha rahat olacağını düĢünüyorum. 
 
GÖRÜġME 8 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet 
veriyorsunuz? 
 Yapı Kullanma Birimi / Makine Mühendisi / 22 yıl 
2- Dosya içerisinde neleri kontrol ediyorsunuz? Ġstenilen evraklar nelerdir? 
 Mekanik tesisat projeleri, kanal bağlantı belgesi, binada asansör var ise projeleri 
ve evrakları.  
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 YaklaĢık 20- 30 dakika. 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Cevap yok. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 En uzun sure bekleme sebebi binanın projesine uygun olmaması. Yapılması 
gereken proje tadilatları veya yerinde yapılması gereken eksiklikler olduğunda dosyalar 
uzun sure bekleyebiliyor. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Dosyalar mimari tetkik masasından geçirilirken yapılan tüm proje tadilatlarının 
mekanik tesisat projelerinde de yapılması gerekiyor. Örneğin bir binayı yerinde tetkike 
gidiyoruz, tesisat projesinde mekanik basınçlandırma görünüyor oysaki mimari projede 
iptal edilmiĢ, ya da kat planları değiĢmiĢ, mekanik tesisat projesine iĢlenmediği için 
tamamen farklı bir bina oluyor karĢımda. 
 
GÖRÜġME 9 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet 
veriyorsunuz? 
HakediĢ ġubesi / Mimar / 3 yıl 
2- Dosya içerisinde neleri kontrol ediyorsunuz? Ġstenilen evraklar nelerdir? 
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HakediĢ raporları, Dekontlar, Faturalar, ĠĢyeri teslim tutanakları, Son durum tesbit 
tutanağı, Ġhzaat raporu, Demir Faturası, Beton döküm tutanakları, Kalıp-demir 
tutanakları, Beton basınç dayanım raporları, Çelik çubuk çekme deneyi, Personel 
bildirgesi, Isı yalıtım ve kaba inĢaat vizesi, Yapı denetim hizmet sözleĢmesi, Su basman 
vizesi, Topraklama tutanağı, Demir numune alma tutanağı dosya içerisinde kontrol 
edilen ve olması gereken evraklardır. 
3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama ne kadar zaman alıyor? 
 Henüz karĢılaĢmadık. 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Tabiki var. Evrak eksikleri ve proje-yapı tadilatları. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 Evrakların tamamlanmamıĢ olarak müracaat edilmesi. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Dosyaların yapı denetim Ģirketleri tarafından eksiksiz getirilmesi 
ĠĢ takibi için gelen vatandaĢların doğru Ģubelere yönlendirilmesi için belediyede bir ön 
masa oluĢturulması 
Eleman eksikliğinin giderilmesi 
Yapı denetim firmalarında çalıĢan elemanların sürekli değiĢmemesi, çünkü tam bir kiĢi 
iĢi öğrenmiĢken iĢten ayrılıyor ve yerine yine bilmeyen biri geliyor. 
 
GÖRÜġME 10 
 
1- Hangi Ģubede görev yapıyorsunuz / Ünvanınız / Kaç yıldır belediyede hizmet 
veriyorsunuz? 
 HakediĢ ġubesi  / YaklaĢık 1,5 yıl 
2- Dosya içerisinde neleri kontrol ediyorsunuz? Ġstenilen evraklar nelerdir? 
HakediĢ raporları, Dekontlar, Faturalar, Ġhzaat raporu, Demir Faturası, Beton döküm 
tutanakları, Beton basınç dayanım raporları,Çelik çubuk çekme deneyi, Personel 
bildirgesi, Topraklama tutanağı, Demir numune alma tutanağı, ĠĢyeri teslim tutanakları, 
Son durum tespit tutanağı, Ġhzaat raporu, Demir Faturası, Beton döküm tutanakları, 
Kalıp-demir tutanakları dosya içerisinde kontrol ediliyor. Bu evrakların uygun olup 
olmadığı kontrol ediliyor. 
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3- Bütün evrakları tam olan bir dosyanın incelenmesi ortalama nekadar zaman alıyor? 
 3 gün. 
4- Önünüzde çok uzun süre bekleyen ya da sürekli iade edilen unutamadığınız bir dosya 
var mı? Problemleri nelerdi? 
 Yerinde yapılan uygulama ile onaylı projesinin uygun olmaması ve hakediĢ 
içerisindeki evrakların birçoğunun eksik olması, beton dökülürken numune alınmaması, 
dekont eksiklikleri. 
5- Dosyaların en çok bekleme sebepleri, en sık rastlanılan sorunlar nelerdir? 
 HakediĢ dosyası içinde olması gereken evrakların tam olmaması ve denetim 
Ģirketlerinin takipsizliği nedeniyle bekleme süresi artmaktadır. 
6- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Dosyaların eksiksiz getirilmesi 
Yerindeki uygulama ile projelerin uyumlu olması 
Yapı denetim firmalarının dosya eksiklikleriyle ilgilenip tamamlaması 
 
GÖRÜġME 11 
 
1- Adınız Soyadınız (Zorunlu değil) / Ünvanınız? 
Hüseyin Serdar ĠVĠT, mimar 
2- Kaç yıldır mesleğinizi icra ediyorsunuz? 
24 yıl 
3- Yapı denetim firmalarıyla çalıĢmaktan memnun musunuz? Hangi konularda ne gibi 
aksaklıklar yaĢanıyor? 
Genelde memnunum. Ġlk zamanlar piyasadan uzak kalmıĢ elemanlar tarafından 
kuruldukları için problem oluyordu. Zamanla düzeliyor. 
4- Belediyelere bir dosya için hangi aĢamalarda, ortalama kaç kez gelmeniz gerekiyor? 
Sizin için sıkıntılı olan noktalar neler? 
Önce dosyadaki evrakları (50-60 adet) toplama süreci var. Bunlardan sonra belediyeye 
her gün gelmek gerekiyor. Evrakı takip etmediğiniz zaman yürümüyor. 1 dosya için 
ortalama 20 kere geliniyor. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
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Evrakların tamamlanmasından sonra dosya dağıtılması iyi uygulama. Ama dağıtım 
süreci çok uzun. Mesela 12-13 günde dağıtılan dosya 5-6 gün içinde müdür imzasına 
gidebiliyor.Özellikle yüklü çalıĢan belediyelerde eleman sayısı arttırılabilir. 
 
GÖRÜġME 12 
 
1- Adınız Soyadınız (Zorunlu değil) / Ünvanınız? 
Ali KESER, mimar 
2- Kaç yıldır mesleğinizi icra ediyorsunuz? 
29 yıldır serbest mimar olarak çalıĢıyorum 
3- Yapı denetim firmalarıyla çalıĢmaktan memnun musunuz? Hangi konularda ne gibi 
aksaklıklar yaĢanıyor? 
Yapı denetim firmalarından kesinlikle memnun değilim, çünkü yeteri kadar iĢlerini takip 
etmiyorlar.  Sadece hakediĢ Ģubesinden paralarını almak için uğraĢıyorlar. 
4- Belediyelere bir dosya için hangi aĢamalarda, ortalama kaç kez gelmeniz gerekiyor? 
Sizin için sıkıntılı olan noktalar neler? 
Belediyeye devamlı olarak geliyorum. Eksiksiz dosya olunca hemen bakılıyor. Yeterki 
bakılma sırası dosyama gelsin. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Sürecin daha iyi çalıĢması ve hızlanması için yeni ve bilinçli elemanların iĢe alınması 
gerekiyor. 
 
GÖRÜġME 13 
 
1- Adınız Soyadınız (Zorunlu değil) / Ünvanınız? 
-----, mimar 
2- Kaç yıldır mesleğinizi icra ediyorsunuz? 
32 yıldır icra ediyorum. 
3- Yapı denetim firmalarıyla çalıĢmaktan memnun musunuz? Hangi konularda ne gibi 
aksaklıklar yaĢanıyor? 
Yapı denetim firmalarının pek sağlıklı çalıĢtığı, iĢlerini tam yerine getirdiği söylenemez. 
Daha çok emekli arkadaĢların çalıĢtığı, onlarında yeni yasalardan ve yönetmeliklerden 
uzak olduğu görülmekte, tam bir proje denetimi sağlanamamaktadır. Uygulamada az 
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sayıda genç eleman çalıĢtığından inĢaat alanında tam bir denetim yapılamamaktadır. 
Denetim Ģirketleri hak ediĢleri ile uğraĢmaktan diğer asli görevlerini pek 
yapamamaktadırlar. 
4- Belediyelere bir dosya için hangi aĢamalarda, ortalama kaç kez gelmeniz gerekiyor? 
Sizin için sıkıntılı olan noktalar neler? 
Bir dosya için gelme sayım duruma göre değiĢmektedir. Ortalama olarak 10-15 kez 
gelebiliyorum. Projelerin büyüklüğü ve özellikleri sayının değiĢmesinde etkili 
olabiliyor. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Sürecin iĢleyiĢ hızı bence çok abartılı değil. Dosyaların çıkıĢ hızını zaman olarak uygun 
buluyorum. Projeci olarak dosyaları takip ettiğimiz müddetçe bir sorun 
bulunmamaktadır. 
 
GÖRÜġME 14 
 
1- Adınız Soyadınız (Zorunlu değil) / Ünvanınız? 
-----, mimar 
2- Kaç yıldır mesleğinizi icra ediyorsunuz? 
3 yıldır serbest piyasada çalıĢıyorum. 
3- Yapı denetim firmalarıyla çalıĢmaktan memnun musunuz? Hangi konularda ne gibi 
aksaklıklar yaĢanıyor? 
Tabiki sorunlar yaĢıyoruz, mimarları çok zorluyorlar projeleri denetlerken. Ama bence 
bu bir Ģikayet unsuru olamaz. Sonuçta onlar Bayındırlık ve Ġskan Bakanlığına bağlı 
olarak çalıĢıyorlar, o nedenle de hiçbir risk almak istemiyorlar. 
4- Belediyelere bir dosya için hangi aĢamalarda, ortalama kaç kez gelmeniz gerekiyor? 
Sizin için sıkıntılı olan noktalar neler? 
DanıĢma için geliĢlerimi de sayarsak toplam 20 kez falan geliyorumdur. Belediye de en 
sıkıntılı nokta yorumların insandan insana değiĢiyor olması. Bir dosya için müracaat 
ediyorsunuz kabul ediliyor ve eksik evrakları sonradan tamamlıyorsunuz, daha sonra bir 
baĢka dosya için aynı evraklarla müracaat ediyorsunuz evrak eksik deyip kabul etmiyor. 
Ġki kiĢiden biri hatalı ama hangisi bilemiyorum tabi. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Personel yaptığı iĢ konusunda eğitilmeli bence. 
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GÖRÜġME 15 
 
1- Adınız Soyadınız (Zorunlu değil) / Ünvanınız? 
-----, mimar 
2- Kaç yıldır mesleğinizi icra ediyorsunuz? 
11 yıldır çalıĢıyorum. 
3- Yapı denetim firmalarıyla çalıĢmaktan memnun musunuz? Hangi konularda ne gibi 
aksaklıklar yaĢanıyor? 
Düzgün çalıĢtığını bildiğimiz yapı denetim firmalarıyla çalıĢıyoruz ve memnunuz. 
Sorunlar her zaman olabilir ama bu iĢlerini yapmamalarından kaynaklanmıyor, 
denetimlerimiz tam zamanında yapılıyor her zaman. 
4- Belediyelere bir dosya için hangi aĢamalarda, ortalama kaç kez gelmeniz gerekiyor? 
Sizin için sıkıntılı olan noktalar neler? 
Sayı vermem çok zor, bilmiyorum. ĠĢleyiĢ kıĢın gayet iyi, yazın ise personel peĢi sıra 
izin kullandığından personel yetersiz kalıyor ve iĢler yavaĢlıyor. En büyük problem imar 
mevzuatının yoruma dayalı bölümlerinde yaĢanıyor (tüm belediyelerde), yeterli cevabı 
alamıyoruz. Kimsenin kendini riske atmasını tabiî ki istemiyoruz ama ilgili mevzuatın 
eksikliliğini kabul etseler de üstüne bir Ģey koyamıyorlar. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
Konusunda uzman kiĢilerle personel sayısı arttırılmalı, iĢ yükü hafifletilmeli. Ayrıca 
belediyelerin “e-belediye” siteleri çok komik, günümüz teknolojisine ayak uydurarak 
internet üzerinden daha çok iĢlem yapılabilmeli. 
 
GÖRÜġME 16 
 
1- Yapı denetim firmasında kaç yıldır çalıĢıyorsunuz? Ünvanınız? 
 4 yıl, kontrol elemanı / inĢaat müh. 
2- ÇalıĢmakta olduğunuz firmada hangi pozisyonlarda – kaç kiĢi çalıĢıyor? 
 20 kiĢi 
3- ĠĢleyiĢ sırasında en sık karĢılaĢılan aksaklıklar neler? 
 Bakanlığın istediği formatın dıĢında evraklar istenmesi. Örneğin bir binada 
temmuz ağustos ayları arasında bir denetçi çalıĢmıĢ ve daha sonra yerine bir baĢkası 
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atanmıĢ, son atanan kiĢiden o ayları da kapsayan bir evrakta imza istiyorlar oysaki 
adamın alakası yok 
4- Dosyalarınız genellikle hangi Ģubede ne kadar süreyle bekliyor? Sebepleri neler? 
 Standart diyebileceğimiz 4 katlı, sığınaksız bir yapının hakediĢini alma süresi 
ortalama 6 ay (%0'dan %100'e). Ancak bu süre dosyayı bizim ne kadar takip ettiğimize 
göre de değiĢiyor. Önemli bir dosya olduğunda rica edip 1 günde de çıkarabiliyoruz bir 
Ģubeden, ancak 3 aydır bekleyen dosyalarımızda var. Örneğin bir dosya HakediĢ 
Ģubesindeyken tadilat için yapı ruhsata geri dönebiliyor, daha sonra oradan arĢive 
dönebiliyor ya da bekleyebiliyor, biz dosyayı takip etmezsek zaten buradaki personel 
hatırlamaz, her gün önlerine bir dolu evrak geliyor ben olsam bende hatırlamam, 
hakediĢler, personel atamaları, kapanan firmaların evrakları vs. gibi çok çeĢitli evrak var 
sonuçta ellerinde.  
Dosyalar HakediĢ ve Yapı Kullanma ġubelerinde bekliyor. ġu an HakediĢ Ģubesinde 2 
kiĢi kontrol yapıyor yani en büyük sorun personel eksikliği, buna istinadende iĢ 
yoğunluğu.  
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 ġubelerin kontrol ettikleri dosyalarda küçük detaylara takılmaması ve Yapı 
denetim Ģirketleri ile iliĢkilerini güçlendirmesi. 
6- Örneğin yapı kullanma birimi Ģubesi binanın %100 seviye tespitini yapan bir Ģube, 
hakediĢlerinizin %100 onaylanmama sebepleri arasında binanın ruhsat ve eklerine 
uygun olarak tamamlanmamıĢ olması da var. Oysaki yapıları en baĢından itibaren 
denetleyen sizin firmanız. Bu konuda yapı denetim firmalarında nasıl bir eksiklik var? 
Bir bina süreç boyunca ne sıklıkla denetleniyor? 
 Konak belediyesi YeĢilyurt semtinde beraber çalıĢtığımız müteahhitler proje 
bilgisi yeterli olmadığından dolayı imalat yaparken çoğu Ģeyi değiĢtiriyor. ancak bunlar 
vizeleri etkileyebilecek boyutta olmadığından daha yumuĢak davranıyoruz. Yapı 
kullanma sürecinde de proje tadilatlarını yaptırıyoruz. Tabi birde belediyelerin hoĢ 
gördüğü Ģeyler olabilir. 
Ancak üstlendiğimiz iĢlerin demir ve beton kontrolleri yerinde ve zamanında yapılıyor. 
 
GÖRÜġME 17 
 
1- Yapı denetim firmasında kaç yıldır çalıĢıyorsunuz? Ünvanınız? 
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 YaklaĢık 4 aydır yapı denetim firmasında görev yapmaktayım. Firmada Teknik 
Koordinatör ve Proje Denetim Görevlisi olarak çalıĢmaktayım. 
2- ÇalıĢmakta olduğunuz firmada hangi pozisyonlarda – kaç kiĢi çalıĢıyor? 
 Uygulama denetçisi: 8 inĢaat müh. 
 Denetçi: 7 inĢaat müh., 8 elektrik müh., 9 makine müh., 4 mimar 
 Yke: 42 inĢaat müh., 4 elektrik müh., 10 makine müh. 
 Ofis elemanları: HakediĢ bölümünde 6, SözleĢmelerde 2, Projelerde 3 kiĢi 
 Diğer çalıĢanlar: 2 jeoloji müh., 2 inĢaat teknikeri, 2 elektrik teknikeri, 1 harita 
teknikeri, 1 Ģehir planlamacısı, ince iĢlerde çalıĢan 1 mimar, 1 muhasebe, 1 sekreter, 1 
temizlik elemanı, 2 mutfak elemanı, 1 office boy. 
3- ĠĢleyiĢ sırasında en sık karĢılaĢılan aksaklıklar neler? 
 ĠĢleyiĢ sırasında yapı denetim sisteminde ve belediyelerde bir takım sorunlar 
yaĢanmaktadır.  
Yapı denetim sistemi ile ilgili olarak sistemin belli aralıklarla geçici olarak servis dıĢı 
olması durumunda iĢlemlerin takibinde gecikmeler olmaktadır. 
Belediyedeki iĢlemlerin takibini 2 aydır yapmaktayım bu süre içerisinde belediye 
çalıĢanlarının izinli olduğu günlerde gerekli iĢlemlerin gecikmeli olarak yapılması 
konusunda bazı sıkıntılarımız oldu. Ayrıca bazı Ģubelerde kaydını yaptığımız evrakların 
Ģube içerisinde bulunamaması, gerekli güncellenmelerin zamanında yapılmaması gibi 
sıkıntılarımızda olmaktadır. 
4- Dosyalarınız genellikle hangi Ģubede ne kadar süreyle bekliyor? Sebepleri neler? 
 Dosyalarımızın daha çok yapı ruhsat ve hak ediĢ Ģubelerinde haftalarca 
beklediği olabiliyor. Sebepleri genel olarak iĢlerin yoğunluğu, izinli belediye çalıĢanının 
yerine bakılamaması, çalıĢanlar arası evrak geçiĢinin gecikmesidir. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için firma olarak belediyedeki evrakların takibini 
SÜREKLĠ yapmak durumunda olduğumuzu düĢünmekteyiz. 
 
GÖRÜġME 18 
 
1- Yapı denetim firmasında kaç yıldır çalıĢıyorsunuz? Ünvanınız? 
 4 aydır inĢaat kontrol mühendisi olarak görev yapmaktayım. 
2- ÇalıĢmakta olduğunuz firmada hangi pozisyonlarda – kaç kiĢi çalıĢıyor? 
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 2 kiĢi inĢaat yapı denetçisi, 1 kiĢi inĢaat proje denetçisi, 1 kiĢi mimari proje ve 
uygulama denetçisi, 2 kiĢi makine proje ve yapı denetçisi, 2 kiĢi elektrik proje ve yapı 
denetçisi, 5 kiĢi inĢaat kontrol elemanı, 2 kiĢi makine kontrol elemanı, 1 kiĢi elektrik 
kontrol elemanı olmak üzere 16 kiĢi çalıĢmakta. 
3- ĠĢleyiĢ sırasında en sık karĢılaĢılan aksaklıklar neler? 
 Yapı denetim sisteminin tam olarak bilinmemesi. 
4- Dosyalarınız genellikle hangi Ģubede ne kadar süreyle bekliyor? Sebepleri neler? 
 Daha ziyade hakediĢ Ģubesinde iki hafta kadar bekliyor. Çok fazla prosedür 
olması sebebiyle dosyaları incelemek için daha fazla harcanıyor. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Konuya vakıf olan elemanlar yetiĢtirilmesi ve bakanlık tarafından belediye ve 
yapı denetim çalıĢanlarına seminerler verilmesi. 
6- Örneğin yapı kullanma birimi Ģubesi binanın %100 seviye tespitini yapan bir Ģube, 
hakediĢlerinizin %100 onaylanmama sebepleri arasında binanın ruhsat ve eklerine 
uygun olarak tamamlanmamıĢ olması da var. Oysaki yapıları en baĢından itibaren 
denetleyen sizin firmanız. Bu konuda yapı denetim firmalarında nasıl bir eksiklik var? 
Bir bina süreç boyunca ne sıklıkla denetleniyor? 
Yapının tam olarak projesine uygun olarak yapılmadığı zamanlar olabiliyor ama bunlar 
göz yumulan ufak tefek değiĢiklikler. Bu sebeple aksaklıklar yaĢanabiliyor tabiki. 
 
GÖRÜġME 19 
 
1- Yapı denetim firmasında kaç yıldır çalıĢıyorsunuz? Ünvanınız? 
 3 yıldır çalıĢıyorum. ĠnĢaat mühendisi / firma müdürü 
2- ÇalıĢmakta olduğunuz firmada hangi pozisyonlarda – kaç kiĢi çalıĢıyor? 
 Toplam 40 kiĢi çalıĢıyor. 
3- ĠĢleyiĢ sırasında en sık karĢılaĢılan aksaklıklar neler? 
 Yerel yönetimlerin bürokratik iĢlemlerindeki uzamalar en büyük aksaklık. 
4- Dosyalarınız genellikle hangi Ģubede ne kadar süreyle bekliyor? Sebepleri neler? 
 Her Ģubede bekliyor. Sebepleri değiĢken. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Kısa bir dosya incelemesi, etkin denetim, yetkilerin yapı denetim kuruluĢlarına 
devri. 
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 Belediyeler sadece kontrol amaçlı olmalı, yapı denetimler oturma raporlarını 
vermeli. Vermeden önce belediyeden izin almalı belediyeden, onlarda yerinde ölçüp 
biçip raporu verebilirsiniz ya da veremezsiniz diye yapı denetime izin vermeli ya da 
vermemeli. ġuan belediyelerde yapılan Ģey evrak memurluğu, çok fazla prosedür var. 
Sonuçta bu binalardan 50 yıl biz sorumluyuz. Ara aĢamalarda belediye yetkilileri bizden 
habersiz kontrole gelebilir, tutanak tutar. Bu bir kontrol mekanizmasıdır sonuçta ve 
iĢlerin yapı denetimler tarafından da daha ciddi alınmasını sağlar. En son aĢamada da 
yapı denetimler ruhsatları vermeden önce izin alırlar. 
YurtdıĢında bazı ülkelerde, örneğin Amerika‟nın bazı eyaletlerinde sistem bu Ģekilde 
iĢliyor bildiğim kadarıyla. 
Ayrıca bizde elimizde kaĢelerle bir imza atmak için belediyelere gidip gelmeye çok 
fazla zaman harcıyoruz. 
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1- Yapı denetim firmasında kaç yıldır çalıĢıyorsunuz? Ünvanınız? 
 10 yıldır çalıĢıyorum. ĠnĢaat mühendisi / yapı denetçisi 
2- ÇalıĢmakta olduğunuz firmada hangi pozisyonlarda – kaç kiĢi çalıĢıyor? 
 22 kiĢi çalıĢıyor. 
3- ĠĢleyiĢ sırasında en sık karĢılaĢılan aksaklıklar neler? 
 Yapı denetim firmalarından istenen evrakların fazlalığı aksaklıklara sebep 
oluyor. Çok fazla prosedür var. Asli görevimiz inĢaatların denetimini yapmak am bizi 
evrak peĢinde koĢan insanlar haline getirdiler. 
4- Dosyalarınız genellikle hangi Ģubede ne kadar süreyle bekliyor? Sebepleri neler? 
 HakediĢ Ģubesinde iĢlerimizi tamamlıyoruz ancak en lüzumsuz yere 
beklediğimiz Ģube yapı kullanma. ĠnĢaat bitince yapı kullanma Ģubesinde hak ediĢ 
ödemesi ve iĢbitirme ayrı ayrı verilmeli. Sığınak uygunluk belgesi gibi bizimle alakasız 
evrakların tamamlanması için paramızı alamıyoruz. Sonuçta bunlar mal sahibinin yapı 
kullanma izin belgesi alırken tamamlayacağı evraklar. 
5- Sürecin daha hızlı iĢlemesi için önerileriniz / tavsiyeleriniz nelerdir? 
 Sistem daha kontrol edilebilir hale getirilmeli. Daha genç ve dinamik bir kadro 
kurulmalı. 
